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PROPERTY OPPOSED TO STATUTES

Officials of the Maine Lobster- 1 approved by a great majority of
Representatives from Appleton,
men’s Association met Tuesday lobateranen and dealers before i Cushing. Friendship. Owls Head.
with several Maine iolisti r deal iegietatlon is requested.
s, GpoIffp 8o. Thcmaston, Thom.
ers and discussed an equitable
Commissioner Stanley R. Tupaston. Union. Waldoboro, Warren.
minimum price to be paid to lob- per of the Department of Sea &
stermen for their catchthis sumShore Fisheries stated, "A wide- nnd"o Abington nu t Tuesday
at
mer. A tentative agreement was awake advertising campaign dur- ’^e Legion Home in Waldoboro to
reached, to be submitted to deal ing peak production
months,, make plans for an area x-ray sur- (
ers and lobstermen.
coup'ed witli continuous market- vey which will be held thc weeks
Presiding at a round table dis ing research, would bring larger of junp ig nnd June 25.
cussion was Leslie Dyer, presi profits to lobstermen and dealers
Thig magg community arpa x.
dent of M.L.A. Many participants a’ike.” Tapper said that his deray survey is sponsored locally
expressed the opinion that the partment would continue to do all
lobster industry should have a possible in the promotional field and carried out under the joint $$
marketing and advertising pio- within the framework of a limited apices of the State Department
Hr
gram, similar to current pro- budget, but urged greater indiusHealth and Welfare, and the
grams of the sardine, potato, and try participation.
Four County Tuberculosis Associdairy industries, and financed by
Dyer said that the Maine Lob- ation.
a self-imposed one-half cent per stermn’s Association would hold
Jo8Pph Moyp, vice commandpr
pormd tax on lobsters.
sectional meetings along the coast Qf thp Charlea c u„y pogt whifh
It was emphasized that a prao- during the next few weeks to „ ,hp Bponsoring organization in
tical plan must be worked out and thoroughly discuss these items.
Waldobolo. aPtP(1 as chairman of
■----------------------------------------------------------- the meeting.
Among those assisting in the
NEW CONTRACT BETWEEN DRAGON planning
and organization are:
George Nilson, State Department
AND WORKERS CONTAINS WAGE
of H- 11th and Welfare, Miss Clara
Floyd, Division of Tuberculosis
INCREASE AND ADDED BENEFITS
Association.
Dragon Cement Company and crease to partially overcome the
the Cement, Lime & Gypsum seven cent per hour wage differ
Workers International signed a ential between the Thomaston and Ingersoll Head of
one year contract at the plant at Northhampton, Penna. plants of
10 a. m. Wednesday.
the company. This section of the Knox Legion
Signatures affixed to the con agreement runs for a two year
An annual meeting of the Knox
tract included those of, John M. period.
County Council ol the American
Pomery, vice president of the firm
An additional paid holiday was Lpffio,; hpW at thp Kinney-Mel
and Thomaston plant manager established by
agreement and quist American legion post in
and the union president, Jesse In- New Yeats Day was selected.
Tenants Harbor Monday evening
abinet.
Also, union committee
There wore several increases in produced a slate of new officers
members. Charles Smith, Arthur hospital and compensation bene
headed by Arthur L. Ingersoll of
Preston, Frank Barret and Gordon fits. The daily rate allowed for
Port Clyde who was elected com
Peters, and the union representa hospitalization was raised from $10
mander.
tive, Audin Straub.
to $13 and the allowance for sur
Other officers elected were:
The contract brought into effeot gical fees raised to $250. Com
Ervin L. Curtis of Rockland,
several
changes in the labor pensation payments were advanc
vice commander; Wilfrid Killagreement between Dragon and ed to $40 weekly.
pinen of St. George, adjutant;
its workers.
The memorandum signed Wed
Dennis Pires of Camden, finance
The major item was an 18 cent nesday makes all features of the
officer; Rev. George H. Wood of
per hour wage increase across the contract retroactive to May 1, the I
Rockland, chaplain;
Frank Medate of expiration of the old con-i
board foi- all workers.
Donnell of Rockport, service offiAlso, a two cent per hour in tract.
cer; and William Wallace of
Thomaston, sergeant at arms.
CAMDEN FOLKS TO VOTE MAY 28 ON The new officers will be installed June 10 at the Tenants Harbor
$200,000 BOND ISSUE FOR BUILDING post.

OF NEW HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION
Citizens of the towm of Camden
W’ill vote on May 28 on the question of whether or not to raise
$220,000 for the construction of an

as those used in the original
bids.
. The addition w’ill be a one story
| structure of nine rooms with

addition to the present high school
building. The article which is to
be voted on by Australian ballot
calls for the raising of the money
by a bond issue.
The $220,000 figure, plus a building fund reserve already on hand,

'cinder block and brick veneer con1 .*truction.
It would be located
along the front of the present
building and would connect it with
the gymnasium. It would provide
1 four regular classrooms.
two
i commercial rooms, a sound eon-

will provide for the complete con- ■ ditioned room for music, i phy»struction and equipping of the les-chemistry laboratory, recitaaddition, according to the school tion rooms, a shop area of 3.500
building committee.
square feet and office, rest room
Two of the
Bids which were recently re and storage space.
ceived show a net lowering of classrooms would be connected by
costa of $10,000 over the bids re folding doors to make one large
ceived and rejected earlier in thc room when needed.
year. Thc low bid for construc
The building committee has an
tion was submitted by Clarence nounced that copies of the plans
Thomas, Camden contractor. The and specifications of the proposed
plans used for the second round building are on file at the offices
of bidding were exactly thc same of the town manager and the sup-
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Have the look of smart distinction . . .
The assurance that goes with easyfitting, cool comfort on warm days, in
the all new Miracle Fabrics that
actually
BOUNCE OUT WRINKLES
LOCK IN SMOOTHNESS

Rayons & Nylons $32.50
(In Cords and Fancies)

Palm Beach

$35.95

Slacks Also Available In Palm Beach
To Mix and Match Your Suit

Mo Kara

$49.50

Dacron & Wool

Experienced or To Train.
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Arthur Ingersoll of Port Clyde,
elected commander of the Knox
County Council, American Legion,
received a second honor Tuesday
evening when he was elected chef
de garc of the Knox County
Voiture of 40 and 8 at a meeting
of the group at the American Legion home here.
On his suite are chef de train.
Sidney Segal; sous chef de train,
E. Allen Gordon; conducteur,
Claud Wiley;
sous conducteur,
Walter Dow: correspondent, Erwin Curtis; commis intendent,
Douglas Curtis; comm s voyageur,
Sterling Proctor; gard de la port,
Frank Hallowell; sous gard de la
port, MelZer McCaslin; aumonier,
T< d Perry; m« decin. Hazen Cook;
grand cheminot. Lawrence Blood.

Recent legislation in Congress the Alice Wentworth, owned by
can well end the days of the Capt. Donald D. Snyder. Jr., will
come under the law. Also, the
cruise schooner fleet on the coast
Victory Chimes, owned by Capt.
of Maine. A Congressional bill re
Frank Elliott of Ingraham Hill.
cently signed into law by Presi- Elliott bought thc three masted
dent Eisenhower places all pas- Chesapeake Bay vessel last fall
senger craft of all descriptions, shortly after mortgage holders
having space for more than six had forced her sale through the
persons, under Coast Guard safe- United States marshall at Port
ly regulations.
)and
It is known that Coast Guard in
Other such craft operate from
spections of vessels which have
Maine ports and those in neigh
been under jurisdiction of thc
boring states.
Merchant Marine Inspection Serv
Practically all of them are two
ice of the Coast Guard in the past
masters formerly used as coast
have been rigid. It was, in great
wise cargo carriers, some in the
part, the rigidity of these regula
tions which forced the steamers stone trad-e years ago and others
Horn the coast a few years ago. as general cargo vessels. It has
been several years since any of
ft is not expected that the re
them were used in the fields for
quirements
placed
upon
Ihe
which they were built.
schooners will he any less string
Over the years they have been
ent.
Coming under the new law, rebuilt and kept in genarally
which has been sought for years good condition and have proven
by the Coast Guard, will be the popular with thousands of vaca
Windjammer fleet of Capt. Frank tion sailors each season.
It is expected that the Coast
Swift out of Camden. At times in
thc past this fleet has numbered Guard will follow the require
as many as 10 oldtime coasting ments now in effect for steam or
diesel propelled craft. Included
schooners.
In Rockland, the former Boston may be the necessity of water
fishing schooner Adventurer, own tight bulkheads, which few. if
ed by Capt. Dayton Newton and any, have now.
Also, lifeboat
space for all persons aboard to
erintendent of schools. Interested the extent of 10 cubic feet for each
persons are invited by the com person aboard and one cubic foot
mittee to Inspect the plans at one of air tank space.
of these two places.
Also, it will probably be re
quired that thc ship's personnel
be licensed masters and mates,
PART-TIME
as well as able and ordinary sea
on deck.
CLERK WANTED men
In the past, sailing vessels hav
ing no propulsion engines aboard
Candy Store
did not ccme under Coast Guard
inspection. Power, when needed,
was supplied by the ship's yawl
WRITE CLERK
boat, either towing the ship or
pushing at the stern.
P. 0. Bax 666
No orders have been received
Rockland, Mt.
by the local Coast Guard base as
53-tf
to procedure in inspections as yet.
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40 & 8 Elects

COME UNDER SAFETY INSPECTION

OUR TAILOR SHOP IS AT YOUR SERVICE

T

Knox Voiture of

MAY BE NEAR AS SAILING CRAFT

$55.00

Apply In Person At the Office

Georges River

Woolen Mill

BEAR DOWN ON UNMARRIED MALE

I

END OF CRUISE SCHOONER FLEET

HELP WANTED

—

City Attorney Jerome C. Bur- i voted in favor of granting the
rou- has ruled that the vote of |change while Couneilmen McCarthe City Council Monday evening ty and Marsh voted against.
j on the Robert Burns petition for
It was then that City Attorney
a zoning change at his place of Burrows was asked, to determine
business on Old County road is thc legality of the vote.
not in line with the state statutes.
In his letter to Dr. Scarlott, he
I'. S. HAIL
At the hearing, there was dis observed that law called for a
cussion between members of the two-thirds vote of the five man
Council as to the number of affir council. From that, he ruled that
mative votes necessary to pass an affirmative vote of four coun
the ordinance change which would cilors is required to adopt or
have permitted Burns to use an amend a zoning ordinance.
adjoining lot to the site of his
The plot of land in question is
present business where he manu approximately 70 x 100 feet in
factures burial vaults and septic size. It adjoins land used for some
tanks.
years by Burns as the site of his
It was contended that a vote burial vault manufacturing plant.
- ■* .
of four councilors in favor would
The Burns plant operates as a
be necessary to bring about the non-conforming business in a resi
'"****- • *■ «.»-•
*®*-a**W- A*>-I
zoning change. Others offered the dential B zone, having been in
opinion that a vote of three in operation at the time the zoning
favor of the change would pass it. ordinances were established. The
There are five councilors.
additional area he asked to have
The follow'ing vote resulted in declared a commercial C zone has
Postmaster Jim (onnellnn’s parcel post crews are sporting two of the most colorful trucks ever
seen in this section. A few days ago. whoever plays Santa Claus lor postmen presented them with two a three to two decision. Council- been under the residential B
brand new. Dodge, three quarter ton trucks. Not only are they painted in red, white and blue, hut they men Stilphen. Gilbert and Scarlott 1 zone
are right hand drive to allow the operator to alight on the sidewalk side rather than stepping out into
traffic. In the picture, carrier Raymond Kennedy pilots one of the trucks from the starboard side. The
units are of short wheelbase for easy handling in crowded areas, and have controls which permit the
operator to stand while driving, Tile front doors slide back into tile body while the rear door rolls up, REVISED AUTO INSURANCE RATES
much like the top of the oldtime rolltop desk.
Photo by Cullen

57-59

‘Car owners qualifying for farmMaterial Damage Rate Reductions
'There are reductions in pre- I er rates wil1
receive a
mining for automobile material i <"s<'ount °f approximately 20 per
damage insurance and these re cent from the rates that W’ould
ductions will result in an esti otherwise apply to their ears."

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT.
Chairman, Rockland City Council.

Waldoboro And

Two Island Ferry

Warren Teachers

Committees Meet
In Rockland

Resign Posts

A Warren Elementary school
A. Everett Libby, chairman of
teacher and her husband, a Wal the
Vinalhaven
Transportation
doboro High School teacher, ten Committee, met with representa
dered their resignations to School tive of the Islesboro Ferry com

Superintendent Earle Spear this mittee in Rockland City Manager
Lloyd K. Allen's office Wednesday
week his office announced.

Mrs. Julia Merrifield, grade
three instructor at the Warren
Elementary school, and Clarence
Merrifield, an agricultural teacher
at Wa’doboro High School, noti
fied the superintendent the early
part of this week of their inten
tions to leave their present posi
tions.
Mis. Merifield. a graduate ol
the Johnson, Vt. Normal School,
will take up a teaching position in
the Unity system. Mr. Merrifield
has made known his intentions in
a letter to the superintendent that
he will leave the teaching profes
sion to devote nis time entirely to
dairying and poultry laising.
They will leave the end of the
school year.

Five Shaken Up

In Cushing Crash

Five persons, three of them
children, were slightly injured
early Wednesday evening when
two cars collided on Route 97 in
Cushing, state police reported.
Receiving bruises and cuts but
not requiring hospital treatment
were Louise Havener, riding with
her husband. Austin L. Havener.
37. of Friendship, operator of one
vehicle. He received bruises of
the leg and knee.
Others injured were three chil
dren of the operator of the other
car. Dorothy Hyler. 27, of War
ren. The children were June. 6,
Donald, 4. and Russell, 3.
State police reported that the
Hyler vehicle was backing from
a driveway on the road between
Warren and Route 1 when the car
was stopped to close a door. At
that time Havener, driving north
toward Warren, came along. The
two cars collided causing an esti
mated $300 damage to the right
side of the Hyler car and about
$125 to the left front end of thn
Speed is the greatest cause of other vehicle.
autofatalities on the highway.
Slow Down And Live!
President Eisenhower has isssued a proclamation setting aside
Keep Maine Green!
It Look? the week beginning May 20, as
Better That Way!
World Trade Week during which
he encourages all Americans to
"promote awareness of the importance of world trade to our
RUMMAGE SALE
economy and our relations with
Saturday, 9 A. M.
other nations.”

Auspices W. S. C. S.

Revised automobile insurance insurance rates for these cars,
rates for Maine were announced which constitute a small proportoday by two rating organizations tion of insured cars, are increased
on behalf of their member and and thc increases range from $23
subscriber companies.
; to $57. Cars owned or operated by
Revised rates for automobile married young men under age 25
material damage insurance were and cars operated by young men
announced by the National Auto- under age 25 who are neither
mobile Underwriters Association owners nor principal operators
and for automobile liability insur- j also constitute a small proportion
ance by the National Bureau of of insured cars. For these cars
Casualty Underwriters. The new the liability insurance rates are
rates became effective Wednes- also increased and the increases
day.
range from $2 to $17.

WHEREAS: Wars never end for many who fought in the service of
their country and who arc disabled as a result of their
service for their .and our country; and
WHEREAS: The least a grateful nation can do in return is to ap
preciate, and to render every possible aid as concrete
evidence of such appreciation; and
WHEREAS: The American Legion and Auxiliary ha.s strived to aid
and assist the disabled veterans in many ways as a
duty and responsibility, and pursuant thereto our local
Winslow--Holbrook-Merritt Post No. 1 of the American
Legion has designated Saturday. May 19th as the date
for its efforts in this most worth-while cause; and
WHEREAS: The Flanders Field Poppy - a symbol of supreme sac
rifice - purchased by our citizens, is a method of co
operation;
NOW THER EFOR: The Rockland City Council endorses this effort
and urges thc co-operation of all citizens.

morning in the first step by both
communities to combine forces in
their efforts to replace the ferry
systems of both communities.

Attending

thc

meeting

from

Islesboro was Jesse Rolerson.
chairman of the board of selectIslesbon
Ferry
men and th
Committee and Ellis A. Recby,
town manager.
Both parties stated that the
meeting was only a briefing ses
sion to acquaint each other with
possible methods to use in obtain
ing the ferries. Vinalhaven is, at
present, investigating the possi
bility of the formation of a Bridge
District as an extension of the
Maine Highway svstom to obtain
the necessary ferry service from
state funds.
Any co-operation of the two
communities would be in effor
only, Reeby stated following the
meeting. The actual means of ob
taining the new ferries would be
up to the individual communities
Reeby said.

METHODIST CHURCH

WARREN, MAINE

DRIVER UNDER 25 YEARS OF AGE

PROCLAMATION

Barefoot Girls

Returned Home
By Troopers
Two 15 year old girls, residents
of a Casco Bay Island, were pick
ed up by state police while walk
ing barefoot along Route 1 in War
ren Wednesday afternoon and re
turned to Portland later the same
day. state police report.
The girls told police they had
left the island Tuesday on a Cas
co Bay Line boat for the mainland
and had hitch-hiked to Belfast.
They had spent the night near
Warren depot.
The girls were missing their
shoes at the time they were pick
ed up police at the intersection
of Routes 1 and 90.
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Liability Experience Adverse
"The automobile liability insur
ance rate changes affect only
private passenger automobiles,”
the National Bureau of Casualty
Underwriters stated. "The changes
reflect recent private passenger
automobile experience of the car
riers and for the state as a xvholc
this experience has been ad
verse."
The Bureau pointed out that
automobile accidents in the state
rose from 5.503 in 1953 to 7.240 in
1955. an increase of 31 per cent,
according to the Mafhe State
Police. The number of men, wo
men and children killed or injured
in these automobile accidents rose
from 2.603 in 1953 to 3.080 in 1955,
an increase of 18 per cent, accord
ing to thc same source.
Liability Rate Changes Vary
"For many car rnners. the
liability insurance rate changes
result in increases, for some rates
remain unchanged and for others
nates are reduced," the Bureau
stated. "These rate changes vary
by car classification and territory.
"For those motorists whose cars
are affected by liability insurance
rate reductions, the reductions
range from $2 to $3. Where liabili
ty insurance rates are increased
for ears without any young men
operators under age 25 the rate
increases range from $3 to $12.
"Cars owned or principally ope
rated by unmarried young men
under age 25 are classified as the
most hazardous class of private
passenger car risks. The liability

UNIVERSALIST VESTRY
Friday, 5 to 7 p. m.
BEAN SUPPER
PUBLIC WELCOME
Benefit Boy Scouts

The coastal counties of Knox,
Lincoln and Waldo will take the
insurance rate established for
Group Five, the lowest rate of
five in use

However, even that rating will
not be without financial pain.
Minimum coveragp rates for cars
owned by an unmarried male un
der 25 years of age will jump
from $78.80 per year to $114.40.
Where the young man under 25
operates the family car, the rate
increase will be slight.
The girls get a break in their
rates. The 15 year old female
driver, has the same insurance
rate as the 30 year old male dri
ver. The boys and men may not
like the arrangement but that is
the way it has been for several
years and the record established
by the little ladies in traffic safety
hears it out.

Some men fail to weigh their
words — probably because they
carry such little weight.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
It I had my life to live again,
would have made a rule to rend
>me poetry and listen to eome
lu.’te at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a lost of
happiness—Charles Darwin.

THE GARDEN

"See this my garden.
Large and fair!”
Thus to his friend.
The philospher.

" Tis not too long.”
His friend replied.
With truth exact.
Nor .vet too wide,
If somewhat cramped
On every side.”
Quick the reply,
"But see how high!
It reaches up
To God’s blue sky.”
John Oxenham.

■3E®
SPECIAL
KIDDIE SHOW

Saturday, 2 p. m.
ROY ROGERS

SUEDE AND LEATHER JACKETS

FEATURE
- plus -

CLEANED AND REFINISHED

GIANT

$6.50

45 MINUTE

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

KARTOON SHOW

Frank Smith Cleaners
28 CENTER STREET

Slow Down And Lave! The life
you save may be your own.

mated saving of more than $270.0(0 a year for Maine insureds.”
Ihe National Automobile Under
writers Association stated.
"Premiums for all forms of col
lision insurance for private pas
senger automobiles are reduced
approximately five per cent.
Collision insurance premiums
for commercial intermediate and
long distance hauling risks are
reduced about 10 per cent.”

BATH, MAINE
58-Th-tt

Replaces "The Swan"
At Matmaa

Cony Outslugs
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Tigers In 16-9
Win Tuesday
Cony High School of Augusta
rolled up a 16 to 9 victory over the

Rockland

Tigers

School Field

at

Tuesday

the

South

afternoon

ond inning mostly the result of
two Cony homers.
Rockland, with one run picked
up in the first inning, came back
in their half of the second with
•ftve runs on a circus of Cony er
rors and one basers by Sammy
Glover, Walt Wotton and Paul
Coakley.
Cony’s homers, both with men
aboard, accounting for five of the
runs in the second. The homers
w’ere clouted by Charlie Weaver
and Ken Rollins.
Another Cony homer in the fifth
w-as a three run affair slammed
out by Sargent Wakefield.
For Cony, Weaver collected his
homer and a double to lead their
hitting. The Tiger’s hitting was
aided by twin singles by Paul
Coakley.
Cony’s
Towle
was
winning
pitcher while Mahoney took the
Tiger loss.
Augusta.
092 230 000—16 12 12
Rockland. 150 001 011— 9 8 6
Towle and Weaver; Mahoney,
Baudanza (5), Carr (9) and Saw
yer, Wotton (5).

Photo by McKeon
Elected officers for the next school season of the Tyler School
Parent Teachers Association are. left to right, above: Mrs. Cleora
Newman, treasurer; Mrs. Margaret Lord, president; and Mrs. Jose
phine Sulin, vice president. Secretary Muriel Thurston was absent
when the picture was taken. The new officers were elected at a regu
lar monthly meeting, the last of the year, held Monday evening at the
school.

ALLEN'S REPORT TO CITY COUNCIL
SOON TO HAVE PARKING METERS

MRS. RUBY CHAPLKS
Correspondent
Tel. West Appleton 8-14

Miss Lucille Jackson and Miss
Flora Jackson of Rockland were
Friday evening callers of their
sister, Mrs. Ann Johnson.
Mrs. Grace Johnson. Albert
Marsh, Mrs. Helen Johnson and
daughter Sharon visited Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Fenwick and Mrs.
Florice Fenwick in Brewer and
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Dunnctt
in Bangor recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Viljo Hill and
daughters Linda. Harmony and
Pamela were Mother's Day visi
tors of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Crosby L. Johnson.
Mrs. Frank L. Meservey visited
relatives in Rockland Friday.
Elwin Mank has purchased a
1954 Chevrolet.
Mr. and Mrs, Ted Johnson and
children Leland and Kathy were
Rockland visitors Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Mank
whose marriage took place May 5
left Wednesday' for Jacksonville,
Fla., where he is stationed with
the U. S. Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boggs were
on business in Waldoboro Satur
day.
Mr. and Mrs. James Robbins of
Searsmont were recent supper
guests of Mrs. Grace Johnson.
Mrs. Howard Proctor of Rock
land, formerly of Appleton left
New York last week on the liner
United States for a European tour,

Records Department
The monthly report from the
Records
Department indicates 1
one regular and two special Coun
cil meetings held during the
month. Also two special hear
ings for insane commitments. One
ordinance notice was published in
first reading and one liquor license
hearing notice was also published.
City licenses issued during the
month totaled 26 from which the
city received $176 50. There were
362 State licenses issued
from
which the state received $692.30
and the city, $104.50. Vital statis
tics recorded during the month to
taled 60. of which 31 were births.
13 were marriages, and 16 were •
deaths. Miscellaneous recordingsinumbered 198; proceeds therefrom
were $177.25.
Forty-four copies
of vital statistical records were is- ;
sued, from which the city received
$20 50.
•
Tax Collection Department
The report of the tax collector
and treasurer shows total collec
tions for the month of $8698.94, of
which $5082.06 was on 1955 taxes.
Outstanding tax balance at the end
of April was $14,222.25 Outstand
ing liens at the same date was
$7370.50; 1956 liens amount to
$15,743.60.

Police Department
The report from the Police De
partment shows 13 arrests during
t'he month of which three were
for drunkenness, one for forgery,
and counterfeiting, three for lar
ceny-robbery, one sex offense, and
BOXER PUPPIES
five traffic violations. Twelve con
FOR SALE
AKC Registered
victions were obtained from the
13 arrests. There were 12 acci
DEMBRO KENNELS
9 Freacntt Street
Tel. 459-J dents during the month resulting
in two 47-tf
cases of bodily injury and
$2460 in estimated property dam
age. Fourteen doors were found
unlocked at night and 101 investi
gations were made.
Parking violations for the month
numbered 80 of which 53 were mo
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
tor violations and 27 were other
types of parking violations.
Parking meter receipts for the
months were $1115.72. The total
for the year of $11,082 36 indicate*
that we are still running $310.44
MEN'S DUNGAREES
behind last year. In this connec
I VLI. CUT—SA.M
in vivizji
OKIZI.il
.ij
tion, parking meters for Lindsey
Sizes 28 to 16
street, School street, Elm, Oak,
Top Make
9 Oz. Denim
and Orient street* have arrived
and the installation crew should
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
be here shortly to install them.
They will become effective imme
BOYS' DUNGAREES
diately upon the opening of the
FULL CUT—SANFORIZED
Sizes 4 to 16
Lindsey street parking lot.
Top Make
Bui I (Ling Inspection
9 Oz. Denim
The report of the building in
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
spector for the month of April
show* five permits issued; one for
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
repairs to a dnvelling amounting
Sanforized
to $850. two industrial repairs for
Blue Chamhray
It!:-17. Full ( lit
a total of $400, and two new oneThurs.-Fri.-Sat.
family dwellings for a totn4 esti
mated value of $12,500 for a total
H ST ARRIl FD
estimated value for the month of
MEN S SPORT SHIRTS
$13,750
Short Sleeve?*
Full Cut. San.
and visit with her daughter. Mr?
Beautiful Plaids
Reg. $1.98
Joan Bunker.
Lieut, and Mrs.
Thurs.-Fri.-Sot.
Herbert Bunker were to meet her
in Paris.
JUST RECEIVED —
C omplete Line of

Fire Department
The Fire Department report
shows 37 total alarms during the
month, of which six were fires in
buildings, six were brush or grass
fires, one was a rubbish fire in a
building, and two were rubbish in
vacant lots, one miscellaneous out
door fire. In addition to these
there were 15 rescue or emer
gency calls, and five needless
calls and one drill call. Fire loss
for the month is estimated' at $200
and the total for the year is esti
mated at $43 324.24

City Engineering
The report from the City Engi
neer indicates that he has com
pleted topographic survey and
map of Schofield-White Park area
and vicinity and that has been fur
nished to the Port District engi
neers. In addition to his other
usual duties, assisting the Pub
lic Works Department and the
Manager, with and other depart
ments with various engineering
work, he has continued to gather
the data on the storm sewer sur
vey which is his next project.
The Public Works Department
report shows a little more variety
than previously even though it
still includes 363 >» man hours on
snow plowing and removal. Ap
proximately 500 hours were ex
pended sewer work, about 850
hours on general highway main
tenance. 260 hours on equipment
maintenance and small amounts
of work being put in on the munici
pal landing, airport, sign repairs,
city dump, rubbish removal, and
at the city garage
Public Library
The report from the library
shows a number of books circulat
ed during April in the adult de
partment numbering 3155 volumes
and in the juvenile department
1889 volumes for a total of 5044
books in circulation during the
month. New registrations num
bered 94 and 39 new books were
added to the library’s stock.

3 DAYS

-SPECIALS-

Welfare Department
The Welfare Department report
shows a substantial decrease in
the welfare load from 29 families
with 89 persons at the beginning
of the month to 19 families and 63
persons at the end of the month.
Fifty-six persons were receiving
full relief and seven, supplemen
tary relief. There are eight in
mates at the City Farm and 188
cases of Aid to Dependent Chil
dren.

I.77

I.44

Some men strive to arrange lor
their physical comfort first and
their salvation whenever it fits
their convenience.

1.11

Johnson
SEAHORSES
' fp« t)EPEND*Riinr

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY

I.66

ROCKLAND
59 61

Bl

435 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

*
BOAT LISTINGS
*
} USED MARINE EQUIPMENT ♦
* Anchor*, tanks, enginen, run-4
$ning lights, port lights. »te«*ring4
^wheels, bells, compasses, oars.4

A

a

VEGETABLE
CROP

DAYS TO
HARVEST FROM GROW FOR 4
TABLE SIZE 1 SOWING LASTS PORTION SERVING
1 FOOT

EDITORIAL

55-eo

6 WEEKS

1 FOOT

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

60-80

8 WEEKS

2 FEET

We frankly rejoice in the official action of three great
Protestant denominations. Congregational, Piatt Memorial
Methodist and First Universaiist Churches whereby they ‘
will hold union services locally during the summer months.
The congregations will share the services, meeting for
three weeks in each Church with the host church furnishing
minister, music and ushers. It has been wisely decided to
divide the offerings equally and to allocate the regular of
fering envelopes to the respective churches.
Frankly an experiment, the new venture is viewed with
high hopes by those concerned most, for in many other
places similar services have proven a truly inspiring ex
perience in Christian fellowship with larger congregations
and an expanded work done by all of the churches.
The experience on a smaller scale has proven happily
successful in the union Thanksgiving services and in the
World Day of Prayer, and it is the wish of thoughtful
Christian persons, regardless of sect, that these summer
union services show that our faith is strong enough and
broad enough to bring new strength to the churches par
ticipating and to the whole community.
Times without number we have heard the wish devoutly
expressed that the many Protestant churches could forget
their differences in sect and creed and go about God’s
great business as one united force.

45-75

4 WEEKS

2 FEET

ENDIVE

70-90

6 WEEKS

1 FOOT

KOHLRABI
TURNIPS
O

60

3 WEEKS

2 FEET

40-75

2 WEEKS

US FEET

40-50

2 WEEKS

3 FEET

SWEET

65-105

10 DAYS

4 FEET

21

4 WEEKS

1 FOOT

60-75

2 WEEKS

3 FEET

25

1 WEEK

1 FOOT

"FAITH DETOURED"

HOPEFUL SIGN OF THE TIMES
When a man of the unquestioned ability and high char
acter of Senator George of Georgia, a dyed-in-the-wool
Democrat of the purest ray serene, will lay aside his richly
earned period of rest and relaxation from 33 arduous years
in the Senate and accept the invitation of a Republican
President of the calibre of Dwight Eisenhower to serve as
his personal representative to N. A. T. O., it means much
in American history.
Senator George has held an impregnable position as
top authority on tax matters and international relations for
many years, with his counsel sought by members of both
parties.
Now, giving up his Senatorial duties on the advice of
his physician, the 78 yeai- old Georgia Democrat deserves
the sobei’ appreciation of a grateful nation foi- entering
the depressing N. A. T. O. situation and seeking to build it
into a real asset foi- World Peace.
Such great Americans are few and far between, given
great gifts by nature which they use foi’ the general good,
fai’ over and above personal interest.

horns, etc.

I

> RED JACKET MARINE SALES ♦
*
MAURI! F. NrKlKKK
•
ACrorketta l*nlnt
Rockland ▼
A
r. O. Box 81
♦
A Open 8-4
Closed Mondays*
I
40-TATh-tf A

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ I

Loans Possible For

Home Builders

CORN

AC'A ONION
WW SETS
PEAS
summer.

45

2 WEEKS

1 FOOT

WINTER

60

6 WEEKS

1 FOOT

CUT THIS OUT AMD PASTE ON CARDBOARD FOR REFERENCE
Even a small liumc vegetable
garden should be planned, to
balance production with the
family needs.
Without a planned production
schedule, it is a common ex
perience to harvest an over
abundance of quick growing
crops in the early summer, and
have none at ail later in the
season.
This can be avoided by esti
mating in advance how much of
eaeh crop your family can use
during the peiiod when its qual
ity is high. Then several plant
ings can be made, so that when
the first crop has passed its
prime, another will be ready to
harvest.
In the tabic above, the time
it takes each of twelve popular
vegetables to reach table size
is stated, with the period it re
mains in prime condition in the
garden It also tells how much
space in the row is required to
produce one serving of each
vegetable for
the
average
family of four.
You mutt suoply the fourth
factor in figuring a schedule,
which is the number of serv
ings your family will desire
from each sowing. Then sow
enough to produce the family
needs for the period of good

Today's Smaller
Homes Offer
Spacious Living
The cubage of today’s homes is
smaller than that of homes of
earlier generations—but family

living areas have grown more
spacious and comifortable. “Pro
viding extra useable space in to
day’s smaller homes has required
a new and more creative type
of planning,” according to Sutton
Supply.
“The small rooms which were
stylish a number of years ago
have been replaced by open-area
planning.” he explains. “This type
of'planning makes the home ap
pear larger and doubles the usevalue of every foot of floor space.
“Professional designers have
also focused attention on the family room or multi-use room,” he
continues. “In many homes, this
room has become the most im
portant room in the house. It pro
vides space for family dining, for
television, for hobbies, for an
easily supervised children’s play
area ... in fact, for any and
every activity in which the whole
family joins.
“Designers encourage the mod
ern family to make good use of
outdoor living areas, too.” says
Sutton Supply. “The profession
ally-planned home designs in our
4-Square Home Building Service
arc planned to co-ordinate picas-

harvest, and plan repeated sow
ings. timed so your needs are
provided all season
There is another class of vege
tables. which require only one
sowing for the summer. But the
space allotted each should be
balanced with the family use.
Data for estimating the garden
space required for these crops
follows:
Gocfora
.Days to
Hardy crop*
table size
Broccoli
. .
70 days
Celery . . . 140 days
Kale . . . .
60 days
Leek . . . . 90 da vs
Parsley
. .
70 days
Parsnip
. .
95 da vs
Salsify . . . 100 days
Swiss chard .
60 days
New Zealand
spinach . .
60 days
Tender crops
90 days
Eggplant . .
60 days
Peppers
. .
Late tomatoes
80 days

sion expressed by builders and
real estate operators growing out
of press comments on the recent

stiffening of interest rates that
funds for new construction or the

4 WEEKS

GUEST EDITORIAL BY R. WALDO TYLER
It’s May 12th, and perhaps the approaching sunset is
the first since the advent of our calendar spring that is
tinged with the color, mildness and subtle evening sounds
of the season. Over the placid ’Weskeag cranes fly hither
and yon for a night of fishing, and a white crowned sparrow
lingers into early twilight for the last seed of the noonday
feeding at my bird stand.
We that have wearied at spring's delay or grown initablc at the loitering wind and cold, could take a lesson
from this twilight hour and measure in comparison our
own inconstancy.
Have we forgotten that for such evening mellowness
as this the Wood Anemone and Violet also waits to strew
its welcome blossoms by the woodland paths we’ve walked
foi* years?
Last year we sought a singing little brook where doe
and fawn arc wont to drink at evening time; and speckled
trout lay hiding in a crystal pool poised like a mirror in
a garden of red columbine and jolly nodding trilliums.
Have we so soon forgotten that we do not know the
language of these plants or creatures; nor hear their silent
prayers to Mother Nature for their needs.
Who knows, but for those irksome days of lingering
snow and chilly rains this little singing brook might be a
barren place when next we seek its charms?
Wc, ever ready with our grumbling about a latent
spring think selfishly of momentary inconvenience that
will forthwith pass away, or dwell in simulated misery at
our only temporary lot. While those who dwell within the
aspen shaded valley of the singing brook—untamed, un
cultivated, dumb, perhaps depend upon those hours so
distasteful to mankind foi- very life itself.
Consider the Arbutus—bashful flower of the month.
Its pink petaled fragrance hides beneath a thatch of
tough and ovate leaves. It buds beneath the drifted snow
and waits in silence dark, far gloomier than any we endure.
Perhaps its clustered buds so tightly sealed and colorless,
spend countless days just listening to prove that simple
saying of the bard—that “April showers bring May
flowers.”
Sometimes it blooms in March—“An early spring” we
say. But if its furtive vessels of exotic fragrance that
blushes in a flirt with showers and sunbeams should once
be late, then off we go into tangents of travail—“There’ll
be no spring” we cry.
But spring will come—and Mayflowers too. And as
we pluck their wandering stems and press their blossoms
to our nose for shaming proof of faith detoured by peevish
sulleness, we sight in droll absurdity—'“IIow lovely to be
hold the gifts of spring.”

F.H.A. and V. A.

There has been some apprehen

PLANTING DATA Tor VEGETABLE PLOT

family
serving
2 ft. in row
1 ft. in row
1 ft. in row
2 ft. in row
6 in. in row
2 ft. in row
2 ft. in row
6 in.

6 in.
1 ft. in row
1 ft. in row
6 in. staked

Hardy crops should be sown
as soon as the ground can be
worked, regardless of frequent
frosts. Tender crops, and all
plants started under protection,
should not be sown or set out
in the garden before danger of
frost is over.
To obtain the yields for toma
toes and cucumbers estimated
in the table, both must be
trained on stakes or fences, to
reduce the ground space occu
pied.

ant living indoors and out. Fami
ly living areas open directly to
outdoor patios, breczeways, and
porches. Big window areas bring
I the outdoors in and give a feeling
of added spaciousness to every
room in the house.
“It pays to choose a profession
ally-planned home design,” says
Sutton Supply. “Anyone interested
in seeing a complete selection of
expertly planned small home de
signs is cordially invited to visit
the 4-Square Home Building Serv
ice at our office.”

purchase of homes in Maine might
dry up or be move difficult to ob
tain to the end that borderline
cases would lack financing. John
H. Magee, director for Maine, in
dicated today.
So far as Maine is concerned.
Mr. Magee stated, there is every *
reason to believe that building ac
tivity will hold up to peak pro
duction experienced last year. The
banking situation in Maine ap
pears adequately equipped to
handle all our housing needs. As
a matter of fact, Mr. Magee
stated, many of the lending insti
tutions to take car, of their mort
gage requirements have been pur
chasing FHA and VA loans out
side the state.
This surplus of
funds, Mr. Magee stated, that is
available for mortgage loans out
side the noimal business area of
the bank could always be directed
to loans local to the institution it
any sudden upsurge in the de
mand foi’ mortgage money should
occur.
All in all Mr. Magee stated, 4
there appears'to be every assur
ance of adequate mortgage money
to meet any need that may de
velop. If caution on the part of
some institutions develops a se
lective attitude, it is usually pos
sible to find a lending institution
that will take the loan if it will
meet with FHA underwriting re
quirements.
Slow Down And Live! The life
you save may be your own.

Arc YOU

Interested In

Investing In

National Growth Slocks

National Growth Stocks Series
is a common stock mutual in
vestment fund providing a
supervised investment in securi
ties selected for possible long
term growth of capital with spe
cial consideration given to cor
porations actively engaged in
newer scientific developments
and technologies.
• Send

information folder and proipectut

Nom*.

G0-7

C.ix---National Securities &
Research Corporation
f.loblr.h.d 1930
120 Broadway, Now York 5, Now York

o
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TOM YAWKEY HAD SOMETHING
In his proposal to ban night baseball games in April
Boston Red Sox owner Tom Yawkey is showing solid sense,
at least as far as this part of the country is concerned—
night games in April are a hazard to the health of the
players, officials and to the patrons, the ones who actually
pay the freight.
Yawkey. who on some occasions has acted with all the
finesse of a bull in a china shop, has won general approval
• with his April night game ban, but it might have been
wiser to have added a bit of consideration for such places
as Kansas City whose seasons are much ahead of that of
New England.
In any event, win, lose or draw in his proposition, we.
will go along with Yawkey, for without the millions he has
poured into the treasury of the Boston Red Sox over the
years wc would have no professional baseball in New Eng
land.

Edward O'B. Gonia

Store
MMUMWWMWMWWMMMWm

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

Rr»t Choice Used Car*
ROCKLAND
a* MAIM OT.
TEL. 7M
104-tf

WWWMWWMMWMWMMP

c

Series?

Arguments are not to convince
the other fellow that he is wrong,
but to convince ourselves that we
arc right.

KIRKLAND, MAINE

"BIG YANK"
WORK CLOTHES

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop

You Need Without Waste

SNAP

INDICATES THAT SIDE STREETS

Appleton

How to Grow Vegetables

45-53

with the aid of a big nine run sec

u

Tutsday-Thuriday-Saturday
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Poga Twe

A. White-stitched black canvas,
with heavy ribbed toe bumper.
Molded sole. Full length sponge
cushion insole.
Boys' sizes 11—8
*2.98
Men’s sizes 6'/i—,2

*3.29

B.

Blue, red, charcoal, all-white,
with white rubber guard.
Women's sizes 3'/z—9
52.49
Misses' (red, white, blue) .« ng
12’Za—3
*L.t9
Children's (red, blue) 5—12

>1.98

ENDICOTT JOHNSON ©
346 MAIN STREET

TvMday-Tfcursday-Sotvntay
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Municipal Court

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final !

May 17 Theta Rho Girin Club
meets Odd Fellows Hall at 7
p. m.
May 17 ■Rockland Emblem Club
meets Elks Home at 8 P m.
May 18 Mother and Daughter
dinner at North Haven Baptist
Church.
May 18—Woman's Education Club
at 3 p. m. at Farnsworth Muse
um.
May 20- Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church’s fifth anniversary cele
bration.
May 20— Rockland Emblem Club
Installation Elks Home at 8
p. m
May 25—Golden Rod Chapter,
OES. meets at Masonic Temple
at 7.30 p. m.
May
26 Play.
"Money
For
Mama", at Watts Hall. Thomas
ton, Ladies Auxiliary, St. John’s
Episcopal Church.
May 30- Memorial Day.
June 4 Forget-me-nol Chapter,
OES. South Thomaston, will ob
serve its 50th anniversary.
July 13-14- Broiler Festival at
Belfast.
There will be a meeting of the
directors of the Knox County
Safety Committee will meet Fri
day. at 7.30 p. m. at the Farns
worth Museum.
A representative from the Social
Security Administration office in
Augusta will be at the Rockland
Post Office, second floor on Mon
day. May 21, from 10 to 12 and
from 1 to 3 p. m.
The 40 foot utility boat from thc
Burnt Island Coast Guard life
boat station was required Monday
afternoon to tow a disabled lob
ster boat in from a spot one mile
south of Burnt Hand in thc Muscle
Ridge Channel. The 28 foot lobster
boat, owned by Lester Simmons
of Friendship, developed trouble
when a water pump burned out.
the Coast Guard report stated. It
was towed into Friendship Harbor.

Chief Boatswain Herbert Litch
field, commanding officer of thc
Coast Guard rescue tug Snohomish
the past several years, has been
assigned as group commander at
South Portland. Taking command
of the Snohomish will be Boats
wain Robert Judice who transfers
from thc Coast Guard, district
office in Boston.
Wc have a complete line of
hosiery for every member of thc
family. Cotton, nylon or the new
stretch nylons. Endicott-Johnson
Shoe Store, 346 Main street, Rock
land.
59-11

Boat Plywood Plans available at
"Largest Stocking Dealer of Boat
Plywood North of Boston.” Suttons
Supply, Camden.
59 and 74
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Mixed group meets Wednesday
• nd Sunday, 8 p. m., G.A.R. Hall,
Limerock St., P. O. Square. For
information write P. O. Box 711.
Rockland, Me.
138Th-tf

PUBLIC PARTY

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
Tower Room • Community Bldg.
Anaplrcs Kniehta nf ( nlumhns
47-TATh-tf

DAVIS
HOMES FOR FUNERALS

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

Leah Davis Brooks

Serving Knox County since 1875
68-tf

V
BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TFeL. 398
118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Two 14 year old Camden girls
! were placed on two year’s pro
bation each after receiving a sus
pended sentence to thc State
School for Girls on juvenile delin
quency charges of forging and ut
tering checks in Rockland and
Camden to the value of $172.73 aft
er Judge Alfred M. Strout found
them guilty of the charges in
Municipal Court Tuesday morning.

An estimated $200 damage to a
1954 Dodge sedan operated by
Frederick E. Simmons. 23, of 14
Laurel street was reported by
Rockland police who investigated
an accident on Main street at 9.25
Wednesday
morning
involving
Simmons and a 1951 Ford pick-up
truck driven by Lester H. LaThe girls were brought to court
combe, 29. of 121 Pleasant Street.
on warrants charging they passed
Police said both doors on the left
seven checks drawn for amounts
side of Simmons’ car were dam
of $5. $10.73. $25. $27 and three
aged in the accident. Sinvmons for $35. Thc checks were made
was proceeding south along Main out by one girl and endorsed by
street when the Lacombe vehicle the other, each taking turns, and
came out of the Scars Roebuck cashed at the Knox County Trust
store parking area colliding with|Company Paramount Restaurant
the side of the Simmons vehicle. nnd Leighton Jewelry Shop in
No damage was reported to La- Rockland, and thc Harbor Grocery
combe s car.
and the Coffee Shop in Camden.
The first check was passed Apr’!
Miles R. Sawyer, manager for 20.
thc Beneficial Finance Company,
Thc checks, found in a Camden
Rockland, today announced that dump by a brother of one of the
his organization, the Beneficial girls according to their testimony,
Finance System is marking the were drawn on the Ocean National
opening of its 1.000 office. This Bank of Kennebunk and thc Cam
office opened for business on May den National Bank.
4 in Garden Grove, Calif.
The Kennebunk bank checks
were personal checks issued to
That prime favorite musical
Clifford Smith. Jr. Thc Camden
group "Thc Old New Englanders”
bank checks were blank.
will be heard Friday night at 8
The parents of both girls were
o’clock over WRKD under sponsor
represented in court and promised
ship of Thc Courier-Gazette.
to make financial restitution for
what their daughters had done.
Charles Kurr, 7 year old son of
Thc girls told Judge Strout that
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kurr of 219
Talbot avenue suffered a badly they did not know why they had
gashed right heel in a bicycle ac cashed thc checks and testified
cident Wednesday afternoon for they had even ripped up some of
which he was treated at Knox the money as it was too much
County General Hospital. The and they did not need it. They
youngster caught his foot in thc both allowed that they received
spokes of thc bike while riding on sufficient spending money from
back. He was released after treat their parents.
The girls were released in thc
custody of their parents after a
half hour talk by Judge Strout
on the seriousness of their deed.
Neither girl had been involved
with the police before, Camden
police reported.

ment.

The Maine Turnpike Authority
has indicated to officials of the
Mid-Coast Route 1 Association
that adequate signs on the turn
pike. callng attention to feeder
routes to Route 1 will be installed
The girls were apprehended by
before summer traffic starts.
Camden police and the Knox
County Sheriff’s department Mon
Allan McAlary. superintendent
day after they had purchased sev
of the Camden and Rockland Wa
eral bracelets.
ter Company, and president of the
One girl told the court she want
Nefw England Waters Works Asso
ed to pay the money back instead
ciation. w’as in Holyoke, Mass.,
of her parents. Both parents told
Wednesday for a meeting of thc
Judge Strout they would see that
six state group.
the girls paid them at least one
dollar a week out of their own
BORN
Wall—At West Suburban Hospi earnings until the debt was paid.
* * ♦
tal, Chicago, Ill.. M.iy 3, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Wall, (formerly
Ralph V. Hooper, 18. of Rock
Eldic MacDonald of North Haven). land pleaded guilty to passing
daughter—Karen Jean.
McLain—At Knox Hospital. May through a stop sign at Lincoln and
8. to Mr. and Mrs. Joel McLain Summer streets Tuesday evening
a daughter—Sandra Ann.
and paid a $10 fine and $6 costs at
a Municipal Court hearing held
DIED
Rockland
Leonard—At Camden, May 15. Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Clara M. Leonard, age 80 police wore complainants.
years.
Funeral services Friday
at 2 p. m. from Foley Funeral
Home. Winterport, with Rev. Rus
sell Fowler officiating. Interment Friendship
in Oak Hill Cemetery, Winterport.
HELEN FALE8
Leiimre—At Lynn. Mass., May
Correspondent
12. Jessie Mossman Lcmure. wife
Tel. Temple 3-9954
of Wilfred Lcmure of Vinalhaven,
age 62 years.
Funeral services
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Armstrong
held Tuesday from Headley Fun
eral Home, Vinalhaven. with Rev spent the weekend, at their cottage
W. S. Stackhouse officiating. In at Davis Point.
terment was in Ocean View Ceme
Miss Jeanninc Cushman of Bos
tery, Vinalhaven.
ton spent the weekend with her
Murch—At Vinalhaven. May 15.
Freeland Calvert. Murch, age 76 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
years. Funeral services today at Cushman.
2 p. m. from Headley Funeral
Mrs. Ivan J. Morse returned
Home. Vinalhaven. with Rev
home from Thayer Hospital in
C. S. Mitchell officiating. Inter
ment in Calderwood Neck Ceme Waterville on Sunday.
tery.
Mrs. Ralph E. Winchcnpaw and
Hutchinson—At Augusta, May 4. daughter Deborah Gene of Au
Mrs. Leila H. Hutchinson, age 86
gusta spent Friday evening witih
years. Funeral services held May
7 from Knowlton &Hewins Funeral Helen Files and Evelyn Kelwick.
Home. Augusta, with Rev. Doug
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton A. Sim
las H. Robbins officiating. Burial nions and Mr. and Mrs. John Gin
was in Forest Grove Cemetery,
sani were in Waterville on Satur
Augusta.
day evening.
I have a young collie type dog
Mrs. Cyrus Delano has employ
for which I would like to find a ment at Archie Wallce store.
good home. He is clever, .affec
Dr. Richard D. Waterman who
tionate and handsome. The nature is stationed at Sampson Air Force
of my business makes it impossi Base in New' York was in town on
ble for me to keep him longer Saturday calling on friends.
yet I can’t bear to have him put
Master Richard and Roland
to sleep. If you have a good home
for a really good dog, he is yours
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my heartfelt
for the asking. Kendrick Dorman,
at Dorman’s. Route I, opposite gratitude to ail who have been
so kind during my illness. Dr.
The Flying Saucer.
59*lt
Robert Allen. Dr. Donald Brown.
Knox
Hospital
staff,
Pastor
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. George Woodward, co-workcrs at
Sentcr-Crane Co., relatives, neigh
friends.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY bors and Bless
You All,
Edna Harvey.
BOY'S 2€" Bicycle for sale, good 59* It
condition. CALL 290-R.
59 61
CARD OF THANKS
Thc family of John Caven
wishes to thank their relatives,
friends and neighbors, who to
GRANITE FILL
kindly sent cards and flowers dur
mg their recent bereavement.
AND
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hart, Mr
and Mrs. William Caven and
RIP RAP
family and Mr. and Mrs .lames
Caven and family.
59'It

Hocking Granite
Industries

CALL

1 3 7 1

RANGE

IN MKMORIAM
In loving memory of Herbert E.
Thomas who passed away. May
23. 1955.
Mrs. Herbert E. Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. James L. Thomas and
Mrs. Clara T. Curtis and family.
59'It

-

AND

WORD OF LIFE YOUTH RALLY TO

Chamber Chat

BE HELD AT BAPTIST CHURCH

By Ralph Bartlett

About every housew-ife can be
induced to scrimp a little in order

to buy new wall paper or put in

White Sister*, who will be at the First Baptist <hureh
sunda> evening.
The White Sisters will appear at, on tl Word of Life radio and tele
the Word of Life Youth Rally on vision programs in New York
Sunday, May 20 at 7 p rn. at The City. The trio is now traveling
First Baptist Church of Rockland. throughout United States and Can
For several years this trio, ada under the auspices of the
known as The White Sisters, was Word of Life Fellowship.
in show business, and on radio
In addition to a musical pro
and television, with such celebri gram presented by the White Sis
ties in thc entertainment w’orld as ters, the new’ Word of Life film.
Dennis James and Arthur God "Mountain Miracles”, will also be
frey. and toured United States and shown.
Europe with Ted Mack. They ap
Also accompanying thc girls
peared in many leading hotels and will he Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oliv
er. Mr. Oliver is a former Newin America and Europe.
Three years ago, God. came into Jersey politician with an amazing
the lives of Fay. Janet and Joyce story to tell. The public is given
in an unusual way, and since last a warm invitation to attend this
September they have been singing meeting.

running water. It is often a dif
ferent story if they are asked to
save to repair a leaky roof or a
crumbling foundation. The house
wife’s feelings are understandable
but it is certainly short sighted to
doll up a house or modernize it
when the condition of the roof or
foundation threaten the very occu
pancy of a home.
Surprising as It may seem,
many people feel that a Chamber
of Commerce ought to originate
and support only the projects
w’hich give promise to the popular
expedient type of fulfillment. For
tunately, your Chamber directors
have kept their eye on the “’Roof”
and “Foundation” of Rockland's
welfare by stimulating member
ship interest in long range plans
for protecting the very .source of
Rockland's future growth.
Two years ago Mid-Coast Route
I Association was spark plugged;
today we hear our political candi
dates publicly recognizing our
Route I needs. Wc see the Free
port-Brunswick gap being closed
and a new road section under con
s-truction between Woolwich and
Wiscasset. It is not unrealistic to
be confident that continued audi
ble support of Mid^Coast Route I
objectives can hasten the day
when our commerce will no longer
be retarded because of inadequate
highways. This revival of hope
manifested by visual construction
underway, is a dividend of your
Rockland Chamber.
Thc inability of the Rockland
Chamber alone to finance the de
velopment of Knox County has
been recognized by your directors.
The whole county has responded to

accompanied
Simmons arc staying with their guerite Sylvester
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Basil them also.
Burns until thc end of thc school
The Canadian requirement of an
year.
Mrs. Myron Simmons was honor export license for gold, in effect
guest at a surprise birthday since October 1931, was lifted
luncheon at the Thorndike Hotel March 21, 1956. by anouncement
of the Finance Minister in his budin Rockland on Monday.
Mrs.
' get speech. This removes all reSumner Carlson, Mrs. A. O. RodaI stridtions surrounding thc holding
nicr. Mrs. Myron Neal. Mrs. Flor
and movement of that metal in
ence Neal. Mrs. Kenneth E.
Canada.
Thompson and Mrs. Paul Sim
mons were guests.
Mr. andi Mrs. Crosby E. Prior
DRESS RIGHT
arc visiting with their daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John
You Can't Afford Not To!
Fullerton in East Douglas, Mass.
Cool
Mrs. Clara Lydick and son Lyn
don, and a friend of Bucksport
J
called on Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Gray on Sunday afternoon.
J. C. Morse is visiting in Flush
ing, N. Y.
Mrs. Philip Frick and Miss
Helen Rischell of Williamstown,
Mass., and Mrs. Hugh McKnan of
$
Pittsfield, Mass., arrived at their
s
summer home on Monday. Mrs. i
J
I
Frick and Mrs. McKean will re
turn on Friday and Miss Rischell
will remain for thc summer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Simmons
and daughter Mary and son
Charles sipent the weekend in Al
PANA-bREEZA
bany, N. Y.. as guests of Mrs.
J
Simmons mother, Mrs. Albert He- 1
by Mallory
bert.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson,
The best looking strnw of
Mr. and Mrs. John (liu.sa.ni, Mr. ■
the season is the most com
and Mrs. Carlton A. Simmons,
fortable, too! It's the Pong
Mrs. RoberC Wallace, Mr and
Bree/a by Mallory alight
Albert Orff. Mr. and Mrs Mert-|
land G. Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. 1
woiqht hat in the new trim
Lester Delano, Mr. and Mrs.
shape, with a handsome
Cyrus Delano, and Lester O. Sim- i
puggree band. Try it on
nwiw attended a square dance
today!
party given by Mr. and Mrs.
$5.00
George Newbert in Thomaston on
Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orff and
Mr. and Mrs. Mertland Simmons .
were in Portland on Monday.
Grades one and two of thc vil- i
a
lage school visited Round Top
Dairy in Damariscotta on Tues
day.
Transportation was furn-,
ished by Hartwell Davis. Elaine
( LDSED WEDNESDAYS
KeUey, Mary Carlsoin. Sara Wal
Ama i2.3o r. n.
lace and their teacher Mrs. Mar

Rockland initiative in offering the
services of Chamber facilities to
create a Knox County Industrial
and
Development Association.
Participation in this by Rockland
businessmen can distribute equit
ably a burden of cost which, if net
arranged for at this time, will rob
Rockland (and the county that
Rockland depends on), of any
chance to bid for a reasonable
share of new industry in an era
of unprecedented expansion.

Another "Roof and Foundation”
action was your directors’ offer
to help thp progressive spirit of
Thomaston to become effective by
giving it a source of strength its
size inherently does not provide.
To these sound moves, add the
directors’ co-operation with the
Knox County Plumbing Associa
tion to stimulate public interest in
a modern sewer and sewerage dis
posal system. The hazard of poor
public sanitary conditions and the
facts regarding our present- sew
erage arrangements seem to have
been sidestepped. Again, the di
rectors are focusing attention on
the accepted truth that any growth
of Rockland depends on its citi
zens’ willingness to act rather
than procrastinate.

In the meantime, the Thorndike
Hotel reparts reservations are be
ing made by officials or more
trial-runs on the Navy’s trial
course outside our harbor. Re
member it w’as only a few months
ago that Senators Payne and
Smith, in response to your Cham
ber’s request, presented our argu
ments in favor of reviving the
navy’s use of this Penobscot Bay
trial course.
Watch your papers and you will
read of proposed Maine nuclear
projects, new navy activities in
Maine, and new highway goals.
Your Chamber has, and is con
tributing to these. Rockland will

continue to profit in the degree
Rockland people
support the
means its Chamber presents for
their action. Hardly a progres
sive move of our state is recorded
in your daily papers today to
which Rockland did not contribute
months ago.

Diphtheria Is

Still a Danger
Contrary to popular belief, diph

theria

has

.X®

57-R

WHOLE VEAL LEGS

vided us with an effective test for
immunity, the Schick test, and an
effective method of creating arti

ficial immunity, toxoid. Yet this
year there will be some 2,000

cases in the United States.
Perhaps mis may be the result
of overconfidence. How many of
us neglect to take the children to
the doctor for the necessary series
of “shots” because “no one gets
diphtheria any more”? Our moth
ers and grandmothers knew’ the
disease well enough. Many of them
stood by helpless while a child
choked and fought for breath. For
anyone with memories such as
this, diphtheria immunization was
one of medicine’s greatest gifts.
Immunization can control diph
theria. but only if it is used to the
fullest extent. Every infant must
be completely immunized.
But
even this may not be enough.
Additional protection may be
needed as children grow older.
Usually considered a childhood
disease, diphtheria seems to be
attacking adults in increasing
numbers. Artificial immunity may
lapse with time.
Diphtheria in
persons only partially immunized
is hard to recognize, and unrecog
nized may cause widespread in
fection. One Indiana county had
an outbreak of 30 cases in one
week this year.

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

"SHOP EARLY"

CHUCK ROAST lb. 33c

LOBSTER
HARD SHELL

ALIVE
2 CLAW Lb.

49c

PANSIES
FULL BLOOM
Basket

FROM THE FARMS OF PETE EDWARDS

VEAL

Loin Chops

lb. 79c

Stewing Veal

lb. 19c

SOFT MILK FED
VEAL

Leg or Rump Roast

49c

HAMBURG—-all beef

CORNED BEEF
HAM BUTTS

lbs. *1.00

BRISKET
THICK RIB
READY TO
EAT

lb. 49c
lb. 49c

lb. 23c

BACON SQUARES

Frankforts

12 OZ. TIN
The King Of Them All!

MORRILL

29c

Minced Ham
lb.

Beef Liver
Pork Sausage

SNACK

TRY A ROAST CUT FROM A SMOKED PORK LOIN-

12 OZ.

29c

THEY'RE DELICIOUS!

STOCK UP!

COTTAGE CHEESE

Seat&ot

BEARDSLEY

Smooth, creamy, fresh. So good ..
so many ways ... and thrifty too.

CODFISH

tins 25c

NEW! UNUSUAL! DIFFERENT! CAIN'S
Get Acquainted Offer — Regular 78c Value

2 bots. 49c

ARMOUR'S

STEW

49c

lb. 29c

T-BONE

THE NEW

CORN—fancy yellow

Get a ReJ. Package FREE

TOMATOES—crisp red

59c

BEEF LIVER
lb. 35c

VEAL CHOPS
lb. 39c

Nabisco
6*4 Os. Pkg.

CARROTS

FRESH
TENDER

Uffl?

LIPTON
TEA
BMSK'

TIA

Vi LB. - 83c

LIPTON
TEA BAGS

25c

Giant Tin 29c
pkg. 37c

lb.

7c

6 ears 39c

2 lbs. 29c
2 cello bags 19c

Sub Garden rekne and Orange rekne
H LB. CELLO BAG
White Meat Tuna 7 Peacock
Or. Tina
:««
Tomatoes
Tina
Baked Beans- IK Libby
Or. Tin
Bor. Ionian

Tea

TOP ROUND

1
|

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
Spaghetti In Tomato Sauce
Betty
Date Bar Mix
Crocker

Hoy 2 l-ar^e Package, and

THE

PORTERHOUSE

Peanut Creme Patties

CABBAGE—new green

FAB

CUBE

CTCAK9 lh GRr
v 1 Lniiv 111. Uuw

lb. 27c

CAKES

p0CKL ARD, ME.

lb. 69c

lb. 49c

ARMOUR'S

VEAL CUTLETS

FOWL
lb. 37c

defeated.

PERRY’S MARKET

WE WILL PROCESS ANY WAV YOU LIKE
FRESH NATIVE

been

IF YOU WANT BIG FOOD VALUES PLUS S. & H. GREEN STAMPS - IT'S ALWAYS

SMALL 'S
WzaE S(w</naJ /ob EvUt/u F&rrvc&y
UPPER PARK ST.

not

Why? Medical science has pro

RIVIERA DRESSING

for Hoot Pockod

FUEL

Pogo Tkrw

Dog Food

49c

2 for 49c
4 for 62c

10c

6 tins 45c

pt. 37c qt.71c

WESSON OIL

THE ie/StTEA

Chicken Legs & Breasts 55c lb.

OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.
14-tf

‘"“■I'

OOOOMOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO*

PURE BARBADOS, FANCY

« i - 83c
OPEN EVERY FRUMY NIGHT INTEL NINE

MOLASSES

CROSBY GOLD STAR
40 OZ. CTN.

eeesaeaeaeaaeasss

39c
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fornia, where Sgt. Thurston, will
be station.

Mother's Day for a family dinner und Mrs. Michael McGee, Lynn,
at their home.
Mass., for Mother’s Day, and to
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mamie Beal spent the attend the wedding of Miss Edna
MTSS DORIS HYI.ER
The Starrett children.
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Vernon Mank entertained Mr. and weekend at her home in Lisbon McGee.
Correspondent
Transportation was fur Rosemary, Catherine and Edna,
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office Mrs. Arthur Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Fabs.
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home Carl Perry. “Skipper” and' Caro- nished both ways by her son. Wil visited Mrs. Hazel Gammon and
nento la thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
loyn Perry, S./Sgt. and Mrs. Ed fred Morgan and family of Lis Noreen visited Mrs. Wayne Star
<Mtoe (or SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 1*
rett.
bon.
Mats (or each line, half price each additional time ased. Five
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry. ward Thurston and Martha and
small words to a Une.
Freddie Mank for supper. Sunday,
Miss
Olga
Lemke,
of
Portland
Sr. were in Fairfield, Sunday
Special Notice! All “blind ads" eo called, L e„ advertisements
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry was weekend guest of her brother DUTCH NECK
calling on Miss Helen Perry who
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
seated the same group, including Principal and Mrs. Edgar Lemke
Mrs. Chester A. Haves is attend
office (or handling, cost 25 rents additional.
is receiving treatment at the Cen
their son Walter Perry, home .and son William.
A name should appear on all classified ads to seenre best results.
ing the General Convention of the
tral Maine Sanitarium.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised
from Manchester, N. H. for
Recently Mr. and Mrs. Leland Diocese of the Episcopal Church
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Mr. and Mrs. John Gibson, and
Phi.brook. Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn ar St. Luke’s Cathedral In Port
Mo classified ads wll] be accepted without the cash and no hoohchildren Sharon. John 3d, and
Philbrook, Warren Philbrook. Miss land several days this week.
keeolng will be maintained (or these ads.
WANTED
Jeffrey of Union, were Sunday
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Betty Forss and the Misses Janet
The St. Paul’s Chapel Society
visitors with Mrs. Gibson’s par
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
YOUNG Man over 21 wanted to and Carolyn Philbrook. were din
accounts with The Courler-Oarette. Count the Words—Five to a
entertained at a housewarming on
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin learn
Plumbing and Heating
Business. Apply in person at 79 ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Saturday evening last for Mrs.
Barbour.
MAIN ST Thonia t
59 61 neth Thompson, Friendship. This Marion Olson and Miss Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wood and
I am driving to Minneapolis on was the .annual dinner when the Small at their home. Mrs. Olson
children, Donald and Susan, and or about June 11th and would like brother and sister, Leland PhilFOR SALE
FOR SALE
and Mias Small were taken com
Mrs. Kenneth Barter of Rockland a woman to assist with driving or brock and Mrs. Thompson, ob
pletely by surprise when about
WAXED Flowers ar.d Memorial spent the weekend in Brockton. care for two small childen en
SERVEL Oas Refrig.
with
serve their birthday.
freezer for sale. Left hand dour, Dav pieces for sale. Call 559-W or
30 members arrived at their home.
route. TEL. 229.
59 61
Mass.,
with
Mr.
Wood
’
s
mother.
7 ft., like new. TEL. 1488.
58*60 call at EARLE FREEMAN. West
Mrs. Genevieve Pearson of Rox
EXPERIENCED Boatman and bury, Mass., was guest of her A social evening was spent with
59-61 Mrs. Cail Wood, and Mrs. Wood’s
HONEY Colored Cocker Spanle. Meadow Rd.
games and cards being enjoyed.
boat
wanted.
Approx.
thro?
pups for sale. Wav be seen any
DINING Set,
lt. mahogany, sister, Mrs. Carl Kofton.
months woik, towing scow, Rock m ther, Mis. Alice Mathews, for Refreshments were served at the
time after 5.30. KENNETH CON tab.t 60 x 42 with 12’ ie»i. 4
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Donovan land. Vinalhaven. North Haven Mother’s Day.
close of the evening supervised by
WAY, 9 Luce Avenue, City. 58-60 shield back chairs, for sale, $75;
of Rome. N. Y., were weekend and Matinicus. MR. FOLEY. 431
Mrs. Clara Leach, Mis. Edna the president, Mrs. Fred Chute.
* 1954 MERCURY for sale, 30.000 also Washing Machine. Apex,
Main
St..
Rockland.
Me.
59
6
’
Moore. Miss Doris Hyler, with Mrs. Chute also presented the
miles, like new. Call C. M. TAY electric, spiral dasher with wring guests of her parents. Mr. and
KITCHEN Helper and two wait Mrs. Addle Brown of Rockland,
LOR 1371.
58-60 er, $56; Small Cottage Stove. $4. Mrs. Edwin Beggs.
guests of honor with a gift from
resses wanted at once. Meals fur
NEW Skiff, 124 ft. long with JOHN C. POLAND, 19 Trim St..
S/Sgt. and Mrs. Edward IL nished. Inquire at KING'S DIN- were in Auburn, Friday evening. the society.
8M<
oars and locks for sale. $85. Camden. TeL 3106.
Thurston, and daughter Martha, NETTE. 26 Washington St.. Cam May 11. attending guest officers’
ARTHUR CROCKETT
4 Curtis
Miss Carol Bragg of Orffs Cor
WHITE Enameled Oil Cook
den.
59-61 night, with Worumbus Auxiliary,
Ave., Camden.
07 88 stove for sale, $25. 2 white geese, arrived last Wednesday, May 9,
ner was an overnight guest on
WOMAN wanted to cook for P.M., I.O.O.F. Mis. Leach. Mrs.
12 W. LAPSTRAKE Skiff for year old. $4. Tel. UNION 50-22. from England, where they have
Tuesday of Miss Carmen Davis.
59 HI been for the past four years, to family at I.slesboro June 28 to Moore and Mrs. Brow-n filled the
sale, also 5 h. p. Sea Horse JohnMr. and Mrs. Dwight Agnew of
Sept. 7. Good wages. MRS. ftf. offices of vice president, right and
aon, excellent cond. WALTER
20 FT. Boat With 20 H. P. Gray spend several days with Mrs. ALEXANDER, c o THE COUR
Scituate. Masf\, spent several
ANDERSON, E. Friendship. 57 59 Marine Engine for sale. $350. Call
Thurston’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. IER-GAZETTE.
59 64 left aides to vice president, from days recently with their parents
BOAT Trailer for sale, will take ROCKI-AND 792.
59*61 Arthur L. Perry. They flew’ from
Igi.fayette Auxiliary, Rock’and.
boat 12’ to 16'—15” wheels, mud
BLOND Collie Puppy with white
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
1948
DESOTO
four
door
Sedan
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Star
Scotland,
as
Sgt.
Thurston
has
guards, lights, shocks, springs,
ruff wanted. Call or write SONJA
for
sale.
Execellent
condition.
rett,
Jr.,
were
weekend
visitors
all metal;
also, Evinrude out
been stationed in London, for the WAISANEN. RPD No. 1. Warren.
59-lt with Mrs. Starrett’* parents, Mr.
TO LET
board motor, Sport Twin. 3'. h. p. Also 1948 Chevrolet Pick-up. % ton. past year. They left today for CRestw’Ood 3-266.".
Good condition. $225. ROLAND E.
never used over 10 hours, like
WOULD like small child to care
PAYSON. East Union, Me.. Phone Hamilton Air Force Base, CaliAI*TE.
140
Washington Street
new. perfect cond. NEO MILLS,
for in my home days. Contact
Union 18-2.
59*61
and 69B Washington Street, Cam
SERVICES
So. Hope, Tel. Union 29-4 . 58*63
MRS. SPRAGUE. 642 Main St.,
den to tat. Inquire 69C WASHING
BOAT Plywood for sale.
Rockland, Maine.
59 60
'47 HUDSON Coupe for safe.
REAL ESTATE
Whether you need more closet TON ST.. Camden or Phone 607
One owner. Unusually good cond. “Largest Stock North of Boston.”
BOARDING Place wanted in spacr—extra kitchen cabinets— Camden.
59-60
For particulars TEL, 1620. 59-61 Plans and other materials at
Camden for two elderly ladies. an extra bedroom or bathroom,
F. H. WOOD
SL’TTONS SUPPLY. Camden 478.
UPSTAIRS Apt. to let. 4 rooms
For
information
write
XY,
c/o
Strawberry plants for sale,
our Mr. Crabtree is the man to and bath, heated, hot and cold
59&82&68&71
ROCKLAND HOME SITE. 15Howard 17, Catskill and Sparkle
acres field and tillage land, good THE COURIER-GAZETTE. Rock see. He loves nothing better than water, elec, range and refrig.,
ICE
land.
*>K-60
from virus free stock also, Maine
tough space problems—is a wiz adults only. TEL. 1536-M after 10
location for house w’ith mountain
Platform Service at our Plant
55, Monmouth and Orland.
All
SINGLE Man want'd to learn ard at planning and stretching a. m.
and take view. $1600.
.'>9-61
Saves You Time And Dollars
plants State inspected. $2.50—100,
Can show you how to
TOWN HOUSE in South End, 5- Fur Farming (Mink). Good pay homes.
OVERLOOKING Rockport Kai
NORTHEAST ICE CO.
$18—1000.
Postpaid.
LEROY
rooms, modern bath and kitchen, with board while learning. Excel make many home improvements bor, 3 room furnished apartment
LUCE. Washington, Tel. Washing Route 1 Warren Call CR.4-2800 central heat, extra land, priced lent opportunity for one qualified for as little as $5 a month. Why
:o let. HASKELL A CORTHELL.
44-Th-tf for quick sale.
ton 9-14
50*68
to assume responsibility. Answer not Rhone Camden 478 foi a free Camden. Maine.
59-61
mail
giving
references. < stimate today. SUTTON SUPPLY.
SMALL FARM, land borders by
ABOUT 60 Broiler Size, used
LOAM for sale. Delivered only.
TWO
Room
Apt.
to
let.
partly
NEIL RUSSELL. West Meadow- wooden poultry feeders for sale. pond, barn set up for poultry. ISLAND FUR FARM. C. S. Ball. ___________
59-lt furnished.
DUBY’S, Ingrahams
North Haven, Maine.
58*60
Rd., Tel. 1544-W.
51*tf $18 for the lot. PAUL DILLA WAY, $2700.
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
Hill, opp. Ocean Ave.
58:60
LAKEFRONT,
3
rocm
and
Warren. Tol. CRestwood 3-2358.
PART Time Clerk for Candy
CLEANED BY MACHINE
EVINRUDE MOTORS
ONE 3 Room Apartment and
59-lt screen porched, furnished cottage store wanted. Write CLERK. P. O.
BOATS, BOAT TRAILERS
C. E. Fenderson Sanitary Service
with island and mountain view. Box 666. Rockland. Me.
57-tf 24 Hr., 7 Day Service to Rockland bath to let, unfurnished, oil heat,
“A Boat Show Every Dav”
OUTBOARD Motor, 4’* H. P. $2750.
garage space. 45 TALBOT AVE.
At W. D. HEALD
Only State of Maine Operator in
Martin for sale; also rifle: target,
58*60
See F. H. WOOD, Court House.
“Next To The Village Green”
this locality. Bonded and Insured.
Remington 37;
large tricycle;
59-60
FURN. Apt. to let, 3 rooms,
Tel. 460
Camden. Maine scooter; 24” lawn roller. Tel. Rockland, Maine.
Dial
Old
Orchard
6-2051
or
Picture Framing
toilet, hot water. Inquire 12 KNOX
50-tf DONALD BROWN, M. D., 905.
Augusta .3-4678
ATTRACTIVE IZ)TS at the sea
ST., Tel. 1382-M.
58-tf
shore
for
sale.
$100
down,
balance
CLEARANCE SALE
58-60
_________ 59 M
ATTRACTIVE, 3 pm., uiilurn.
$10 per month. Write to RC, c/o
Welding equipment and supplies
LAWN
Mowers
Sharpened,
also
1953 DODGE 1 ton truck tor
for nale. save up to 30%. Act now. sale, dump body, 7000 miles. THE COURIER-GAZETTE. 52-tf
scissors,
knives.
chisels
and apt. to let. quiet, fine loc., bath,
h&c water, cab. alnk. gas stove.
BICKNELL MFG. OO., Rockland. CHARLES
planer
blades;
and
welding
and
HENDERSON,
19
48-if
brazing. BERTS’
MACHINE Adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 57*59
Wadsworth St., Thomaston. 58*60
CORNER Store to let, Main
SHOP. 11 Bayview Square. Tel.
PIGS and Shoats for sale, also
FOR REAL ESTATE
OIL Burning Range for sale,
1383-W.
56-tf Street North End location, reason
loose hay for $15 ton. GREEN
$15;
also
coal
and
wood
stove
with
able.
TEL. 392-M.
57-59
LAW FARM, Lincolnville Avenu",
Austin D. Nelson
Inquire 12
Belfast.______________________ 47-tf hot water coil, $10.
GARAGE to let. Tel. 1241-W or
KNOX ST., Tel 1382-M. City. 58-60
CROSS
CALL 928
R. I. WINCHENBACH
Call at 23 WATER STREET. 53-tf
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
Tel.
Tel
Up 1 Flight Left
41 Limerock St.
Rockland
GERMAN Shepherds are noted
ROADSIDE Stand with 2 builtT
Puppies for sale, all colors and
<139
406
MAIN
ST.
133.7
148-tfV
Custom Millwork
sixes to choose from.
REED S for unfailing devotion and loyality.
ings. lights and running water,
26-Th-tf,
COCKER KENNELS, 61 Pearl We have a new registered litter of
parking for 20 cars to let. Between
Windows and Frames
Street. Camden, Tel. Camden handsome, healthy puppies for
Rockport and Camden. Phone
FIVE Room House and Garage
3093
*
39-tf sale. MADOLYN TURFFS. Windy for sale. Building newly painted.
CRAFTS' on commission want
25 COURT ST.
TEL. 1430-M
CAMDEN 734 after 4 p. m.
_
_____ __________ 53-tf
NATIONALLY Famous Eagle- Hill Farm, Washington, Maim Furniture goes with house; also ed. What do you make, hake, or
Also I Am Dealer for
57-59 four-room cottage and cabin, nice sew? See or call Mrs. Urquhart,
Picher and NEWCO Aluminum Tel. 16-21.
SECOND Floor Space to let,
EAGLE PICHER Comb.
THE
WORKSHOP. Waldoboro
Combination Windows and Doors
newly renovated, thermostat heat
1948 NASH 4 door for* sale, as location, priced right. All furni
Maine. Tel. TEmple 2-9333 . 57*59
for sale (Awnings by Youngs is condition.
Aluminum Windows and Doors
Best offer. TEL. ture goes. TEL. 1542-W1K. 59*60
ing, execellent location 427 Main
SPRING
Plowing
wanted.
Small
town.)
Aluminum
insulating 939 or 1219.
57-tf
Street. Phone 98 of contact E. C.
55-tf
gardens a specialty. NEIL RUS
siding. Estimates without obli
MORAN COMPANY INC.
46-tf
COCA-COLA Cabinet and FrigiSELL. West Meadow Rd., Tel.
gation and up to 60 months
FOR Re-upholstering of Living
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
Cousens’ Realty
1544-W.
51*tf room sets, kitchen chairs, etc.
to pay.
Call HOWARD M. daire for sale. Perfect Condition.
ment to let, hot and cold water
57 59
KENNISTON, 1430-W.
53-tf TeL THOMASTON 194-14.
MAN wanted to work on Poul Call Rockland 1092-M or write supplied.
Located in Bicknell
Business Opportunities
FOR
SALE
try farm. Apply in person. L. B. S. E. WILLIAMS. 54 North Main Block. Not heated. CHARLES E.
OARS 4X to'9 ft. for sale". $2.95
Cottages, Lois and Dwellings
’
47
Ford
Sta.
Wgn.;
47
Ply.
ROKES, Cobb Road, Camden.
St., Rockland. Work guaranteed. BICKNELL, II, Realtor, Phone
up NORTH EASTLAND TRAD
21 LIMEROCK ST.
43-tf
53-55-tf 1647-W.
ING POST, Thomaston.
44-tf Cp<.; ’47 Ply. 4-D; ’48 Pont. C.
32-tf
Cpe.; '49 Cad. 4-D; ’49 Ford 4-D;
MASON work wanted, chimneys,
GREATLY reduced prices on
FURNISHED Apartment to let,
’
50
Ch
v.
2-D;
’
50
Willys
JeepTEL
1538
fireplaces, cellar Boors, block
complete Installations of oil. coal
adults.
Inquire in person at 11
51 Ply. 4-D;
’51 Chev.
foundations, also asphalt roofs and
and wood furnace systems.
No ster;
IAMES STREET
147-0
Across from Post Office
pickup:
'51
Pack.
C.
Cpe.;
125
down payment.
36 mos. terms
152-tf general carpentering. ALFRED
HEATED and Unheated Furn.
Mod.
Harley
Davidson;
16'
Skow

NICKLES, Mason, Tel. 969-M,
starting July. Take advantage be
apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week.
P. O. Box 493 .
58-63
fore season rush.
Write today, hegan boat and trailer; 1 racing
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
hull; Merc. 10 outboard; 1 utility
Camden: Business opportunity.
SUPERIOR HEATING CO., 351
ANTIQUES
wanted.
Old
painted
and cold water, some with elec,
Sherwood St., Portland.
42*62 trailer; l-’54 Chev. recondition Will established, good location, pine commodes of all kinds in
stoves, rubbish removed free. V.
motor; 1-1” Elec drill.
excellent equipment, constant de good condition. I will pay $10 each
OXYGEN and Acetylene Cylind
F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
Ditch or cellar pumps to rent mand for the service. Lease can
for the lift top type. Will also pay
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de S H. P. Heavy Duty Elec. Motor.
8060 and 172 Broadway. Tel 1234
be obtained. $7000.
top
prizes
for
old
U.
S.
coins,
anti

murrage? The best deal in town
BEE LINE SERVICE INC.
South Thomaston: House of 6 que firearms, old dolls, church
an rases, equipment and supplies.
60 New County Road
rooms and bath, big acreage. 1/3 benches and settees. Any quantity.
Can be financed. MORRIS GOR Phone 455
Rockland cle-ared. Sepaiate barn fairly new’.
MISCELLANEOUS
DON A SON, Rockland.
41-tf
57-59 All in very good condition. $6000. Write or phone W. J. FRENCH,
10 High St., Camden, Maine. 33-tf
Warren:
Oyster
River
Road,
big
AFTER this date I will be re
14 FT. Rowboat with oars and
sponsible for only those bills con
oarlocks for sale, $125. TEL. 597- 8-room house, several outbuild i3rarararejzrgjzrzrarajajarejara?j
I
GENERAL ELECTRIC
tracted by myself.
R.
57*59 ings, appx. 70 acres field and
MALCOLM A. CHURCH.
Oil Rnrner Service A Installation
Parlor Seta for sale, also woodlot. $5500.
South Thomaston: 6-room house,
CROSS
Port Clyde.
I.I.O1I) M. BRANN
extra chairs, bedroom sets and
59*61
Tel. 312-J
Roekland May 15, 1956.
other things.
Same low prices. 40 acres land, near school. $3000.
Rockland: 9-room duplex. lls
PHARMACY
ELSIE J. WALLACE. Warren Tel.
BOARDING Home for the Aged,
58 60
CRestwood 3-2551.
57-59 baths, good cellar, newly shingled.
licensed home, reasonable rates,
$5775.
TREADLE Type Sewing Ma
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Almost all Electrical Household good food. TV. BEATRICE GRINTenants Harbor:
Cape Cod
Sales and Service
chine for sale (Standard! $12.50; style overlooking water, close to
Appliances (an Be Repaired by DELL, Sargentvilie, Maine. 55-65
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
rifle 32-20 Marlin, inc. box of highway in very attractive neigh
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
R. F. BLAISDELL shells. $15. THOMASTON 201-2. borhood. 4 acres, big shore front
promptly done. All work guaran
“Your (rosley-Bendlx Dealer”
TEL.
1204
57-59 age. 1st floor, 4 rooms and bath;
teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON,
442-444 Main St.
Rockland
& CO.
Tel. 361-W, Rockland.
35-tf
2nd floor, 3 bedrooms and bath.
373 MAIN STREET
Phone 721
MARY CUNNINGHAM, Modern
BOCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKPORT, ME.
Long ell connecting main house
50-EOI-tf
REAL
ESTATE
School of Dancing, Ballet, Tap, 2
"Licensed Electricians”
47-tf\
92-Th-tf
and barn is one room with picture
to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to
windows over the water and would
CO77AGFS
WE repair and service all 7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow
make a handsome studio or liv
FOR SALE
makes of sewing machines and
ing room. Good cellar under whole
PAINTING and Paperhanging, vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW er Room, Community Bldg., Rock
Pistols shotguns, rifles, tele
land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m
structure. $9000.
inside and out, all work positively ING MACHINE CO..
scope sights, mounts, ammunition,
395 Main
Cottages
guaranteed. Will furnish material. street Rockland Tel 1724 R-tf every Wednesday at the Wey
handloading supplies, and other
mouth Grange Hall In Thomaston,
Lucia Beach: One of those rare Work accepted Warren to Camden.
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
and Ball Room every other week.
openings at this fine beach. 23 Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
SPORTING GOODS, (Allan N.
W’
17-tf
acres with big shore frontage. SELL. Phone 676-M, Post Office
Forsyth). Sherman’s Point, Phone
Cottage of 6 rooms and bath. Fire Box 701. Rockland.
73-tf
WEIJ.! WELL! WEI J.!
Camden 2675.
1-tf |
P L U M B IN N G
place. Front verandas. Artesian
If it is water you need, write
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser
Rodhnd. Maine
9x13 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg- 1
well. $16,000.
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
and
HEATING
vice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
1647-W
ular $10.96 for $6 95. NORTH
Camden:
Megunticook
Lake. or at GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Me.
ing Contractor. P. O Box 135
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
Winterized cottage of 5 rooms and
COMMERCIAL
by SEARS
Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
1-tf
Thomaston.
1-tf
bath, glassed porch, fireplace,
Free Engineering Service
plan also available, no down pay
DON
’
T
Discard
You
Old
Or
PIPE FOB SALE
cellar, storm windows and screens.
TIRED OF WORKING? ? ? ?
No obligation.
ment necessary. Member of New
Black and galvanized. All sizes, Buy your own business and work Big lot, right of way to water. antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
England and National Association.
LICENSED PLUMBERS
NEWMAN
for
restoring
and
reiow prices BICKNELL MFG. CO.. tw’ice as hard, but in the end you Handsome setting w’ith long open
1-tf
Guaranteed Installations
Lime St
1-tf will own something and be your sweep to water, pine bordered. finishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel.
CALL
1106-M.
1-tf
BABY Parakeets for sale, full own boss. Price $5000 owner will $7500.
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
PLUMBING and HEATING
Crescent Beach: Hendrickson
Une ot parakeet foods and mineral take $1000 and finance the rest.
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
wanted.
Call
123.
FREE ESTIMATES
Point. Lot approx. 50x200. 1st Batteries
health grit. GRACE S GARDENS No phone inquiries.
ROCKLAND 1776
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker DUPLEX HOUSE — LET THE floor, kitchen with dining end. MORRIS GORDON & SON, Cor.
38-Th-tf
ARTHUR CULLEN
St
Thomaston Tel 374.
l-tf OTHER GUY PAY rent and help living room with stone fireplace Leland and Tea Sts., Rockland.
LICENSED PLUMBER
38-»»
WINDOW~SHADE.S and BLINDS you own your own house. 7 rooms and heatilator; 2nd floor, 3 bed
12 North 84.
Thomaaton, Ma.
Individual rooms, 2/3 bath. Front and side
Tel. 234
(or sale, custom made. CaU us, and bath each side.
74-tf
free Installation. Tel. 801.
SEA heat—Good repair—Central loca porches. Electric refrigerator, oil
COAST PAINT CO.. 440 Main St., tion—Near schools and shopping. & gas range, other furnishings.
ROCKLAND
$7000.
ffnrUInn?
1-H $12,000.
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
24 WALNUT ST. 4 rooms and
Crocketts Beach: Overlooking
Translations and private German
Women
Needed
To
Represent
Avon
Cosmetics
in
flush, city sewer, copper tubing, water with right of way to it with
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
completely furnished. $2700.
beach privileges. Lot 100x150.
UPTON, Camden 2088.
67-tf
- LARGEST Rockland. Openings in Area Between Park and
HOME IN THE COUNTRY has 8 Small cottage of 3 rooms and
Uaolenm Selection In Town
Fly Northeast .Afrlinea. vounec
Gay
Streets.
Exclusive
territories
and
protected
sales
rooms and hath, copper tubing, porch. Picture windows over the
• Ft
9 Ft - 12 Ft Widths
tlona made (or all llnee. Qttforda
central heat, attached barn gar water. Furnished. Well water.
Rockland Ma
89tf
Expert Mechanics For
rights. 3 hours a day assures a good income. Immedi
age, poultry house for 1200 layers, $2500.
Installation If Desired.
ate
placement.
Contact
80 acres land, 60M feet timber, 22
COUSENS REALTY
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
TeL (39 For Free Estimates
acr**« blueberry land. Taxes $100.
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
James S. Cousens
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
MRS.
EDMOND
LEBREN,
District
Sales
Manager
$11,000.
Automatic cleaning equipment.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Where Willow and Rankin
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II
Free inspection and estimates.
21 Limerock Street
HAMPDEN
HIGHLANDS,
MAINE
Streets Meet
Realtor
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
Across From ^ost Office
170 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
491 Main St.
Tel. 1647-W
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
Tel. 1538
58-60
48-Th-tf
59-61
3687.
73-tf
59-lt

more
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TMsdqr-Thiireday-Saturdaf
Waltz ant Mrs. Hazel Blaney.
Mrs. Fred Chute, Mrs. Addie
Wotton, Mrs. Oertha Miller, Miss
Marilyn Wotton, Miss Betty Da
vis, Mrs. Della Black, Mr. and
Mrs. Dwight Agnew and Mrs. M.
W. Davis attended the Glee Club
concert at the High School on Fri
day evening. Mias Carmen Da
vis and Miss Rita Wotton took
part in the concert.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Waltz and
Mrs. Hazel Blaney returned to
their home here last week. They
have spent the winter in Scituate,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lancianl
and daughter Marie of Sterling,
Mass., were recent guests of Mrs.
Marion Olsen and Miss Helen
Small.

Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Hurd of
Lincolnville were Sunday after
noon guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
W. Davis and family.
Mrs. Warren D. Smith of Rock
land is spending this week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Miller.

Robert Heal of Union was a call
er of Merton Benner and Thomas
Winchenbach on Wednesday.

MATINICUS

WEST WALDQBORO
Leslie Bomeman, who has been
a surgical' .patient at “the Miles
Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta
is now at the home of his son,
Urban Borneman. in Gape Neddick.
Mrs. Eimer Wincapaw.
Mrs.
Leon Winslow and son Rodney
visited relatives in Winthrop last
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
are driving a new Chevrolet.
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach spen*
last Tuesday and Wednesday with
her daughter and family. Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Smith, in Water
ville.
Harlow Gcnttoner is a patient at
the Miles Memorial Hospital in
Damariscotta.
Mrs. Dorothy Wincapaw visited
Mrs. Carl Milliken in Temple last
Friday.
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon returned to
Ipswich. Mass.. Satuiday after
spending a week with Mrs. Har
low Genthner.
Daniel Winchenbaugh has re
turned home from Florida where
he spent the winter.
Stanley Cobb went to Portland
Tuesday and entered the Maine
General Hospital for surgical
treatment.

Mrs. Lydia McNeil has been in
Rockland a few days recently.

^Johnson

Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Young have
entered Fairfield Sanitarium for
treatment.

SEA HORSE$

',o»

DEPEND.bi,,,,**

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY

Dandelion greens are growing
but are late which is not surpris
ing. A few brave gardeners have
planted peas. Lots of bob-o-links
•around these clays.

IMM'KI.AND

59 64

CAREFUL

The Sunbeam was here Sunday
and Mr. Bouscfield held services
in the church in the evening. They
brought as a guest, Mr. Eves of
New York who had charge of the
music. Mr. Eves has been with
us on several occasions and with
his selections on the accordion as
well a.s his singing, we were sorry
when the time came for them to
leave for Rockland.

SERVICE
for your

Expert

Pleasant Point
MRS. FANNIE DAVIS
Correspondent

outboard
motor repairs

Our mechanics are Johnson-

trained in the use of special

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shumon
of Medomak were recent guests of
Mrs. Lana Killeran.

factory-type tools. They use
Johnson parts from our largestock, assuring you of only

Laurie Comstock og New Hamp
shire xpent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Dean Hail.
Mis.s Annie Fillmore of Vassalboro spent the weekend with her
stater, Mrs. Florence Orne
Mrs. Mary Robbins has returned
home after spending the winter in
Washington, D. C. with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Ethel Edison.
Roger Webster has returned
home after spending1 the winter in
Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall
of Boothbay Harbor and Mr. and j
Mrs. Roscoe Marshall of East
Friendship were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs Homer Marshall.

the finest maintenance and re

pair work on your outboard
motor. Looking for a

new

Sea-Horse? We have them at
prices you’ll appreciate.

Johnson
Bifler Car and
Home Supply
509-513 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 677
59-tf

Quality
Bargains
Bargains

USED EQUIPMENT
Use Houghton-Arnold's 3 Clear-Cut Classes of Used Equipment
* BONDED BUY
* CERTIFIED BUY
* BUY AND TRY
We Back Each Machine In Writing. You Buy with Confidence,
Sure That the Equipment Is Honestly Described.

No. 55-141. CATERPILLAR I»X
Tractor with Angledozer anil
Rear Double Drum PCU. En
gine completely rebuilt lust
year. Well worth your consid
eration to
“BUY AND TRY”

No. 56-13. MODEL M FARMALL with plenty of attach
ments. Just the right machine
for a farmer just starting in, or
expanding acreage. Has halltracks, and is equipped with
Hydraulic snow plow, metal
eah, 2-row cultivator, mower
with 7 ft. blade and 2-way
plows. BI'Y
$2,000.
and TRI' for

No. 56-3(1. If you are looking
for an inex,tensive woods trac
tor, he sure to see this HG Cletrae. It’s “BI’Y AND TRY”
Price
$800.
Is Just

No. 55-108. Caterpillar No. 12
Motor Grader with Scarifier.
All tires new or just retreaded.
Both diesel und starting engines
have just been rebuilt in our
Service Dept. Don't miss this
’’BUY AND TRY”

No. 55-38. Caterpillar I»8 Tructor equipped with Angledozer
and rear double drum cable
control repaired by our Service
Dept. Plenty of power to
“BUY AND TRY”

Selling for a customer—Model
56 Barber Green Conveyor. In
good shape, and
£QAA
a REAL BUY at
^OUV.

Also Many Other Good Buys in Tractors, Graders, Etc.
For Complete Details, Visit Our Showrooms or Write, Wire, or Phone

59 Presumpscot St.
Tel. SPruce 5-3121
Portland, Me.
Hampden, Me.
Tel. 25
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES: Richard W. Dow, Portland, Tel.
sp 4-8474; Arthur W. Frecker, Jr.. R.F.D. 2, Farmington, Tel.
2700: K. Q. Soldatl, 92 Cottage St, Bangor, Tel. 9614: Kenneth L.
Frank. Engine Specialist Portland, Tel. SP 5-1106; James S.
Kllhurn, in Sherwin St., Presque Isle, Tel. Presque Isle 2-2496;
James Conley, K.F.D. 1, Cape Elizabeth, Tel. SP 5-0529; Robert
J. Day, 35 Falvey Street, Bangor, Tel. Bangor 2-9351.
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Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks
of the Caterpillar Tractor Co.

TiuB^Thondoy-Satorddr
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Tenants Harbor

VINALHAVEN

MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 59
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schoolhouse, starting Thursday
(today) at 7.30 p. m All are in
vited to attend.
Please come
early and sign up.

ORDINANCE NOTICE
The following ordinance had
final passage at the Regular
meeting of the City Council held
May 14. 195(1, and will become
effective twenty days after final
passage unless suspended from
going into operation by valid re
ferendum thereof:
It is hereby ordained by the
City Council of the City of Rock
land that Chapter 28, Section
203 is hereby amended by trans
ferring from Commercial Zone
C to Industrial Zone E that
land lying between ttjr north
erly line of the Ulmer Ceme
tery, so called, and the south
erly line of the Central Maine
Power Company right-of-way;
and between the Rockland and
Rockport
Lime
Company's
abandoned quarry on the wes.
and the land of Samuel Small
on the east.
GERAI.I) U. MARGESON.
City Clerk.
59-lt
ORDINANCE NOTICE
Notice is herby given that the
following ordinances had first
reading at the Regular Meeting
of the City Council held May 14,
1956, and hearing thereon will be
held in the City Council Room on
May 28, 1956. at 7.30 p. m.
It is hereby ordained by the
City Council of the City of
Rockland that Chapter 25 ol
the Revised Ordinances (Traf
fic) is hereby amended by add
ing to Section 402.
Schedule I, Thomaston Street,
North side, from Broadway
Westerly to Southwestern
Boundary of the South School
property.
It is hereby ordained hy the
City Council of the City of
Rockland that:
Chapter 28 of the Revised
Ordinances pertaining to Zon
ing is hereby amended by
transferring from Zone B Resi
dential, to Zone C Commercial,
the so-called Winslow lot at 334
Limerock Street, being a lot of
approximately 100-foot frontage
and 136-foot depth, and lying
approximately 1245 feet east of
the intersection of Limerock
Street and the Old County
Road.
GERALD U. MARGESON.
City Clerk.
59-lt

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. RS.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
IN EQUITY — NO. 530
VERNON L. PACKARD
vs.
PACKARD’S, INC.
DECREE
In the above entitled cause, it
is
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and
DECREED as follows:
1. That all persons, firms or
corporations having claims or
demands against the defendant,
Packard’s Inc., shall on or be
fore the first day of October, 1956,
file the same with the Clerk of
Courts, Court House, Rockland,
Maine, supported by affidavit and
shall set out the nature and
amount of such claim, the con
sideration supporting said claim
and the amount and nature of any
security or lien held hy the claim
ant, or to which the claimant is
entitled.
2. That the Receiver on or be
fore June 1, 1956, shall publish an
attested copy of this decree, to
gether with the name and address
of said Receiver, at least two
weeks successively in The Cour
ier-Gazette, a public newspaper
published at Rockland in said
County of Knox; and shall send
a copy thereof by mail to each
creditor known to him.
3. That the Receiver on or be
fore October 15, 1956, submit to
this Court a report of all claims
so filed.
Dated this 11th day of May,
1956.
Robert B. Williamson,
Justice, Supreme Judicial Court.
Name of Receiver:
George E. Nichols.
Address of Receiver:
Lincolnville, Maine.

A true copy.
Attest:—

59-60

Pearl E. Borgerson, Clerk.
(L. S.)

LEGAL NOTICE

To Whom It May Concern:
The Selectmen, Town of Friend
ship, County of Knox, State of
Maine, hereby give notice that
Willie E. Wotton and Myron Wot
ton of Friendship. Maine, have
petitioned said Town for a per
mit to erect a Weir to extend in a
north-northwesterly direction from
the northeast point of Cranberry
Island in said Friendship.
The
leader for this weir will not be
more than 325 feet long and the
overall length of the weir will not
be over 4C0 feet from the shore
The weir will be oval in shape
with a wing at right angles on
each side of the leader, each wing
being approximately 150 feet in
length and 75 feet in width. The
weir will be constructed of brush
and twine and will not interfere
with navigation in any way.
Hearing on such petition will take
place at the place of business of
Bernard S. Brow, Friendship
Maine, at Seven O'clock, DST, in
the Evening on the 18th day of
May, in the year of our Lord, 1956
at which time all persons having
interest in said petition will ap
pear.
Selectmen,

Town of Friendship:
LUTHER S. WOTTON.
TAUNO HENDRICKSON.
MAURICE T. HALL.
59-lt

15 May, 1956.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Distant
4-Starts suddenly
8-Prefix. Thrice
11- Ascends
12- More comfortable
13- Summit
14- A tree
16- Female sheep
17- Dresaed with the
beak
19-A continent
21- Attempt
22- Makes a mistake
25-Repairs
27- A garden tool
28- Structural
29- An English title(pl.)
31-A creed
33- Repetition of words
by memory
34- Pig-pen
36-Russian title

J

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
37-Warms again
40-Sainte (abbr.)
42- Father (Sp.)
43- Seized with the teeth
45- A lozenge
46- lndigenous
47- Serpent
48- Group
49- Lair

VERTICAL
1- Obese
2- A waken
3- Tear
4- Valuable
5- ltem in one’s
property
6- Very small
7- Lucid

8- Bind
9- To repay

M9

VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Anger
15-Persevered
17- Canoist
18- Leaves
19- Mohammedan
governor
20- lnactive
23- Sounds in the chest
24- A title (Sp.)
26- Little girl
27- So (Lat.)
30-The great artery (pi.)
32-Removable as op
posed to perpetual
34- Am *o
35- Tales
38- Heroic poem
39- Afternoon parties
40- Mineral spring
41- Especially (abbr.)
43- To command
44- Half a score
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NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wall (for
merly Eldie MacDonald.) of Chi
cago, Ill., are waiting the comple
tion of their new home at 349
Cheryl Lane, Pleasant Hill Es
tates, Palatine, Ill., and expect to
move in the first of June.

Mrs. Albert Beverage, who was
in Rockland on Traverse Jury
duty, returned home on Friday.
On Sunday morning church ser
vice memorial flowers were in
memory of Mrs. Leon Staples,
Mrs. Mabelle Stone, Mrs. Jennie
Lermond, Mrs. Emma Stone Snow,
Mrs. Linda Burgess and Mrs. Tryphosa Calderwood.
Rev. Mr. Merriam spoke on
Render To All Their Due,” thus
Honor To Mother.” The choir
sang ”A Flower Within Our
Hearts” and “Mother’s Day” with
prayer response “My Prayer.” In
the evening Mrs. Alice Grant. Mrs.
Alyce Beverage and Mrs. Maud
Simpson sang
Flower For

1

You” and “My Mother’s Bible.” |
The pastor spoke on ’’The Ascen- I
sion of Christ.”
At the morning service greetings ]
were read, Psalm 100 from Cap
tain and Mrs. Gustav Hansen
from Bergen, Norway, enroute to
I their old home in Roksund, per

LEGAL NOTICE

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE
Whereas Gilbert E. Barker, of
Rockland, in the County of Knox
and State of Maine, by his mort
gage deed dated the fourth day
of January, 1954, and recorded in
the Knox County Registry of
Deeds, Book 330, Page 432, con
veyed to me, the undersigned, A
certain lot or parcel of land to
gether with the buildings thereon,
situated in Rockland. County of
Knox and State of Maine, bounded
and described as follows:
BEGINNING at an iron bolt in
the southerly line of Tillson
Avenue, said bolt marking the
easterly line of a 20 foot right
of way leading to the land now
or formerly of William Undersvood Company; thence North 79
deg. 30 feet, east by said Till
son Avenue 45 feet, more or
loss, to an angle in said street
line; thence in an easterly di
rection along line of Tillson
Avenue 123 feet, more or less;
thence in a southwesterly di
rection 155 feet, more or less,
to a point; thence turning at an
angle and running in a north
westerly direction 141.1 feet,
more or less, to an iron pin;
thence turning at an angle and
runnning in a northeasterly di
rection 87.3 feet to point of be
ginning.
Being a part of the land deed
ed to Raymond E. Thurston by
Martha P. Feeney by her deed
dated December 19. 1929. and
recorded in Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 223. Page 194. To
gether with all right, title and
interest I have in and to va
rious rights of way and ease
ments for maintenance and use
of railroad tracks, and all
other rights in and to the prem
ises as deeded to me by Ray
mond E. Thurston.
Excepting and reserving from
the above described lot all
those rights of way and ease
ments, including easements for
the maintenance and operation
of railroad tracks that were re
served by the said Martha P.
Feeney in her deed to Ray
mond E. Thurston.
Also ex
cepting all pole rights to the
Central Maine Power Company
deeded by Raymond E. Thurs
ton by his deed dated June 6.
1949, and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, Bock 309,
Page 135.
And whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said mort
gage.
May 4. 1956.
RAYMOND E. THURSTON,
56-Th-62

Haugesund, Norway.

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL

Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9281

Mrs. Carrie Winchenbach and
Mrs. Franoes Creamer were in
South Bristol Monday.
Miss Anita Philbrook is a patient
at the Goodwin Nursing Home.
Kaler's Corner.
Mi. and Mrs. Willis H. Crowell
were business callers in Rockland
Tuesday.

Mrs. Richard Homberger of
Orange. N. J., is a guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Storer.
Mrs. Emma Spear of Portland
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Brooks, Jr..
The Women's Auxiliary of the
German Protestant Society will
hold its annual meeting at Stahl's
Tavern at 2 o'clock Friday.
Mrs. William Kennedy and Mrs,
Thomas Brown were in Rockland
Tuesday.

The end of the TV western is in
sight. The way those cowboys shy
away from girls, the breed will
be extinct in a generation.—
Changing Times.

Knox Hospital Honors Three For Service

How To Settle

Insurance Claims

PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Tel. 172

When you have an insurance
claim, you wilt want to be sure
to get the full benefits of your
policy. You can get quick action
if you file your claim right and
know how to deal with the insur
ance adjustor, according to the
editors of "Oianging Times," the
Kipiinger Magazine.

The
Vinalhaven
Community
Health Council held their monthly
meeting on Monday night. Plans
are underway for their annual
fourth of July fund raising day.
Mrs. Edith Quinn of Sunset,
spent the weekend with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Sigvard Beck
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradley
were Rockland visitors on Wednes
day .
Mrs. Lucy Skoog entertained
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton at din
ner on Wednesday.
Miss Marjorie Stone has re
turned to her home here.
Mrs. Mina Beggs who has been
confined to her home for several
days after a bad falL, is able to be
u,p and about again.
Charles Bradley, having termi
nated his employment at Peaalee’s
garage, is starting work soon with
Arthur Crossman and Ted Mad
dox.
Mrs. Gosta Skoog had as lunch
eon guests on Monday, Mrs. Wal
ter Geary, Mrs. Andrew Bennett
and Mrs. Lola Swears.
Victor Fortune of Now York is
a guest at the Islander.
Mrs. Patricia Crossman was a
Rockland visitor on Monday.
Mrs. Josephine Claytor has left
for a visit with her daughter at
the University of Maine. While
there she will attend a banquet for
mothers given by Judy’s Sorority.
Mrs. Rena Johnson has arrived
home after an absence of five
months, during which she visited
with her sons and, their families,
Donald Shields of Braintree, Rob
ert Johnson of Brighton, also with
her sisters. Grace Roberts and
Emma Mills of Wollaston.
A meeting of the Committee of
Industry was held at the home of
A. A. Peterson on Wednesday
evening.

Notify your agent at once. Many
policies have notification time
limits and if you are late, you may
j have trouble collecting.

Read your policy. Many a legi
timate claim has been passed up
by a policy holder who was not
aware of how much protection he
bad bought.
Write down what happened. Get
down every detail you can remem
ber: time of day, witnesses, etc.,
whether it’s a fire, theft or auto
accident.

List the damage. The insurance
company may require proof that
Ambrose U. (Tamer, executive vice president o the Knox County General Hospital board of trustees, damaged articles are really yours,
presents service pins to Mrs. Flora (ollins, Mrs. Elizabeth Noonan and Miss Jacquelin Blethen, R. N., in so round up all evidence of your
that order at a staff tea held Monday afternoon.
ownership, such as titles or bills
Three service pins were awardIn sterling silver, emblazoned are made as part of National of sale.
ed members of the staff at Knox with the words: “Knox County Hospital Week which commemo
Estimate the amount of your
County General Hospital Monday General Hospital -For Service To rates the birthday of Florence loss. Your graageman will give
at a tea honoring a nurse, a Humanity’’ the pins were present- Nightingale
who revolutionized you an estimate of car damage;
housekeeper and a cook for their ed by Ambrose C. Cramer, execu- nursing and nurses’ training dur in other matters, your canceled
service to the hospital and
tive vice president of the hospi- ing and after the Crimean War checks, receipts, etc., will come
eommunity.
tai’s board of trustees who said, in which she served caring for the in handy.
Awarded . 10-year service pins ’’Smooth and efficient operation sick and wounded of the British
Once you accept settlement, you
were: Miss Jacquelin Blethen. are as much the result of experi- Army.
will be asked to sign a release
R. N., 19 I^awn avenue, operating ence ai of ability. The years of
Awards given by Knox Hospital stating that the insurance com
room supervisor, and Mrs. Flora service you and your associates during past years now number 26,
pany has no further obligation. If
Collins, 15 Grove street, of the have devoted to Knox County Gen- I representing a total of 215 years
housekeeping department of the eral Hospital are in large partjof Service by employees of the you arc not satisfied with the
offer, don’t accept payment and
hospital.
responsible for the excellent rela- 1 hospital.
don't sign the release. Here are
Receiving a five year award tions the hospital enjoys with its
Thirty hospital employees at
some steps you might take in
was Mrs. Elizabeth Noonan, Owls patients and public.”
tended the tea given in the hos
stead: Get new estimates or other
Head, of the dietary department.
Traditionally, service awards pital dining room.
evidence to support your claim.
Coasult a public adjuster. Pull
pleton Monday and attended the
your agent baek into the act and
Smorgasbord supper, returning HIGH PERCENTAGE OF AREA'S
see if he will go to bat for you.
for the evening at the home of i FAMILIES HAVE USED FACILITIES
Ask
for a referee appraisal. You
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes.
can sue If you have complied with
OF HOSPITAL IN FIVE YEARS
all the conditions of the policy.
Your best course is to know
Heavy area-wide dependence on i lies would require hospital care
Rockville
Knox County General Hospital d“rin8 the next two years were from the very start what's in your
MRS. RONALD ABBOTT,
was demonstrated today in the j "yes"' This is valuable informa policy and to press for what’s due
Correspondent
second analysis of the survey of tion Hudson ««'<>• because neve you. no more and no less.
Tel. 1592-M5
community attitudes which shows |in ,he Past has there hw,n any *»
UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Jones of that nearly three out of four re- Idication ns to the proportion of certainty' have nothing left over
MRS FLORENCE CALDER WOOL
Rockpoit were recent guests of spondents in the poll have made area residents who "planned” use from rates paid by patients to put
Correspondent
Mr. and Mis. Albert Quinn.
Telephone 10-24
in-patient use of the health cen of the hospital’s facilities. Actual toward any building program.”
"As a matter of fact, the rates
ter
for themselves or their fami ly, national statistics show that
Mr. and Mrs. William O'Jala
lies during the past five years. every family of four can expect to for rooms and services at Knox
spent
the
weekend
in
Massachu

The American Legion Auxiliary
The high percentage of usage need in-patient care on the aver County General Hospital are well
will hold Poppy Day Friday, May setts with their daughters and
indicated in the study coincides age of once every 24 months over under the average for hospitala
18th with the 4-H Club girls selling husbands, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
throughout New England," he re
with
the constantly growing num n period of time, he said.
Gray of Newton Center, Mass.,
the same.
In general, individual estimates marked. "and compare favorably
ber
of
annual
admissions
to
the
Mis. Euda Lermond was a sup and Mi. and Mrs. Parker Emer- hospital and increasing patient ot the number of patients admitted with charges made by other health
per guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs. soh of South Sudbury, Mass.
days of service being provided to Knox County General Hospital centers providing similarly wellMr. and Mrs. Emil Rivers of
Guy Lermond in Thomaston.
there, according to Robert W tended to be low in response to the rounded programs of care in the
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Wix of Rockland, Mrs. Laina Waisanen Hudson, president of the board of poll. Only 38 per cent of the an State of Maine."
To a question about whether or
South Hope visited Sunday with and Emil Nyman of Warren -called trustees.
swers to a multiple choice ques
on Mr. and Mrs. William O’Jala
Mrs. Euda Lermond.
"With this kind of demand for tion about hospital admissions not members of the hospital board
Only five pupils registered for recently.
care, it is easy to see why Knox correctly selected the figure of ap of trustees receive compensation,
Capt. Mary S. Emery, R.N., County General Hospital is seri proximately 2.500 in-pattents a 5 per cent correctly answered
entering school next September,
during the week of registration (ret..) of Crescent Beach., Mrs. ously overcrowded and under year while 41 per cent underesti ‘no". Hudson emphasized that a
beginning May 11.
Registration Carl Hilton of Bremen, Mr. and pressure to add beds and other mated the number of patients ad hospital trustee "undertakes the
most important kind of communi
will continue through May 18 from Mrs. Ernest Crockett, daughter facilities to meet the need.” he mitted.
A better result was obtained in ty service as a representative of
8.30 a. m. to 2.30 >p. ni.
Those ar Joyce of Rockport. Mrs. Clara continued.
Twenty-six per cent of the an reply to another multiple choice the public, and no member of the
riving at the school later than 2.30 Emery, Mrs. Cynthia Wass of
may not find the teacher in the Rockland, Mr. and Mr.s. Theodore swers to .the question as to query about where Knox County board of Knox County General
Hospital obtains any form of re
building. If parents arc unable SylveMei. Sr., daughter Sally of whether respondents of their fami General Hospital patients come
from. Half of the respondents compense for work in administer
to come to the school please Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Evans
ing this health center.1
write or telephone Mrs. Helen Tolman. sons Jimmy and Dick of Church, the address by the Rev. properly answered that 49 per
Further findings in the hospital’s
cent
of
the
patients
are
Rockland
Rockville were guests of Mr. and Carl Small. Vernon Hunter sang
Cramer.
residents and 51 per cent come survey of community attitudes
Mrs.
Leroy
Tolman
on
Mother
’
s
"Mother
Of
Mine."
The
selections
Donald Mank of West Springof the choir were "A Mother's from communities throughout the will be reported in a third analy
field. Mass., visited over the week- Day.
sis which is to be completed later
Miss
Lydia
Lehtonen
is
now
at
Prayer,” "Thanks To God, For My county and the surrounding area
weekend with his mother, Mrs.
the trend in recent years being tc this week.
Mae
Murray
Nursing
Home
at
Mother."
Miss
Josephine
Tolman
Iza Mank.
ward a coverage of a larger area
Mrs. Evelyn Bryer and son Rockport. She would be pleased presented pansy plants in a cere
Read The Courier-Gazette
by the Rockland hospital as the
to
hear
from
or
see
her
friends
mony
to
all
the
mothers.
Corsages
Philip Bryer of Southwest Har
scope of its services broadens
were presented to Mrs. Leroy Tol
bor visited Mr. and Mrs. Edward from Rockville.
Hudson said.
Private Janice Garrison, now man, Mrs. Vesper Hall. Mrs. Wil
Matthews Sunday.
Following the modern trend, 96
to
Htftouc, Boihnv
Mrs. Alida Fossett and Mrs. stationed at Fitzsimmons Army liam Rytky, all of Rockville, Mis. per cent of the replies showed a
Hospital,
in
Denver,
Colo.,
would
Clara
Emery,
Mrs.
Arnold
Wass
Carrie Mank have returned home
marked preference for having chil
after passing several weeks in like to hear from her friends in of Rockland, Mrs. Ernest Crockett dren horn in a hospital and 87
of Rockport and Mrs. Maurice per cent said they would want
Connecticut, the former with Dr. Rockville.
Miss Marjorie Hunter has re Carroll of West Rockjiort.
and Mrs. Arthur Anderson and
their babies delivered at Knox
Bridal Shower
family in West Hartford, Conn., turned from Eliot, where she was
County General Hospital. Hudson
A surprise bridal shoWcr was commented that many of those
Mrs. Mank having visited with Mr. a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
given for Miss Dolores Reams by favoring another hospital for
and Mrs. Gerald Ames and fam Goodwin, Jr.
Robert Garrison, James Tolman Mrs. Isabelle Knowlton Friday child birth are summer residents
ily in Bridgeport, Conn.
Mrs.
Mank is now with Mr. and Mrs. and Joyce Farmer took part in evening. The decorations were who would be expected to depend
Carl Christoffersen in Rockland. the Composite Band C oncert very attractive and delicious re for such care on institutions
Miss closer to the homes in which they
Friendly B Club motored to Ap- which was held in Rockland Wed freshments were served.
nesday evening under the direc Reams received many lovely gifts. live during the major part of the
tion of Antonio Palleria.
Invited guests, in addition to the year.
On Friday evening a banquet hostess and guest of honor were,
In another phase of the survey
was held at the Rockport Elemen Mrs. Bertha Harkins, Mrs. Susie analysis made public today, ques
tary School Gymnasium for the Holbrook, Mis. Bernice Reams of tions about hospital economics
Rockport School Band members Rockland; Mis. Mary Harjula of were studied. Some 86 per cent
and their families. Those who at South Thomaston; Mrs. Jennie correctly answered "no" when
pJo Qkmqe-fov
tended from Rockville included Tihbetts of Kingston, Mass.; Miss asked if the hospital obtain
Mr. and Mrs. Evans Tolman and Rachel Leniieux and Mrs. Kath enough money from patients to
sons James and Dickie, Mr. and ryn Douglass of Augusta; Mrs. pay running expenses and the cost
Mrs. Amos Garrison and Robert, Ida Tolman, Mrs. Avis Tollman. of a new building besides.
The friendly Manger Hotel is just
“We are glad the public under
a hup. skip and jump from
and Gleniee and Joyce Farmer.
Miss Gladys Tolman. Miss Mary
BUNKER Hill • OLD NORTH CHURCH
Mrs. Avis Tolman and Mrs. Tolman. Miss Josephine Tolman, stand the financial problems faced
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
Madeline Gray were in Augusta on Mrs. Maria Keller. Mrs. Gleniee by a non-profit hospital such as
AT THE NAVY YARD
ours." Hudson commented. "Ap
Thursday to attend the tea which Farmer and Joyce Farmer of
Welcome to BoMon's newest, most
propriations from towns in the
convenient
hotel. Direct entrance
was held at the Blaine Mansion Rockville; Mrs. Mabel Choate and
service area and annual gifts
from North Stalion, adjacent park
for workers on the Cancer Drive. Mrs. Lucy Choate of Lincolnville;
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
from friends of the hospital have
Mrs. Edith Wallan of Kingston, been needed to make up deficits
Mother’s Day Service
airy rooms has its own bath and
radio.
An impressive Mother’s Day Mass., and Mrs. Clara Newman of incurred each year in running
PROM
Service was held in the Baptist Rockland.
Knox County General Hospital. We
$5 50 Single' 58 00 Double

Overlooking the Fenway

BOStoil, Mass.!
Attractive, comfortable, homelike
rooms, suites and kitchenettes—
near Kenmore Square and Boston
University. Modern, fireproof
building.
from $6 double

FAMILY PLAN
? Hotel

Special rates for permanent guests.

CANTERBURY
14 Charlesgate West, Boston,

•

■ SEir AND SAFE"

YARDGOODS CENTER
( OMPIXTK LINE OF

WOOLENS - VELVETS - YARNS
DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1JS

8

Please Remit with Cola

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Across STATE THEATRE
Tel. TRinity 2-2118

5 SILVER STREET
Waterville, Maine

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box SM. Dept A.
BAB HARBOR, MAINE
________
119-tf

NORTN STATION BOSTM

(ESHVATtONS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Cen. Mgr.

Other Manger Natela la:
New Ted. M. Y. • WadMogMo. 0. C.
I, Meet. • Cteuatead, OMa
. N. V.« Oraad dogMa, Mab.
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Twelve Seniors To Receive Union High Diplomas

THOMASTON
Newa and Social Items, Notices end Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
ICRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-fl

Karen Marks has returned to
the home of her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. J. Edward Marks, after hav
ing been a tonsillectomy patient at
the Camden Community Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Seekins
were last Saturday guests of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Seekins,
in Belfast.
Mis. Ethel Silver of Portland is
visiting her son and daughter-inlaw, Mr. and Mis. Linwood Silver,
Sr.
Mrs. Charles Spear visited her
mother, Mrs. John M. Townsend,
in West Hanover. Mass., enroute
to Boston where she met her hus
band, Capt. Spear of the ship,
Mormacdalc, who returned home
with her for a few days.
Mrs. Wiliam Cullen and Miss
Margaret Shea have returned to
Lewiston after visiting Miss Mary
B. Cullen.
M iss ftuth Ludwig is employed
at MacDonald’s Drug Store.
The Thomaston School band will
leave Saturday morning at 7
o'clock for Bai Harbor where they
will participate in the Eastern
Maine Music Festival. All band
members are to meet at thc high
school for transportation.
Mrs.
Douglas Vinal, Miss Doris Rich
ards and Frank Leary will accom
pany thc group.
Mrs. Dorothy Daggett, Mrs.
Jean Butler, Mrs. Mildred Butler
and Miss Edna Hilt were the com
mittee in charge of the public sup
per served at the Baptist Church
Wednesday evening.
The Wed-Co Club met Monday
evening at the Baptist Church with
15 couples and one guest couple
present. Supper was served at
6.30 by Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Sil
ver, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Robert An
drews and Mr .and Mrs. Walter
Chapman. Rev. John Fitzpatrick
led the devotional period and
showed a film. “Bible On Thc
Table”. A silent auction was en
joyed.
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert
entertained at a square dance
party Monday night with 15 cou
ples present. Howie Davison of
thc Newcastle River Road was
guest caller. Following the dance,
a social hour with refreshments
was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffscs
and son, Kurt, Mr. and Mrs.
George Newbert and sons, Wesley
and George, Jr., Mrs. Frank Buzynski and son, Neil and Carl
Littlefield and sons, Thomas and
David, attended the Owls Head
Boys 4-H woodworking demonsta
tion at the Owls Head School Tues
day evening.
Miss Stetson Guest of Honor

Miss Sandra Stetson was guest
of honor at a surprise birthday
party Tuesday evening given by
Miss Cornelia Keyes and Miss
Judy Connon at the latter’s home
on Brooklyn Heights. Yellow and
blue color scheme was used.
Games were played with Miss
Marian Davis winning a prize.
Refreshments were served buffet
style including two beautifully dec
orated birthday cakes made by
Mrs. Norman Connon and Mrs.

SEED

HEADQUARTERS
GARDEN SEEDS

FLOWER SEEDS
WOODRUFF GARDEN SEEDS
ALL SEMIS IN
SEALED PA« HACKS
Vou receive Ihe correct amount

GARDEN TOOLS
LAWN MOWERS
TWIN BLADE (IS Inch)

CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES
ONION SETS
REO and LAWNBOY MOWERS

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
THOMASTON

TEL. 211
56-tf

Kenneth Keyes. A gift of luggage
was presented Miss Seteson from
the group. Invited guests were:
Misses Betsy Gay, Jean Melgard.
Melinda Mills. Joan Monroe. Mil
dred Young. Ruth I.udwig, Marian
Davis. Sandra Philbrook. Emily
Fitts.
Bette
Rhode,
Eleanor
Brooks, Judy Minott and Janice
Hall.

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Mrs Daniel R. Yates, Washing
ton street, had as weekend callers,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Robinson,
daughter Phyllis of Tenants Har
bor. Mrs. George Fernald of Rock
port. Mrs. Robert Wotton. daugh
ter Lois, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Beane and son Elden, Stanley
Young and her brother Maurice
S. Hahn and Susie M. Hahn of
Warren.

Betty Austin
OniunereittJ Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Austin of I'nion

David Collins
General Course
Son of Mrs.
IJlitli ( ollins of I nioii

Marlene Knight
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Taiwan! Knight of I'nion

Mahlon Unseott
College Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert IJnscidt of Washington

Westford Hannan
College Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
[•cssedcn Hannan of Union

IJoyd Tolman
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Tolman of Union

Joyce Torrey
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Torrey of I'nion

Glenn Berry
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Berry of Hope

Burton I.udwig, »Jr.
College Cour.se
sRji of Mr. and Mrs.
Burton
““ 1 .udwig of Washington

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smith of
Providence, R. I., are guests of
his brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Murray Smith.
Miss Marilyn Greenlaw and
Miss Mille Avera of Columbus,
Ohio, are guests of Miss Green
law’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Blan
chard Greenlaw.
The Pioneer Girls will meet at
the Baptist Church vestry oi¥ Sat
urday morning at 9.30 a. m.
The Lincoln Association will
meet at the Second Congregational
Church in Warren at 3 p. m. on
Sunday. May 20. Supper will be
served at 5.45 p. m.
The Camden Firemen’s Auxili
ary held its final meeting of the
season last Thursday night at the
Allen Payson Fire Station. Plans
were made to hold a banquet at
Beach Inn. Saturday, May 19, at
7 o’clock with husbands of mem
bers as guests.
The group will
meet at the Fire Station at 6.30.
Members'who were not present at
the last meeting who plan to at
tend are requested to contact Mrs.
Priscilla Hart. At thc close of the
meeting refreshments were served
by Mrs. Edna Bland. Mrs. Martha
Nash and Mrs. Betty Horton.
Meetings will be resumed in Sep
tember following the summer re
cess.
The Seaside 4-H Club met at
the YMCA following school on
Monday 14. At thc business meet
ing the
program for Local
Achievement Day was planned.
Thc girls finished their work on
the cluib sheets. Refreshments
were served by Brenda Chapin
and Rebecca Waterman. The next
meeting will be at the YMCA on
Monday. May 21. following school.
The Local Achievement Day will*
be held Friday night. May 25. at
7 p. m. at the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church vestry. All par
ents and friends arc cordially in
vited to attend.
Mrs. James Trout and Mrs.
Walter Shaw were co-hostesses to
the Try-To Help Club Monday
evening at the home of Mrs.
Trout. The members worked on a
quilt.
Refreshments of sand
wiches, cake and tea were served.
Thc following members were pres
ent: Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, Mrs.
Edith Wall, Miss Hazel Wall, Mrs.
Blanche Carver. Mrs. Edith Buz
zMl, Mrs. Ethel Spear, Mrs. Edith
Overlock. Mrs. Evelyn Crockett,
Mrs. Abbie Sylvester and Mrs.
Mildred Rhodes.

South Hope
JOSIE KOBRINS
Correspondent

Mra. Annie Creamer who has
returned from Camden Commun
ity Hospital, is at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Hattie Linscott.
Mr. and Mrs. John Holmes of
City Mills. Mass., wh0 were re
ccntly married, called on his

— NOTICE

OPENING JUNE 18

Chestnut Street All Day
NURSERY
Open Monday thru Saturday
.
HOURS: 8 to 5
SPECIAL HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

Fully Equipped for
Play - Eating and Resting

Janice Gordon
Commercial Course
Daughter of
Richard Gordon of Union

TAKING ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF CHILDREN
For Further Information Call

MRS. LOUISE T. KELLEY
Telephone Camden 2481 After 6 P. M.
53‘Th*59

den, also two grandchildren.

McLAIN WINS FRENCH AWARD

Vincent

Williams

College Course
Son of Mrs.
Florence Williams of Union

AT KNOX THEATRE THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

Funeral services were held Wed
nesday at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert
C. Laite Funeral Home. Camden,
w’ith Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.,
officiating
Interment was in
Mountain View Cemetery.

Doris McLain, Waldoboro High School junior, left, receives a medal
of merit for her winner’s place in the annual French contest conducted
by the Maine Chapter of the American Association of Teachers of
French, at Sanford recently. The high school junior took third place
ill the French I Division. More than 2,(MW students of French from
schools all over the state completed. Tim medal was donated by the
I• reneli g<>\ eminent through M. Pierre Donzelol, representing Ihe Uni
versity of France in the United States. Presenting the medal is Mrs.
Joan Dore, French teacher at Waldoboro High School who. herself,
received a certificate of honor from the association for her work with
a winning pupil. The announcement was made from the school Wed
nesday by Principal Brainard C. Paul.
grandfather. Charles Taylor, and daughters Judy and Joan of New
family Wednesday afternoon.
’ castle.
Miss Patriicia Gifford, a student
Peter Shoemaker and friend of
at Morse High School in Ba till,
Bridge|H)rt, N J., arc gue.st.s of
spent the weekend with her par
Mi.s. Hazel Hart.
cuts, Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Gif
Mrs. Gertrude Monkliou.se re ford. They also had as a weekend
turned t<> her home here Thursday guest their nephew, Master Carl
after parsing the winter in Port Graffam <hf Bath.
The Sea Coast Mission boat
land.
Gary Kimball of Taft ville. Conn , “Sunbeam” was here Friday. Rev.
called on Mrs. Margaret Bowley, Neil D Bousfieid held a service at
our island church on Friday eveMother’s Day.
Mrs Hope Crabtree and three ing. Mr. Eves, a musician, who
children of Camden .spent Sunday was a guest on thc “Sunbeam”
with the Bowley and Donald was present at thc service. Wc
all enjoyed his piano playing and
Pushaw families.
Mrs. Charlotte Frost and chil singing
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Gifford of
dren of Lincolnville were supper
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Readville. Mass., were at their
Robbins Sunday night.
Ralph summer home here this weekend.
Our young people have lately
Frost remained for a visit with his
done some much needed work at
grandparents.
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham of our cemettery.
A belated birthday party was
Union visited Mr. and Mrs. Rob
held for John Prior on Saturday
bins Monday.
Leland Martz, who was ill for a evening at the home of Mr. and
few wrecks, returned to work at Mrs. Edward Murphy. It was well
attended and a complete surprise
Knox Mill Monday.
He received several
Cajd and Mrs. Roy A. Jacobs to John.
and on of Ostcrville, Mass., visit- cards and gifts.

«’d his brother-in-law and sister,
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Hart. Sunday.
Charles Taylor is ill
Mrs Eva Holmes of City Mills,
§ LAST TIME TONITE AT 7.13 r
Mass., and Mrs. Alice Winslow of
Tom Ewell - Sheree North S
Amherst. Mass., are guests oif thc Z "THE IT. WORE SKIRTS" §
Taylor-Harris family.
i- CineniaScope and Technicolor \
I----------------------------------------------- §

When making out your will re WILLIAM II. CLAYTER
member your cliurch and your
William H. Clayter, 82, died
hospital.
Saturday at his residence in Lin
colnville. He was born at BlueJOHN T. FISH
hill,
April 1. 1874. thc son of John
John T. Fish of Camden died
and Susan Dyer Clayter. He had
Saturday at the age of 72. He was
been a resident of Lincolnville for
born at Appleton, July 8. 1883. the the past 15 years.
son of El iza and El via Pea body
Surviving are his widow, Fran
Fish. He had been a resident of ces C. Clayter of Lincolnville; two
Camden for over 30 years.
sons, William H. Clayter, Jr., of
Surviving are his widow, Annie Lincolnville. John W. Clayter of
D. Fish of Camden, two sisters, Camd.cn; three daughters, Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Brewster of Rockland Beatrice C. Kobs, Mrs. Virginia
and Mrs. Herbert Leach of South Bickford, both of Camden, Mrs.
Union, several nieces and1 a Ruth Walquist of Bennington, Vt.;
nephew.
one sister, Mrs. Olive Young of
Funeral services were held Camden, several grandchildren
Tuesday at 3 p. m. from the Gil and great grandchildren.
bert C. Laite Funeral Home, Rev
Funeral services were held MonMebvin H. Dorr, Jr. officiated. In
dya at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert C.
terment was in West Rockport.
Laite Funeral Home, Camden with
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr. Inter
LOUIS V. ARAU, SR.
ment was in Maplewood Cemetery,
Louis V. Arau, Sr., 64, life long
| Lincolnville.
resident of Camden died at Togus,
Sunday. He was born at Camden, MRS. I EILA II. Ill T( IIINSDN
April 10 1892, the son of Leo J. j "Mrs. Leila H. Hutchinson, formand Venera Gifto Arau.
Mr | erly
of Rockland, widow
ot
Arau wa a veteran of World War ■ Charles H. Hutchinson, died at the
I. having served overseas in the ; home of her daughter, Mrs. R
battle of Verdun with the 116th | Morrell Page, Augusta, on Friday,
infantry.
May 4.
Surviving besides his widow,
Sin; was born in Rockland April
Mary Leadtoetter Arau of Camden, 9, 1870, the daughter of Leander
are three sons, Leo J. Arau, Or and Fiances Thomas Thomas.
lean, N. Y., Ixmis V. Arau. Jr., of
She is survived by a son, Har
Tewksbury, Mass., and Basil D. old M. Hutchinson of South Port
Arau of Norfolk, Va.; also, thee land; her daughter; two grand
daughters, Miss Beverly C. Arau, sons, Robert M. Hutchinson of
R. N of Bangor, Miss Joan P. Orlington. Mass., and Richard M.
Arau and Miss Helen L. Arau, Page of Augusta; two great grand
both of Camden; one brother, An daughters or Arlington, Mass., and
thony F. Arau of Whitman. Mass.; several nephews and nieces.
two sisters. Miss Luc in e Arau and
Funeral services were held
Mrs. Harold Brown, both of Cam- Monday. May 7. from the Knowl
ton & Hcwins Funeral Home. Au
gusta, with Rev. Douglas H. Rob
bins,
pastor of the Winthrop
Street Universalist Church officia
ting. Burial was in the family lot
in Forest Grove Cemetery, Au
gusta.

NOW THRU SATURDAY
Only 2 Shows Daily

Matinee at 2.00

Evening 7.30

wARRYt F. ZANUCK presents
GREGORY PECK
JENNIFER JONES
FREDRIC MARCH
in 20th CENTURY FOX S
"TkMow
•w+jy.

$
FRIDAV AT 7.13 F. M.
i
(j, SATI RDAY AT 2.(M»-fl.»0-».I5 <
Mrs. James Smith and children
Robert Taylor - Debra Paget S
Jimmy. David and Carol of Ro^kland have bem the guests of h«r r Stewart Granger - Lloyd Nolany
. and Russ Tamblyn
patents. the Frank Elwells.
Last Wednesday Lettie Prior
"THE LAST HUNT"
had as guests, Mrs. Vivian Cun i (ineniaScope and Color plus j
ningham of North Newcastle and $ "BUGS BUNNY CARNIVAL" j
&lr. and Mrs Galen Gamagc and

(

Its Always

FAIR WEATHER
"I

5OLOW by O« LUW«

ZinemaScopE •
— REMEMBER —
ONLY 2 SHOWS DAILY

I'm

nor a bacteeAt dRiVeR

I'm just staged Like Mommy
doesn't daddy Listen thus.
Q Tne life he Sa*'es mAy be, qs-

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
(Not Shown Sat. Matinee)

N ■.

Gene Kelly
Dan Dailey
, Cyd Charisse
v Dolores Gray
Michael Kidd/T
_ Also _

Exciting Comedy, Drama

It's A Dog's Life

♦
4

♦
♦
♦

r'--

The Love Story

oj A Princess

LAST TIMES TONIGHT
"UNCONQUERED" and
"LIVING SWAMP"
MAY IK-19

WARISA PAVAN
LEE J. COBB
ANN HARDING
KEENAN WYNN
3ENEI0CKHART

§

SHOW STARTS AT DUSK

M-O-M'a BURST OF

Sidr*’

Grace Kellv goes into dinner on the arm of Alec Guinness in a
scene from “Tne Swan,” MGM’s romantic-comedy of a Prince seek
ing a suitable bride. Louis Jourdan plays a handsome tutor who at
tempts to put a cog into the match, with a distinguished cast also fea
turing Agnes Mooreheard, Jessie Royce Landis, Brian Aherne, Leo G.
Carroll, Estelle VVindwood and Van Dyke Parks. Not Shown Saturday
Matinee.

W O C K l_ A N D
DRIVE-IN

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

^Camden Theatres

LOUDVILLE

CONSTANT SUPERVISION

Jenness Gordon
General Course
Son of
Riclia-rd Gordon of Union

♦
♦

'iuuisf

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
i

M-G-M

in

present*

Cinemascope
md COLOR

GRACE KELLY • ALEC GUINNESS
LOUIS JOURDAN
Q

“THE

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

SWAN”

MNI.S MOORtHCAO • JCSSIE ROYCE LANOIS

_

RRIAN AHIRNF • ITO C CARROll

♦
4

____________________ ESTELLE WIN WOOD* VAN DYKE PARKS----------------------------- ----

SATURDAY MATINEE - 2 P. M.
ROY ROGERS plus KARTOON SHOW

♦

Tuatday-Thuriday-Saturday
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water salesman didc misterriusly
with a pizened arrow b’tween the
phobder blades an next mornin
when Little Burdock wuz a dite
Late fer brec’.vfast Old Snifter
looked up fru-m his hominy grits
an raindeer milk an accused her
of shootin varmints outer seezun
an banished her frum the tribe.

Mrs. Novicka South School PTA President

Legion To Hold Poppy Day Sale Saturday

Peacetime Vets
Not Entitled To V.A.
Hospitalization
Peacetime veterans with no war
service are not entitled to Vet
erans Administration hospitaliza
tion without
service-connected
disabilities.
The statement was released to
day by M. L. Stoddard, manager,
VA Center. Togus. in answer to
numerous inquiries.
»

Later Old Snifter married a
French fur deele-rs dottcr frumn
j Montreal who becum the mother
of the present Widder Muldoon.
But still in the tribe was Little
Burdock's own son; the stra-te.
tall aAd hansome brave named
B icket Sholders, who mourned
for his mother.

PWft Bv Kellc
Newly elected officers of the South School P. T. A. are shown as they conferred Monday evening
following their election. In the* group from left to right are: Alfred Nichols, treasurer; Mrs. Pauline
Cook, secretary; Mrs. Ruth Fogarty, vice president and Mrs. Esther Novicka, president.

Wun dark nite a strange squaw
wum ashore at Peevy Falls
Landin, with nothin on but a
weezel skin snood. The way I herd
it she had a beever skinnin barow ’tween her teeth when she
’.andid an she went strait to Old
Snifter’s wigwam, took 2 big j
snorts of his quince squeezing,
whet up her barlow on his letiher
galligaskins an proceeded to shi
kari Old Snifter and his French;
squaw with ncctncss and dispatch.
And beleeve it or not,” Old Grog
panted, “to this d.ay on the dark
of the harvest moon at jest mid
nite a strange sound like the rcvengin laff of a Indian squaw is
Photo by McKeon
herd to ekko over Peevy Fall and
Chairman of the City Council Dr. Edwin Scarlott received a little salesman at his home Tuesday
Bucket Ridge.”
and from the young lady purchased the first poppy of the Poppy Day drive. The drive will he conducted
Well Tyke, old Grog sure had Saturday in the Rockland area by members of the Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post, American Is*gion.
the Legion Auxiliary and children of th«* members. The poppies, marie hy disabled veterans, are purchased
them boys blinkin.
with contributions. The little saleslady above Is five year old Sue Mary Reiehel, daughter of Mr. and
Awl to wun.ee wun of cun asts. Mrs. Frederick Reiehel of 111 North Main Street. Mrs. Reiehel is helping Poppy Day chairman Mrs.
‘You aint sed yet who reely owns Howard Kenniston on the drive committee. A third member of the committee is Mrs. Bernice Jackson.
Mrs. Kenniston is shown watching the sale. The Legion log cabin, which has traveled to many national
Wddcr Muldoon’s Farm.”
conventions of the xeterans* organization, will be stationed in Iron! of the Knox County Trust Company
Grog narrered his eyes, then Saturday and will he manned by Legionnaires and Auxiliary members.

KOOB ETON WRITES AGAIN

“Wh ire you fellers aimin to hunt
up this geranium rock, anihow?"

IN WHICH GROG MacKENZIE

In nothin flat the boys onfolded
a stack of maps like I aint seen
singe Maudic bashed me with the
World Atalas. Thare wuz Pickle
Band. Pcevy Falls, Gin Holler.
Puckerbrush, Bucket Ridge an
Cumquat Corners awl squared off
sed. “The hole shebang. Bucket
in seckshuns with red dots heer
Ridge an awl b’longs to Indian
an thare that mite be uranium
Joe Domino. He is none uther
thay sed.
than the first an legal air—the
Frog, who knoze this area like a once strate. tall an hansome brave
ridge runner took wun look at Bucket Sholders--son of Snifter in
them maps an sez “Hog wash! the Puss and Little Burdock. The
Every mite of that land is posted. widder aint gut no rite thare.”
Why you cant even retreeve a
“How cum sihe’s a widder?”
blowed-off hombcig on ani of it “Who’d she marry?” The ques
without gittin pinched fer tres- tions cum thick an fast.
passin” and he shot a squirt of
“Her husban” Grog explaint,
terbakker jooce at the parlor fern “wuz a Irish prospector named
that wood hav drownd a horn pout. Terrance Muldoon.
’Tween cm
Well Tyke, butted attums went thay land grabbed the place frum
down to a dime a duzzen in no her ha.ff brother Joe.
“Dide?
time, hut Grog didnt start plowin Dide? lessee” Grog pondered. “O
cm under till he gut a good look yeah, he dide a lingerin deth that
at them red dots.
had the docs gessin—sorter jest
“Lookit,” sez he, running hi
dwindled away a workin in his
linger over the maps, “You cant mine back of the hog pen—an you
dig no geraniums thare, this dot is kno when thay lowered him in the
smack dab in Widder Muldoon’s grave his corpse shined like a
hog pen an no self respcctin hog pallid moon.”
is gonna jettison his rites fer the
Well Tyke. I’ve ben tromped on
mere bustin of a attum; an be by cattle, run over by hot-rods,
sides the farm aint hern anihow.” cot in log jams, hugged by she
Wile Grog cot his breth wun er bears, and wunce went thru a hay
the fellers ast “How cum she’s baling rig. but I never gut so
livin thare then?”
squoze an shin bruised as I did in
“It’s like thus,” sez Grog, shiftin the rush after Grog's last scntensc.
his cud over to his port molars.
I wuz ten full -minnibs findin my
“The Widder Muldoon wuz the upper teeth. Grog wuz hangin to
haff breed papoose of an old Mic- the chandilecr with nothin but his
mac cheefton named Snifter in the yewn.on suit, an his cud of ter
Puss.
bakker wuz stuckin to the door
Old Snifter was a uprite Indian knob which he had jest sipit out.
until wun day a Canadian fire
Under the label glowin like a
water salesman visited the council firefly wuz that sample of urani
wigwam an traded 2 demmijons um thay’d fergut in the rush. Jest
of Quebecc Quince squeezing with as I wuz reechin for it Grog upset
him fer a stack of beever pelts an the cactus plant an it fell hard
a weezel skin snood.
against my mizzen post with pene
The rightful squaw of old Snift trating results -“Hel!” I \ells,
er. named Little Burdock, wanted “sunitbudidy’s busied an attum
the snood for herself but Snifter rite dost to my sedidown.”
warnt no Indian giver an the swap
Well twant long afore wc gut
was made.
That nite the fire calm an cullcctcd again so we cast

DEFLATES THE ATOM
By It. W

Tyler

lode aint haff so busted as you’ll
April 25. be if yore geegcr counter aint
Dear Tyke: —
workin rite an you dig up sunthin
Well thares ben a lots of excite else.
This geegcr dufunny is bout the
ment in Puckerbrush sintz I last
size of a shu box with battrys an
rote.
radio toobs inside an a dial jigger
Moast fokes ihecr wuz rite in the
on frunt whut looks like a dollar
April dolldrwms what with skool Ingersoll with wun hand busted
closed on acct of purlootid drinkin off. Stick in outer wun side is a
water in the town pump—the pare of tone cords—an out tutiher
green front closed fer alterations, side is the wires to the finder
and the kids a wail'in tween d'O.sos which, if it aint lyin. will maik
of clorine an sullfer an molasses, you a millunaire quicker’n panit looked like a tuff spring.
11 in gold, an twice as dirty.
Awl to wunce who shud blow
This fi.ider doodad’s gut a long
into town but a jeep lode of yung
handel with sunthin lookin like a
sientists what wuz lookin fer urani
pic .plate on wun end which is held
um—that sttuff altums is busted
dost to the gro-wnd.
with.
How you hunt fer uranium, you
Thy put up at the Grimy Grid
| dap the tones on your ears,
die. an cum Sunday. Me and
switch on the geeger. hold the box
Grog MacKenzie went over to sec
in wun hand an the finder handel
cm.
in tuther. keep both eyes on the
The boys wuz smart fellers an
dial ah walk round an round till
didnt seem to mind -bavin callers
you cether trip over sunthin, step
so we set a wile an chatted.
in a gopher hole or fall often a
Wun feller with “MIT” on his
cliff, an ifn the geeger aint ticked
swetter seemed to be the boss an
you jest aint cum accrost no
he givs ns the hole his try of
uranium yet.
uranium.
The payoff (if yore still livin) is
Scorns its a rock wuts fuller
when she duz tick- an the faster
ticks—not thorn you see but them
she ticks the moor attums you can
you can. heer if you gut a rig
bust with what you’ve found after
called a geegcr counter an a set
you git it dug up.
of tones.
Durin awl this discourse Grog
Fer awl you kno this tickin rock
went to sleep, but I ke<pp awake
mite be rite in yore door yard-—
and purty soon the MIT feller
behind the privvy—in the bottom
hauled the tones down over my
of yore well—or the wun you used
ears fer a lisscn.
to drown the torn cat with. Any
At furst I cuddnt heer a sound
way. if you gut uranium yore
but after I unfolded my bent down
loaded with ticks an the Govt, will
ears I sez—“She’s a tickin rite
swap with yer -fer around 2 bits
now, Bub.”
per tick an n-«»t taik a mite over
Then he explain! that the geeger
haft it back fer incum tax.
ticked awl the time aniway jest
Accordiin to 4 he MIT feller it
to keep yore hopes up -but them
taiks a earlode of the stuff to maik
slow ticks didnt count fer nothin
ticks enuiff to bust wun attum—
till thay git past forty.
but wun attum bustl'd with a car«Well Tyke, old Cazenova Grog
nius-ta ben havin annuthcr wun of
— AUCTION —
his lurind dreems about then, fer
Legion Hall - Union, Maine
he roused up and startid spinnin
SATI RDAY. MAY 19 — 7 P. M.
the ends of his mustash, say in
Our regular sale. Something
suitable for everyone. Bargains kinder starry eyed “Yer rite boyHARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer
59' It past forty thay can reely liv it
up.”
Everbuddy grinned and afore
Grog cud git to slop again the
GLAZING
feller handid him the tones.
“Huh!” sez he after he’d gut
SPECIALIST
cm on—“I cant heer a blamed
geranium no whares; awl I heer is
(FOGGY BENNETT)
a “cl-ackity-clack” like my wifes
talkin ’’ So jest to keep Grog in
the groove wun of the fellers
reeched in a led box and put a
chunk of uranium sample sider
the geeger finder an the thing
musta reely took off.
Without even takin off the tones
Grog startid grapin tor his hat—
“Yep.” he wailed, “that’s Cali sta
alrite. an the faster she yacks the
madder shes gittin—I gotta be
goin this minnit” an he startid
fer the door.
At Your Service
Well, afore he fetched up on the
Open All Day Saturday
cords we gut him set again, but
Until 9 P. M.
he wuz sorter put out, so to calm
his nerves -h*e bit a new plug of
SUTTON SUPPLY
Days work half in two. lccned back
CAMDEN
MAUL
with his thums in the slack of his
59&74
galluses an awl of a sudden asts,
Pucker brush Elat.

Me..

LOANS

$25, $50,J100?Is12Q0
Ot tyotn TfaMtc Ottf
or other plans

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

C

*

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phone: 1720

revelry continued, but Gruehy did
not return. By morning his craft
was out off Boston Light, sailing
SEA AND SHORE
to the south. Nothing more con
By Edward Rowe Snow
cerning the strange captain was
ever heard in Boston itself, and
BOSTON’S
ed. Then a gang of Spanish work
PIRATE TUNNEL
men rowed ashore and began after a reasonable length of time
his estate was sold to the colony.
In the year 1745 a strange but building a h'.gh wooden fence
As for a certain crystal chandearound
the
two
ships
so
that
none
singularly attractive character,
could see the work going on there, lier. presented to the Old North
Captain Thomas James Gruehy,
But the people in the vicinity Church by Captain Gruehy after
arrived in Boston.
There were
soon discovered what was happen- he had brought it into Boston
those who believed that he was a ing. The seafaring laborers were through his mysterious tunnel:
privateer, and others who were I actually excavating under the more than 80 years this chande
so bold as to whisper the word , hulls of the two vessels, building lier. with a mate, hung there in
pirate alongside his name. Gruehy a brick tunnel 14 feet wide bc- the church, but by 1830 the
purchased the handsome Charter tween the two ships. They con branches, as they were called
Street colonial mansion formerly tinued this passage through what had been taken down. During that auditorium itself, he will find on
owned by Governor Phipps. Then is now the Nathan Tufts cellar and yea r the Reverent B C. C. Parker thc rieht side wal1' as hc faccs thc
Captain Gruehy joined the Old across the street under Hench visited the Old North Church, saw rear, a tablet over pew number
North Church, where his persua man's Lane until it reached the the crystal chandelier in the 59. This it the fifth and final mem
sive talk and polised manners Governor Phipps mansion, wnieh church yard, and acquired it with ory the historic church has of one
soon gave him an important posi Captain Gruehy then occupied. It some other equipment for St. of its most unusual members.
tion in the church community. was admirably suited for just one Paul's Church. Otis. Massachu
The only criticism to be found
By 1748 he had progressed to such purpose, the transportation of setts, where it hangs today.
with the past of some people is
an extent that he was made Jun smuggled or stolen goods. With
But the Old North Church still lha, lt ,, t00 lonc
ior Warden, and is so listed in the completion of the tunnel the
has five mcncntos of the illus- 1______
the church records. Meanwhile, Spaniards left the harbor.
trious Gruehy.
There are four
obviously unknown to the rest of
SAVE UP TO 40rr OF YOUR
Soon afterwards there was talk : little “cherubim”, donated by him
PRESENT FUEL BILL!
the church members, he partici of mysterious vessels entering I jn 1746 They now occupy places
Give Yourself Year-Round
pated in other activities of a vast Boston Bay during the darkness of i of prominence in the organ loft
Comfort! With
ly different nature.
FIBERGLASS INSULATION
the night and anchoring off Cap where, according to Mrs. Mary K.
Late one
afternoon
reports tain Gruchy’s excavation. They Babcoek. those “plethoric little
For Free Estimate—By
Appointment, Write to
came from the North End water sent their cargoes ashore in open wooden images still puff their fat
ALLEN INSULATION CO.
front that something strange was boats, which at high tide could cheeks.” Then, if a visitor uses
Newcastle, Me. - Or phone
taking place. During the high j b„ euidcd right into |he tunnpl it.
Damariscotta 242 Collect
the regular entrance at the side
spring tides two ancient hulls had self, and unloaded later in leisure
Residential and Commercial
of the church and walks through
Applications 50-Th-tf
been brought up on the beach and ly fashion.
thc adjoining room to go to th’
floated into two depressions al
Several valuable articles given
ready prepared on the shore there,
to the Old North Church by Cap
so close that their taffrails touchtain Gruehy were landed in this j
SOMETHING NEW IN
manner. Chandeliers, which his
an •ye up t.wor l.s the Ridge. Frum privateer Queen of Hungary cap-,
the piazza o>f the Grimy Griddle lured from a French vessel, thua
we cud see th • boys an tile jeep ultimately found their way In an
an the Widdc Muldoon. Thare American church instead of to
was a.s ninny i.s 40 kids an uther some Spanish cathedral for which
fokes too an stridin round pointin they were probably originally
heer an thare wuz old Indian Joe consigned. Some cherubic figures
Domino, so wc thot we’d be goin. which you can still see in the Old
Especially Made fer
Jest afore wc left Grog foned North Church xverc also gifts of
Fcrd - Chevrolet - Plymouth
his wife—she startid in on him rite thc notorious Gruehy.
off “Whare you ben? Didn’t you
The social life of the bold cap
know thay’ve discuvvcred urani tain was active and varied. Ito
um on Bucket Ridge? Tharc’s a entertained in a lavish fashion
e.uppla nuclear fission exipurts and his parties were the talk of
Plus Installation
cummin tomorrer—yackity yack.” the town. Many outstanding fes
“Hush up Calista an git the tivities were held in the old Phipps
Sylvania Radio's
beans on me an Koob’s hungry— mansion which had a line ball
room,
guest
chambers
and
a
ser

uranium, hub?” he laffed. “Thare
aint nothin in that old mine but vants’ hall. Adjoining outside were
stables and coach houses, all sur
phosforus limestone an while everrounded by gardens, terraces, and
buddvs up thare tomorrer me an
shade trees. There were few other
Koob’s gonna do a little reel fis
residences in all of Boston which
sion for trouts” an he hung up.
could compare with this estate.
On thc way home I ast Grog
But finally there came a change.
“What reely made Terrance Mul
For some reason Captain Gruehy
doon die aniway?”
feared a coming voyage which he
“Fur as I know’’ sez he “she
was about to make. Withdrawing
Motorola and Philco
wuz jeHous an slow pizzened him to his home for several days, he
to deth.”
“Jcllous?” sez I. announced that arrangements for
PORTABLE RADIOS
“Yeah” sez Grog. “He named her a magnificent party were in the
best brood sow after wun of his old making. On the night of his final
PORTABLE BATTERIES
girl friends.”
walk out through that mysterious
W’ell attum bustin may yet cuim tunnel to his ship, he invited all
to Puckerbrush but jest now Grog his friends for a great banquet
MacKenzie is the town’s best rcip- and party at his residence. Late
RADIO —T. V.
pertation buster.
in thc happy festivities he rose at
248 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 590-W
Hopcin this finds yores whole, the banquet table, made a short
s-pccch. and excused himself. The
Koob Eton.

NEW ENGLAND LORE OF

Motorola Car
Radios
$49.95

FRIDAY MORNINC

Interphone

or Baby Watcher

w 9® S

$39.95

t

11

LADIES'

EXTRA SIZES

PANTIES
NON RUN RAYON.

ASSORTED STYLES

W. H. EMERY

COLORS: WHITE AND PINK

w

“*Jpair

A®*

ON SALE FRIDAY ONLY.
WHILE STOCK LASTS

a genuine

CROSLEY

SHELVADOR REFRIGERATOR
WITH ALL THESE FEATURES

Reg. 39c pair

MONEY IN 1 BAY
Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 months.
"1 b iniwraEu »♦ n« •Miikmu 1 cod IteoutA IM
I eta Hamel Mutual life Iniuranca wmwy

He said the only conditions un
der which peacetime veterans
ma j’ be admitted to VA hospitals
are:
1. If they were discharged un
der conditions other than dishon
orable. for a disability incurred
in line of duty; or
2. If they are* receiving VA
compensation for a service-in
curred or service-aggravated dis
ability.
Stoddard said peacetime service,
tor the purpose of VA hospitaliza
tion. is any period of service that
occurs before or after a war as
defined by the Congress.
Generally speaking, peacetime
service for VA hospitalization falls
between the following dates:
November 12, 1918 (when World
War I ended for all except a few)
and December 7, 1941 when World
War II is deemed to have started.
December 31, 1956 (when World
War II ended except for a few)
and June 27, 1950, when the
Korean conflict is deemed to have
started.
January 31. 1955. when the
Korean conflict ended, to the pres
ent time.
Stoddard said veterans who
served only during the foregoing
periods are considered as peace
time veterans for purposes of VA
hospitalization, and therefore may
be admitted to VA hospitals only
if they meet the eligibility re
quirements established by Con
gress for these veterans.
Special eligibility requirements
apply to peacetime veterans who
have been retired from active
service, Stoddard said. He ad
vised these veterans to check their
eligibility status with VA should
thpy negd hospitalization

•

Full width 28 lb. Freezer Cheit

•

10 lb Frozen Storage Drawer

•

A Full 7 cubit fool 8efr'a*"»lo'

FOR OMIT

$199.95

• The famouA Shelvador Deep Door

. Iie.pt botllet, jort, .00’ tiph* ol h<]
• Two "Pop

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

Out"

Ice Cube Ttoye
«f -<M MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 7U

“YOI B CROSLEY - BENDIX DEALER
«7-Th-T4

W BiH
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ENGAGMENT ANNOUNCED

Social Matters

2

Miss Kosclin Jean Bramhall

Air. and Mrs. Philip Bramhal’.
of Friendship, announce the en
gagement of their daughter, Roselin Jean, to Albert M. Severson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Severon of Waldoboro.
Miss Bramhall is a graduate of
Mrs. Albert Winchenbach and
daughter Cindy will leave tomor
Mrs. Diane McAuliffe Giles enrow by plane to visit her mother.
Mrs. Rayford Shepherd in Jack- ered Knox Hospital Tuesday for
an appendectomy.
son. Miss.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge held a
regular meeting Tuesday night
with Brothers’ Night being ob
served.
Supper preceded the
meeting with Mrs. Etta Ander
sen chairman. There will be a dis
trict meeting in Camden Saturday
May 36. with the Rockland Lodge
presenting the tableaus and ritu
als. A short program followed
the business meeting. The next
meeting will be June 19 with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Low,
Gertrude Black as hostess.
Chief Donald M. Hammer and Lt.
S. Creswell Gamache were initia
Second Lieutenant and Mrs.
ted into Goldin Rod Chapter,
John Stevens were weekend guests
OES. at Friday evening's meeting
at the Masonic Temple. Mrs. of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Gloria Gifford, a former member win Edwards, Cedar street.
of Cosmopolitan Chapter ot Brook
Barry Witham, son of Mrs. Cecil
lyn, N. Y.. was received by affilia
Witham
and the late Rev. Cecil
tion. Guests were present from
Mizpha Chapter of Westerville, Witham of Newcastle, has been
Ohio, El Cajon Chapter of El chosen from the Junior class at
Lincoln Academy to attend Boys
Cajon, Calif., Cosmopolitan Chap
State at the University of Maine
ter of Brooklyn, N. Y„ Seaside
in June. Barry is the grandson of
Chapter of Camden, Ivy Chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan L. Witham
of Warren, Pemaquid Chapter of
of 33 Suffolk street.
Bristol and Harbor Light Chaptar of Rockport. During the busi
The Rockland Emblem Club
ness session, Mrs. Naomi Farrar,
will meet at the Elks Home Thurs
wonthy matron, Mrs. Ethel Perry,
day, 8 p. in. for a social meeting.
associate matron and Miss Kath
erine Veazie, secretary, were ap The Theatre Guild will present a
pointed delegates to the Grand one act play to be followed by an
Members may bring
Chapter sessions which are to he auction.
Installation of officers
held in Portland May 21-23. Tra guests.
veling jewels were presented to will be Sunday, May 20. at 8 p.m.
the matron and patron for their at thc Elks home with guests be
term of service with the secretary, ing welcomed. Miss Mary’ Hen
Miss Veazie making the presenta nessey of Fall River Mass., will be
tion. Preceding the meeting sup the installing officer. Officers are
per was served under thc direc asked to be present by 7 p. m. for
pictures.
tion of Mrs. Bertha Borgerson.

The monthly meeting of the Al
bert H. Newbert Association will
be held tonight at the Masonic
Temple. Mrs. Mildred Achorn is
chairman of the 6.30 supper
which will be followed by a busi
ness meeting with Miss Katherine
Veazie, president, in charge.
A
party will follow, for which
members arc asked to take white
elephant prizes.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ogilvie of
Newburyport, Mass., were week
end guest of her mother and sis
ter, Mrs. Clara Couhig and Miss
Mary Egan. They were joined
Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. Francis
McLaughlin and family of Bath.

FOOD SALE

FRIDAY, 9.30 a. m.
Meredith's Furniture Store
Aaftpicea R. L. D. S. Guild

Mrs. Russell Stewart is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. John Pillin in
New York City.

Mrs. Goldie MacAuliffe and son
Earle, were in Portland Sunday as
gusts of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Morse.

Waldoboro High School and is at
tending thc Wilfred Academy of
Hair and Beauty Culture in Bos
ton. Mr. Severson is presently em
ployed in construction work.
The wedding date has been set
for June 30.
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SECRETARY

NEW STATE REGENT MET WITH

Will Address

Engaged

GENERAL KNOX CHAPTER D. A. R.

SHORTHAND AND
TYPING NECESSARY
Apply to

and Mrs, Leforest Thurston Merit Certificate
returned to their Beech I
Miss Ellen Tobey of Kittery
home after a winter’s so
Point, warden of the Rebekah As
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
sembly of Maine, made her official
Mrs. Austin Nelson is a medi visitation with Mystic Rebekah
Lodge.
Monday
evening and
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
awarded the Certificate of Merit
for the correct rendition of the
New Homemaking ritual work. Mrs. Addie Brown
was guest candidate.
Aids Are Coming
Honored guests present were:
If you think your house is up-to- Mrs. Maude B. Getchell of Brew
date. take a look at some of these er, president of the Rebekah As
novel appliances and gadgets and sembly of Maine; Miss Tobey.
Miss Doris V. Hyler, secretary of
you may change your mind.
thc Association of Ladies* Auxili
Take tha matter of vacuum
aries, P.M.; Mrs, Faroline Jackcleaning.
You’re behind the
son. Appleton. district deputy
times if you don't have a built-in
president, District 15; Mrs. Sheila
vacuum system that applies the
Hart. Appleton, deputy marshal;
principal of the kitchen garbage I
Mis. Addie Brown, Rockland, past
disposer to the living room floor. J
president,
Association
Ladies’
A cleaning hose linked to the
Auxiliaries. P. M.; Mrs. Clara
sewer* system takes dust and dirt
Leach, battalion deputy, Associa
right down the drain. The hose
tion Ladies’ Auxiliaries, P. M.
will even shampoo rugs or suck up
Rebekah
Lodges represented
spilled liquids.
were: York. Golden Rod, Miriam,
Just coming onto the kitchen
Mystic, Bethel. Star of Hope, and
scene are electronic ovens that
Esther.
cook with microwaves, taking only
Refreshments were served after
a sixth as long as ordinary cook
the meeting, by Mrs. Adelle Stan
ing and leaving the oven cool.
ford, Mrs. Ellen IVaisanen. Mis.
It probably has occurred to you
that your chimney squanders
enough heat to warm your base
ment or attic. A new device aims
to harness this waste heat by col
lecting it and blowing it into the
rooms.
There is a growing interest in re
mote controls and the ultimate is
a combination public-address and
intercommunication setup which
enables you to speak from any
room to all rooms, answer the
Our fur storage gives you
front door from three rooms and
guaranteed
protection against
pipe radio or phonograph music
all over the house. The rig also moths, heat, humidity, fire and
acts as an electronic baby sitter
theft. Insured, full value.
and contains a fire siren. Chang
STANDARD LOW RATES
ing Times.

Read The Courier-Gazette

Call 1995 for Information

RUMMAGE SALE

SENTER-CRANE'S

Saturday - 9.30 to 12
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

9 to 5 — FRIDAYS ’TIL 9

STORE HOURS:

------------------------------------------ \
EVERYBODY'S RUSHING
TO THE ANNUAL
20% OFF SALE OF
IRONWEAR STOCKINGS...
V.

THE FIRE?

Mr.

and

20% OFF
SALE

Irontvear

NYLON
HOSIERY

a9°'£of
nstOn
runs
yCOyje

through Juno

CAMDEN - BELFAST
♦ Rtr.KTUlD

Mrs.

Jamrs

Widde-

combe of Rockland announce the

engagement of their daughter Vio

let A. to William R. Pinkerton,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Forest R.
Pinkerton of Rockland.
Miss
Widdeeombe
attended
Rockland Schools and is employed
at J: J. Newberry Company.
Mr. Pinkerton attended Rock
land Schools and is employed by
Rokes and Harvey.
A July wedding is planned.

WOMEN OF FOUR COMMUNITIES
A Zonta Club for the Rockland

area was formed

at

a

dinner

meeting at Thorndike Hotel Tues
day night.

Mrs. Cora Lyden of

Monmouih, Zonta organizer, was

assisted in explaining Zonta pur
poses and aims by Mrs. Drusilla
Bornhcimer of Portland, district
governor.
Zonta International is a one-of-akind classified service organiza
tion of business executive and pro
fessional women who have pledged
tl. emselves to promote civic and
social welfare. Zonta service is
conducted on three levels, inter
national. district and local. Clubs
are located in 13 countries around
the world, including: Canada.
Chile, Denmark, England, Fin
land, France, Germany, Iceland.
Norway.
Philippines,
Sweden,
Switzerland, United States and
Hawaii.
Those signing the charter were:
Mrs. Lillian Berllawsky, Mis^
Leola Robinaon, Mrs. Mildred M.

Rittenberg, Miss Mary Wasgatt,
Mrs. Eva Post, Mrs. Gloria
Schwartz, Miss Barbara Morse,
Mrs. Frances Savitt, Mrs. Leah
Brooks, Mrs. Ethel Perry, Miss
Helen Burns, Mrs. Mary Holton,
Mrs. Fay Stetson, Miss Ethel Up
ham, Mis. Ida Clark, Mrs. Mar
garet Sleeper, Mrs. Elizabeth
Seavey, Mrs. Bernice Havener,
Mrs. Jean Morse, Mrs. Vivian
Whittier. Mrs. Lida Gonia, Miss
Sadie Marcus, Mrs. Marion Bergamini, Mrs. Florence Joy, Mrs.
Natalie Perry.
The membership is drawn from
Camden. Rockport, Rockland and
Thomaston. Meetings will be held
the second and fourth Tuesdays of
each month, the flust to be a lunch
eon meeting and the second a din
ner meeting.
Officers elected were: President,
Mrs. Leah Brooks, Thomaston:
vice president, Mrs. Vivian Whit
tier; secretary, Miss Mary Was
gatt; treasurer, Miss Ethel Up
ham.

Mrs. Alien Hahn; Recording and
Corresponding Secretary,
Miss
Harriet R. Williams; Treasurer
Mrs. Naomi A. Elliot; Registrar,
Miss Edith Wilson; Historian,
Mrs. Katharine C. Derry; Librar
ian, Mrs. Lillian Doman.
Too
much praise cannot be given the
retiring Regent, Miss Williams, for
her outstanding work during the
past years of service, and the
Chapter regrets that the By-laws
are such that no person can
serve as Regent more than six
years in succession.
For several years the chapter
was able to continue with a mini
mum of members and through the
untiring efforts of the regent, the
chapter now numbers 44 mem
bers, and has regained its form
er good standing in the state or
ganization. To show in a smalt
wav our appreciation for her ex
cellent work she was given an
evening bag with money contri
buted by the members. The in
coming regent, Mrs. Dana, ac
cepted the gavel pledging her best
efforts with the co-operation of
the members to maintain the pres
ent high standard by tbe chapter.
The June meeting will be held at
Craignnir and this paper will pub
lish information as to time, etc.
It is now expected that the own
ership of the Maine Central Rail
road Station in Thomaston to this
chapter will be completed In two
months. Delicious refreshments
were served by the hostess, Mrs.
Ruth Rockwell presiding.

ROCKPORT HEALTH COUNCIL

ELECTS STAFF
The Rockport Health Council Training of Youth”. This was fol
met Monday evening in the ele lowed by a question and answer
mentary school with 25 present. period.
Refreshments were in charge of
Doris Graffam, chairman, pre
sided. The meeting opened with a Mrs. Ethel Counce of West Rock
port, Mrs. Ivi3 Cripps and Mra.
poem and prayer.
Mrs. Ada Ames sent in a report Alma Ulmer of Simonton’s Cor
to be read, in which was stated ner. (See picture on Page Nine.)

that it was hoped to have a sec
ond series of polio shots on May
but if the vaccine was not
available a Child Health Confer
ence would be held instead. Chil
dren six months to school age
are eligible to attend, espccial’y
the sub-primary children.
Mrs. Graffam thanked the offi
cers and members for co-opera
tion and commended workers on
the health program in the schools.
The nominating committee, Mrs.
Dorothy Hamalainen and Mrs.
Muriel Welt presented a slate of
officers. The new chairman is
Mrs. Bernice Crockett, vice presi
dent, Mrs. Alyee Alexander, and
secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Wiila
KNOX TEACHERS HEAR LOW AND
Stevens.
RUSSELL ON SCHOOL PROBLEMS
Fred Crockett, Boy Scout field
executive, retired, was the guest
Major problems facing educa- was thc principal problem facing
speaker and spoke on "Character
tion in the State of Maine were Maine education at the present
time.
He
pointed
out
that
is
has
discussed with members of the
been estimated that the capacity
legislative committee of thc Knox
of the state teachers colleges
County Teachers Association by needs to be doubled to insure n
State Senator Seth Low and MT4 supply of
adequately
trained
Secretary Clyde Russell at a teachers. In connection with this
meeting at the Knox Hotel in need thc state board of education
Thomaston Tuesday evening. A has already recommended the imreport on the legislative goals of mediate expenditure of approxithe MTA was made to the group mately six million dollars with
by A. Hamilton Boothby, Roekland another five million needed within
High School principal and member the next few years to bring these
of the state legislative committee teacher training institutions up to
of the MTA.
the needed size and standard.
Senator Low told the group that
Four major points in the legis
he felt sentiment toward aid for lative program proposed by the
education was more favorable Maine Teachers Association legisnow than it had been at any time lative committee we.re outlined by
in the past. He pointed out to the ; A. Hamilton Boothby. These in
educators that even though this.eluded: an immediate expansion
is true much work remains to be of the teachers colleges, changes
done in informing thc public and in the retirement system to pro
creating added public .opinion in vide survivor benefits, an im
favor of education.
proved minimum salary schedule
Work of the legislative research and an increase in the sales tax to
committee on education was dis provide for increased educational
cussed by Senator Low. The costs
complete study is expected to be
Much of the meeting was de
finished within thc neext few voted to a discussion period with
months with specific recommcnd- questions directed to Senator Low
ations and suggestions to come and Mr. Russell. The meeting was
after the study is complete and attended by about 20 committee
all information in.
Preliminary members and school principals of
sesions of the committee have
the Knox county area.
dicated that teachers college
needs, equalization fund distribu
tion and the general organization
of the school structure of the state
will be major areas considered in
the final study and recommenda
tions.
Heating oil storage tank
MTA Secretary Clyde Kusel! in-*j
corrosion I rust inhibitor
dicated that a teacher shortage

lotm

ACHORN'S

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

MKs Violet A. Widdeeombe

The General Knox Chapter,
DAR, held its May meeting with
Mrs. Alice Hahn. Thomaston, Mon
day evening with 30 members and
guests, Mrs. Ezra White, the new
ly elected Maine State Regent
being a special guest. The Regent,
Miss Harriet R. Williams, review
ed the sessions of the Continental
Congress commencing with the
Memorial Service giving a won
derful idea of the work accom
plished during the past year by
the Daughters throughout the
country along the line of patriotic
education especially.
The theme for this year is “Protect American Future through pa
triotic education”.
Her splendid
account of thc visit in Washington
has already been published in this
paper. Mrs. Lavinia G. Elliot and
Mrs. Emily W. Stevens, two valued
members, have passed away this
year. The Ex-regent pin of Mrs.
Lavinia G. Elliot was given to
Miss Williams by Mrs. Warrene
B. Barr, granddaughter of Mrs.
Elliot, and Mrs. Letitia Creighton
Weston presented to Mrs. Ruth
McLain the Ex-regent pin of her
mother. Mrs. Lois M. Creighton.
Mrs. Ann Foster. Mrs. Lilia Elliot
and Mrs. Charlotte Gray present
ed the following slate of officers to
serve the coming year and they
were Installed by the Maine State
Regent in a very impressive serv
ice.
The officers are: Regent, Mrs.
Helen P. Dana; Vice Regent, Mrs.
Elizabeth R. Shesler;
Chaplain,

CUSHING
Mrs. Arnold Laine is a surgical
patient at the New England Bap
tist Hospital, 91 Parker HiH ave
nue and would like to hear from
her friends.

DON'T BE SORRY!
BE SAFE!
LET ITS GIVE YOU ENOUGH
WIRING CAPACITY
FOR YOUR INCREASING

ELECTRICAL LOAD
Free Estimates

R. F. BLAISDELL & CO.
Licensed Electrician
ROCKPORT, MAINE

Telephone 582
56-Th-tf

hucWe my shoe

WHERE'S

May

J

j

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

Mr.
have
street
journ

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS, INC.
WALDOBORO, MAINE
wa
>‘H°
HONE TEmple 2-5813

’
’
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The annual Convention of the
Maine Diocesan Council of Cathoc Women will be held at Poland
Spring, May 18, 19 and 20. High
lighting the first day’s program i
will be the Friday evening ban
quet at which Rev. John A.
O’Brien, Ph.D. L.L.D., writer, in
evidence at the University of
Notre Dame, will speak. Because
t the widesprad interest in
Father O'Brien’s appearance in
Maine the Friday evening banquet
will bp opened to guests.
The Most Rev. Daniel J. Feeney,
D.D. Bishop of Portland is to
.-»peak at the Saturday noon lunch- I
eon. Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin of
Rockland will preside at the lunchon.
Members and guests attending
the Saturday evening banquet will
hear Rev. Daniel J. Homan, pas
tor of St. Joseph’s Church at Ells
worth, one of the state’s most briliant speakers.
The Youth Day program on Sun
day concludes the convention.
Host and hostesses for Youth
Day are Joseph Anastasio and Dorinda Coughlin of Rockland and
Constance Thompson and Richard
Faiory of Bangor.

ZONTA CLUB ORGANIZED BY 25

ft

57-59
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Rockland Couple

Warren Rebekahs

Auspices Lady Lions
Robert Marshall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Payson, celebrated his
third birthday Sunday, with a
party at the home of his grand
mother, Mrs. Floyd Hooper, Park
street. After opening Ins many
nice gifts, refreshments were
served and favors distributed to
each little guest. Invited were:
Mrs. Robert McWilliams and
daughter Ann, Mrs. Ernest Ben
ner and daughter Kathy. Mrs.
Robert Paul and daughter Valerie.
Mrs. Paul McShane and children
Robert and Ann Marie. Mrs. Louis
Mathieson and children Craig and
Nylon Cords, Royon-Docrons, • Susan. Mrs. Alfred Johnson and
son Paul. Mrs. Perry Hooper and
Wool Worsteds
daughter Sherry Ann. Snsan and
$34.50
$59.50 ; Donald Wiley, Julie Feyler. Eula
May Hooper, Charles Hooper and
Convenient Terms Arranged V
J Robert’s
grandmothers,
Mrs.
5 Harry Payson and Mrs. Floyd
[You'll be COOL
X Hooper.

in these new < nrlee feather
weight summer huit-,. Light,
wrlnklF-rmiktunt fahrlcn that
breathe!
You'll marvel at
how comfortable you’ll feel,
how well you'll look on tbe
hottest days in thebe btyledfor-the-veabon (urlee summer weights. See them today for a pteasanter, betterdressed summer.

Rev. John O'Brien
MDCCW Saturday

Mrs. Woodbury L. Richards re-1 Girl Scout Troop 10 spent last
turned Tuesday from a months’ Saturday at the Camden State
visit with her daughter and son- Park on a cook out. Activities re
in law. Mr. and Mrs Bonald R. lated to first Class rank and the
Adventurer Badge were enjoyed.
Brewster.
The girls attending were: Mary
Adams. Rebecca Biekmore. Joan
Mrs. Ray A Foley of this city.
Gherardi. Jean Hadlock, Patricia
District President of Roekland
. ,,
, .
Mahoney. Joy Mazze0 and niece.
M D.C.C.W. and Mrs. John Chis. /
Donna,
Julia
Payson,
Janet
holm, delegate for the Catholic 1
Plummer.
Harriet
Richard
Women’s Club of Rockland will at
son. Carol Tilton, Marilyn Wil
tend the convention of the MDCCW
bur, Elaine Winchenbach and
at Poland Spring May 18-20, Mrs.
Foley will serve as chairman of Carlene Wooster. They were accompained by their leaders, Mrs.
the Scrap Books and Mrs. Chis
Wendell Hadlock and Mrs. Natale
holm is on ‘ Information.”
Mazzeo and
troop committee
members, Mrs. L. M. Richardson
In attendance at the Knox Coun
and Mrs. Harry Wilbur.
Dr.
ty Council American Legion meet
Richardson and Frederick Wilbur
ing held at St. George on Monday
assisted with the transportation.
evening, from Post 1 of Rockland
were Ervin L. Curtis. Frank J. .
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards
McDonnell and Rev. George H. I
entertained at a family pinner
Wood.
party Monday night honoring Mrs.
The Duz-L’-Pleze Club motored Edwin Edwards on her birthday.
to Appleton Monday night to at Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Guy
tend a benefit Smorgasbord at the Nicholas and daughter Gail, Mr.
Community Hall, returning to the and Mrs. Edwin Edwards and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Has Mrs. Rose Edwards.

kins for a social evening. Mem
bers attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Baxter. Mrs. Audrey
Teel, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Winchenbaugh and son Gary, Mrs.
W’alter Ross and Russell Stewart.

' Tuntfay-Thuiida^Saturday

Marion Manner.
Mrs. Manner,
noble grand, presented gifts to the
warden, district deputy presi
dent, and deputy marshal, from
the lodge.

SHELL
SONITOR

FREE TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
SHELL FURNACE OIL

A. C. McLoon & Co.
HcLOON'8 WHARF

TEL. O
TOA73-Th-H

Daughter goes out
.

APPRENTICE WANTED
OPPORTUNITY FOR RIGHT GIRL TO
BECOME BEAUTICIAN AND RECEIVE PAY WHILE LEARNING
For Personal Interview see
AL PLOURD at

Al's Hairdressing Salon
17 PARK STREET

58-60
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to ploy—or drosses
up for O party in
these perky summer

1. Pre-teen California play
sandal in while, pink, blue
|eaHltr size. 8 ft to 3.
2. Infant sandal.

JO QO
d»e X V

Shell pink,

bubble b,u®> ***•• brown-

U.98

fashions—thriftily 3 Sweafer pump for pfe.teenj
and teens. Smooth white
priced from our big
selection of whites
and pastels.

leather with crashproof
plastic bow. White and
colors, sizes 12ft to 3.

*3.98

ENDfCOTT JOHNSON
346 MAIN STREET

ToMdaj*Thunday*Soturda>
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Rockport Health Council Elects Staff

WARREN ENTERTAINS APPLETON

Waldoboro Selects Five For States

TODAY IN FIRST LEAGUE GAME
Principal Edgar Lemke of War! rtn High School announces the
schedule of the high school boys
baseba’.l games and the girls softball games, the teams being mem
bers of the Medomak Valley
League, as follows:

I

First league game today. Appleten at Warren; May 24. Warren at
St. George; May 28. Union at
Warren; May 31. Warren at Bris
tol.

The exhibition games, which
should have been played before
the start of, the league games,
have been interrupted because of
the weather conditions, but will
be played, weather peimitting.
Players on the Warren team
are: catcher, “Chummie” Consens; pitcher, Bonn Wren; first
base, Jimmie Kinney; second
base. Jimmie Perry and Frank
Feyler; third base. Harlan Nor-

Elected to lead the Rockport Health Council fir the coming year were the officers shown above.
The group checks over health diagram charts posted by the pupils. From the left, are: Bernice Crockett
of West Kockport, chairman; Mrs. VVilla Stevens of Rockport, secretary-treasurer; and Mrs. Alyec
Alexander of Simonton's Corner, vice chairman.
Photo by McKeon

MUSTANG'S RALLY IN SEVENTH

CLIPPED VINALHAVEN'S HOPES

i better anti Dale Fugel took their
! turns at bat. knocking out two
i quick bingles to bring their team
mates home with two scores.

’
i
•
j
,
J

Driscoll; left field, Janrce Kinney.
Dorcas Jones; center field, Gail
Chieoine. Helen Cushman; right
fi* ht. Nancy Starrett, Cynthia
S’*, ar; left field, Marjorie Wiley.
The schedule of games is a.s fol
lows: May 23, Warren at Union,
May 20. Bristol at Warren. The
date tor the postponed game,
u'lich will be played in Warren
w.th Appleton, will be announced
• •
The games are set to begin at
3 p. m.

Waldoboro and

Wiscasset Meet
On Track Today

Waldoboro’s track squad will
take on a Wiscasset High School
team at Waldoboro this afternoon
J in a county contest, the first for
Wiscasset
is
defending
wood; shortstop, Everett Waters; ' both.
candidates for outfield positions champions of the Lincoln County
are: Paul Wood. Bobbie Payson. title.
The two will meet again May 23
Tommie Richards, Clarence York.
Ivan Hill. Charlie Penney and at Waldoboro.
Among Waldoboro participants
Lawrence Davies.
are: David Osier, Wayne Brown.
The girls game with Rockjort '
Stanley Flagg, Robert Howe, Bill
at Rockport. Wednesday, May 9.
Weiblen, John Flagg. George Hil
ended with a score of 30 to 3. in 1 ton and Danny Calderwood.
favor of the Warren girls.
The team is coached by Bob
Players are: Catcher, Carolyn Hasenfus.
Overlook; pitcher, June Stimpson;
first base, Judy Weston; second
base, Nandy Norwood; third base, Tigers Golfers
Gloria Heath; shortstop, Phyllis

Tee Off Against

FOR KNOX DIVISION LEAD

Morse Friday

In one of the closest fought
baseball contests this year on
Knox County diamonds Canid, n
High School rallied in the seventh
inning for three runs to scrape out
a win over visiting Vinalhaven
High School team 9 to 7 nt Cam
den Monday afternoon.
The Camden win throws the
three team Knox Division of the

Rockland High’s golf team, with
two ties this season in high school
competition and one loss to the
Bowdoin Frosh, go against Morse
High School of Bath at the Rock
land Golf Course Friday after
noon. still looking for their first
win on the greens.
The squad lost to Bowdoin 6 to
0 early this month and came off
even with a 3-3 tie with Cony and
Brunswick.
Another
contest
against Brunswick, scheduled for
Monday, was postponed until May
29 as a final for the school’s golf
season.
Other teams scheduled for link
play against the Tigers include:
Cony here on May 21, the Univer
sity of Maine Frosh here on May
23. a trip to Bath for a Morse con
test on May 28 and the Brunswick
tilt.
Expected to carry the season’s
load on the fairways are: Tiger
seniors, George Phillips and Dan
Soule; juniors. Bill Flanagan.
Armand Plourd and Lee Dyer and
sophomore Gordon Fish.

to take batting honors for the
Leadbetter later scored on a Mustangs. For Vinalhaven. Larry
•Norman Davis pinch hit single Davidson cracked two two-baggers
Knox-Lincoln League into a tie
1 when the ball was thrown to first. off his big bat to lead his team.
with each team boasting a one
The winning Mustangs followed ; Winning pitcher was Roy Benwin and one loss record.
Camden’s winning burst came with another run in the eighth to • nett who went all the way for
while
the Islander’s
with Vinalhaven leading 7 to 5 in sew up the win keeping the island j Camden
the last of the seventh. With one squad scoreless in the last two j Dickey took the loss.
Camden
003 020 31x—9 12 4
away. Eddie Thomas of Camden innings.
000 140 200—7 7 4
Camden’s Thomas hit three i Vinalhaven
nailed out a Clean single followed
by a Vinalhaven error that put singles and teammate Leonard I Bennett and Cara; Ames. Dickey
Dick Leonard on first. Ronnie Lead- knocked out a double and a single ‘ (4) and Davidson.

1ST

choice in gas and oil...
Popular team? You bet! Popular gasoline, too! That’s because Esso
Extra is now enriched with Vitane , an additive developed by Esso Research

to overcome power-robbing engine “gum.” Result? Plenty of
power for pickup, for passing ... plenty of power whenever you need it!

A group of five Waldoboro High School seniors meet for a get-together on their coming trip to the
Boys and Girls State Conference after their selection at the school Wednesday. Left to right, they are:
David Osier, Diane Soule, John Flagg, Doris McLain and Robert Rowe. Alternates are Dianne Oliver
and Cvnthia Levcnsaler.

Three boys and two girls have
been selected from the junior
class of Waldoboro High School
’o attend Dirigo Boys State and
Girls State in June.
Robert Howe was named as a
delegate by the Charles C. Lilly
Post of the American Legion,
while Diana Soule was the selec
tion of the Legion Auxiliary Her
alternate is Dianne Oliver.
The Depositors Trust Company
of Waldoboro named John Flagg

as its representative and the Wal
doboro Lions Club is sponsoring
David Osier and Doris McLain,
with Cynthia Levcnsaler as Miss
McLain’s alternate
Each sponsoring organization
makes its selection of its candidate from nominations made by
the school and is responsible for
the tuition charged for the week’s
program.
Boys State will convene at the
University of Maine in Orono

June 17 to 23 while Girls State will
he held June 17 to 21 at the Colby
College Campus on Mayflower
• Hill in Waterville. Both projects
are promoted by the American
Legion and Legion Auxiliary as
I programs designed to teach citizenship and to give young men and
women personal knowledge and
• experience in the operation of
their local and state governments.
A recreation program is also in
cluded iu the week’s activities.

THREE GAMES SCHEDULED FOR

TODAY AS MEDOMAK BASEBALL

LEAGUE STARTS OFF SEASON
A strong Rockport team has
loomed in the Medomak Valley
League in recent weeks and will
prove its mettle against an equally
stiong pre-season favorite when
it takes on Bristol High School at
Bristol’s home field today.
This afternoon will see the longdelayed Medomak Valley League
baseball season get under way
with ali six teams going into ac
tion.
What might prove to be pre
view of the two top teams of the
league will take place on the Bris
tol diamond with a strong Rock
port squad which rolled up six wins
against two defeats last year take
on last year’s Lincoln County
champions. Bristol also captured
the state small school title. It is
their first year in Medomak Vii
ley League play.

give its competitors a stiff fight
because of its refusal to sit down
and lose despite its extra small
size.
The first round of play will turn
up three closely matched contests
but from League talk and early
practice play it looks like Rock
port, St. George and Warren
should turn up with victories.

Rockport knocked out a victory
over Bristol in a practice game
already this season but both teams
used the greater part of their
rosters in experimental play. ,
Rockport also beat out Union and
rolled over a Warren squad in *1 * *
practice play this year.
SEA HORSES
St. George, champions of this !
.om DEPE
area’s Bulwer League for the past !
10 years will travel to Union to
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
BOCKLAND
take on the tough Union squad. I
9M«
St. George, expecting a weak
season on the ball field this year,
may be unseated as the perennial
champion of the league. The old
RUBBER STAMPS
Bulwer League was changed to
the Medomak Valley League late
ANY SIZE
last year.
On Order at
In the other contest. Warren
will travel to the Knox County
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
highlands to take on a scrappy
Appleton squad that promises to

Johnson

Fashion Designs

By Ellen Suiides

Owned and Operated by THE RINES CO. Bangor

Being Exhibited

CAflDLN, MAINL

LAST

word in dealer service...
Miss EHen Suiides
Whether you’re hauling the home team, or heading for the country, stop off at
your Esso Dealer. His station is headquarters for service ... oil change, lubrication,
tire check — plus plenty more! Remember... Happy Motoring starts at the Esso Sign!

Ellen Suiides. daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Philip Suiides of 16
Ocean street, Rockland, will be |
represented in “Collection ’56,’’ an
annual showing of student-de
signed and executed fashions, to
be picsented by the Apparel De
sign Department of Rhode Island §
School of Design on Friday after
noon and evening, in the college’s
auditorium.
Miss Suiides. who entered Rhode
$
Island School of Design from
Rockland High School, is a junior $
candidate for a Bachelor of Fine §
Arts degree in Apparel Design.
§
Designs by Miss Suiides to be
§
shown include: a pink Indian
head dress, an aqua strapless lace Y
dress, a two piece red denim play- §
suit, a brown striped jersey dress, §
and a blue and white striped |
sharkskin dress.
The fashions to be shown repre |
sent sophomore, junior and senior
§
solutions to problems in dress de
sign on all levels of production in §
the low, medium and high-price *
fields. After a study of current
I
fashion trends, the students have
produced each costume with re
§
gard for how a selected fabric can
j
be best manipulated and the gar
ment suitably designed in terms
§
of the function for which it is in
4
tended.

A Wonderful Catch

FAMOUS

I “SAILING BLUES’7
s

i opr.

ALWAYS

your best buy!

Your nearby Esso Dealer, and 25,000 others from
Maine to Louisiana give you your money’s worth —
and more! Drive in for top-quality Esso and Atlas
Products plus top-notch service... go first class!

GEsso
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Sportswear
Come to the Tweed Shop and Get
Yourself a Carefree, Fun-Full Summer
of Wonderful, Washable Sailing Blue
Sports Fashions. Tailored with Casual Good Taste.
DRESSES .. .. .. .. . $8-9* to $10-95
GOLF SKIRTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $7-88
BUTTON FRONT SKIRTS.... $7-98

.. .. .. .. .

>5-98

BERMUDA SHORTS ............ :

$4-88

PEDAL PUSHERS
.. .. .. .. .
SHORT SHORTS .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$5-98
S3-98

COULOTTE SKIRT

SHIRT JACKETS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Mr98
SLEEVELESS TOPS$3-98 & M-88

HALTATOPS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

§

$2-98
MOST STYLES SIZES 10 to 20

£

People who make light ot the
faults of others seldom set the
world on fire.

•

All In Blue Denim with Red and White Touches

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Dress
Sketched
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Pogo Tea

Tuasday-Thursday-Saturtfay

Senter-Crane’s

Rockland, Maine

Our 30th Birthday Sale Starts Friday, May 18th, At 9:00 A. M.
Clear The Racks

BIGGEST RAVE OF THE SEASON

CHILDREN'S WEAR

For Summer Stock!

POPLIN, WATER REPELLANT

CAR COATS

SEE THE THREE

/SC

J

Notural Color, Pastel Lined

DRESSES

Sizes 1 to 14
c
Selected Group—Sav

Now $2.00 up

SPECIAL GROUPS

Sizes 8 to 18. Reg. $10.98

Sizes 7 to 14 and X to 16
All New Spring Stor

SUITS

$6.00

4

*8.98

SKIRTS

/T

Sizes 7 h. 11. Reg. $2.98
Washable Linens

11.00

$2.00

ZT

ONE LOT OF LADIES'
. u L

Winter
* s

*'V' V ?’

VALVES
TO $49.98

//

I

,/J

Sizes I to 4

Coats

$5.00

Values to $9.

/ '

z

Sizes 8-10-12-14-16
WHILE THEY LAST

/{

w

COAT SETS

/

/
■

HATS
Approx. 1-3 Off

$15.00 ea.

Ladies' and Ihildren's

MISSES' AND HALf SIZE

Big Reductions on Kiddies' Coats

SUITS
i

CLOSET ACCESSORIES

Reg. S29.98

Reg. $19.98

Reg. $14.98

$24.00

$14.00

$11.00

Ladies' Underwear

V

Formaid Bras

BASEMENT FLOOR

Cotton Petal Stitch
Bandeau—Reg. $1.50

TUXEDO FRONT GARMENT BAG
Jumbo Size, Full Zipper
With Para Crystals,

(Tt

Playtex Living Bras

QQ

T’ •

Reg. |2.M»

JUMBO PLASTIC GARMENT BAG
Wrap Style

(bl

Full Zipper

T1

$1.19

Long Coats

OQ

CMtnn and Nylon
Comb.—Reg. $2.95

$24.00

Bargains, bargains, everywhere!

PILLOW COVERS

$2.39

Nylon Tricot Slips

These quality coats are real buys

Heavy Vinyl
Zipper Closure

Made To Sell for $2.98

at any price . . . and at this very

49c I

$2.39

/

special low price, you just can't

SWEATER BAGS

59c

Hold 6 Garments —Reg. 89c

Asst. Group. Values to $1.98
Percales, Organdies, etc.

I

6 for $1.00

SAVE NOW

Aprons

and Lew of a kind.

HEAVY PLASTIC HANGERS
Reg. 25e Each

afford not to buy one. Many one

!

Full Gussetted—

If

Once

A

LADIES'

I

"TQ/ <w

a year SALE of. .

PIGSKIN GLOVES
Tan nr Natural. All Sizes

(Irr’s of $4.98 Gloves)

$2.59

'■&

Another Large Lot of

SALESMAN'S SAMPLES

0

»v

AH Tirst and New

$1.00 and $1.98
I

SUMMER WHITE JEWELRY

59c
HELANCA
White Only—FIRSTS

The Popular

I

STRETCH GLOVES

30'' POPPIT NECKLACE

©

ggc

59c

1 HARRIET HUBBARD AYER

HANDBAGS

World-Famous

IUXII R IA
CREAM

SPECIAL SHIPMENT—THE WANTED

CLUTCH BAGS

STATIONERY

BIG 9 OZ. JAR, REG 250

59c

Reg. 50c Value

Sale 29c

Reg. 75c Value

Sale 39c

$1.98
END OF SEASON SALE!

Sale
>1-08

Great Sale of Yarn

81-32

hi

<;.

$2.00

Keg. $1 on

Reg. $1 INI Nylon

Ayer Dry Deodorant

Brush and Comb Sets

FOR THIS SALE ONLY WE ARE GIVING YOU
LION BRAND 4 OZ.

Knitting Worsted

Reg. $1.00

Reg. 37r Large

BFAR BRAND 4 OZ.

This magnificent facial cream,

Ayer Stick Deodorant

Wrisley Bath Soap

Knitting Worsted

um-H

and loved by fastidious

women for many years, ia a

boon aa well a« a

bargain at thia
remarkable casing. Slock up...

it’s a long term investment in

I

Sizes 2 to 8 — Reg. $2.75

now.. i?.§

tei)

ALL FIRSTS

$1.69

$1.50 Value

FACE POWDER — French Formula Lotion

A rare opportunity to stock up on
"NOTES" BY CAPE SHORE

SLEEPERS

COTV SALE

price
limited time only!

IRR'S OF FAMOUS MAKE

Sizes 00 to 4 — Reg. $2.50

3 for 93-15
3 for 53.90
91-15
3 for 53.30
ALL ABOVE ARE FIRST QUALITY

Extra-Rich

They are sohl to us subject to slight
imperfections but it’s very hard to
find them.

Reg.
1.35

51-15 SHEER
SHEER

Beautifying

Sale Price - $1.59

MISSES' AND LADIES'
COTTON ARGYLE KNEE-HI's

51-30 HI TWIST
Reg. 1.6S Sale $1-39 3 for $4.05
51-30 SERVICE
Reg. 1.35 Sale $1-19 3 for >3-45
60-15 SHEER
Reg. 1.65 Sale $1-39 3 for $4-05

MARY GREY

Cleansing

These Are Our Reg. $2.98 Bags

KNEE-HI!

NO-MEND

loveliness.

Reg. $3.00

Reg. $1.98 Rubber Lined

Elgin Compacts

Cosmetic Bags

Beg. $3.99 Arden Bine Gras*

Reg. $1.00

Mist and Powder Set

Midget Atomizer

88c
$1.15

Pillow CasesTo»ESr$1.15

Bridge Sets ’"JSS" $1.15

Tueiday-Thuriday-Saturday
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Fag* Eleven

Senter-Crane’s

Rockland, Maine

SIB

iu

Our 30th Birthday Sale Starts Friday, May 18th, At 9:00 A.M.
Pepperell Sheets

Linens & Towels

Dress Goods

Chatham
Blankets

BI.FA( HKD WHITE — FIRST QUALITY — TYPE 130 MUSLIN

63x99
72x99
72x108
81x99

A WONDERFUL ASSORTMENT OF

QQ
«F»."O

Salesman's Samples
ol Reg. 6.98 Quality
Full Size

CRIB -FULL SIZE 36x50

(H jro
■ •^V

Lilac only in this lot
Reg. 2.88 Value

T

81x108
42x36
Twin Fitted
Full Fitted

Finely Stitched, Bleached
White. Slight Irr’s
FULL SIZE
$2.98
Reg. 8.98
TWIN SIZE
$1.98
Reg. 2.98

FANCY
FINE

Luncheon Cloths!

Percale Sheets

JUMBO GARMENT BAGS
Reg. 2.98
Sale $1.98

PEPPERELL OR UTICA — ALL FIRST QUAI.I I

PLASTIC PLACE MATS
Reg. 25c
Sale 17c

z

HEAVY DUNDEE TURKISH TOWELS
ALL COLORS — Irr’s

LARGE
24x46

REQUOT PILLOW TUBING, 42"
Reg. 59c
Sale 53c

COMBED

Our Best Source on Fancy
Printed Luncheon ( loths
Is W1LKNDUK
M\34 ( LOTHS
$1.98
Reg. 2.98
NAPKINS
17c
Reg. 29

GUEST
16x27

79c

49c

INDIAN BLANKETS

Bleached
$2.39

72x108
81x108

59
2.39

Full Fitted ...............................

2.59

At Really Great Savings

PLISSE BEDSPREADS
Sole $2.49 Reg. 3.98
Sale $3.29

Reg. 2.98

Size 61x76

All Color*—Draperies to Match

2.59

42x38'/2
Twin Fitted ...............................

SPRING DRESS GOODS

Full Zipper. Para Crystal*

79c

MIRACLE FABRICS - NYLONS AND ORLONS
SILK COMBINATIONS
CRYSTAL FABRICS
ANTIQUE TAFFETA

Foam Pillows
Slight Irr's of 4.98
Full Size

(VALVES
TO $1.98)

WIDE, 39" to 50"

$3.98

Zippered Percale Cover

DUNDEE JACQUARD TURKISH TOWELS

Firsts, Size 20x40

69c

Curtains & Draperies

Wash Goods

Nylon covered, dacron
filled. 4.98 Value

1.98 RAYON MARQ.
81-79

TAILORED

qq

Sturdy Rustproof

4>/.zO

Completely Washable

4.98 DACRON

3.98 WIDE RUFFLED

(Not as sketched)
Regularly 6.98
$3.98
COMPLETE SET

Others Sizes in Proportion.

ihAi

tn»*
iiw „
II

3.50 ALL STEEL VENETIAN BLINDS

It’

B»»i

All Sizes to 36’’ Wide.

S!k

$3-25

We Have Sold These Fine

Quality Blinds For Years at $3.50

kv

•(««**
iw»w

fcjO:

Reclining Chaise

Aluminum Cooking Sets

Above Quoted 72" Long.

••*?**,
• <•*
e» ,■>* J*

$6.98

$3-79

DACRON
I IF.,

VALVE
$10.98

Cannister Set
>2-89

ORGANDY

n»« x .

t.

With baran brat and Bark

Grand for outdoor* or indoors.
Fold easily for compact storage

7-Piece Aluminum

3.29 WIDE RUFFLED

i

l'i

Yacht Chairs

Housewares

$2-98

TAILORED

Aluminum Furniture

Dacron Pillows

5.98 FLORAL DRAPERIES, 81" long

$2-98

1.98 DRAPERY FABRIC, 48" Wide

>1-00

BEST VALUE IN YEARS

All Aluminum and
Saran Construction

4-Pc. Fry Pan Set — 4-Pc. Sauce Pan Set
Good Quality, Burn-Proof Handles. Grand for
Cottages and “Extra Use”. EA. SET COMPLETE

1.98
5.98
2.98
1.79

SPRINGSTEP RUBBER RUG, 18x30
DUTCH CUPBOARD PIN-UP LAMP
PLAID THERMOS BAGS
ASH TRAY AND VASE ASSORTMENT

Regularly $15.98

$1.49

Folding Cot

$1-59
$2'98

$1-98

ea. 81-00

$13.98

Full Sizp and Strength
Saran Fabric

72” Long

x

27” Wide.

OQ

T■

'O

Reg. $17.98

NEW CERAMIC STYLES

‘vvViWV’

SeKtet-CuMte'j

BARGAIN ATTIC

&

80 Sq.

"Goldtone"

Percales
All of Our Regular

The Most Wanted Fabric
of the Spring
(Firsts)

Stock

Usually priced at 79c

yd. 44c

49c yd.

<\‘ ’(

Now easier than ever before,
you can own that new... •

REG.
$9.95

Ladies' and Misses' Toppers

KEG.

Ladies' and Misses' Long Coats

Men's & Boys' Wear

HOOVER

"Where
Sunreme"
'Where Values
Values Reian
Reign Supreme

$15.95

REG.
$5.98 .

Dressed Reduced—Spring Dresses

Raincoats Greatly Reduced
Nylon Hosiery, our regular Caroline brand

Blouses, long sleeve, plains or prints

REG.
$1.98

REG.
98c

Nylon Hosiery, seamless mesh

Fancy
REG. $1.98

Men's short sleeve Sport Shirts

Sweat Shirts, grey with Tiger design

Low Down Payment, Easy Monthly Terms.

Men’s - Boys’
Girls’

See’s
Turkish Towels, large 20x40* oneAll Mill
Colors

81x99$! 59

Sheets, type 128

Heavy Twill Slacks
Wash Goods
5.98 Men's Nylon

Pajamas

$3.98

Bow Ties

Shirts

$1.98

1.49 Men'* Nylon

Wr Boys’
$1.19 Tee Shirts

Shorts

UPRIGHT TYPE

Men's $4.59

MODEL 12
UPRIGHT TYPE

BKOAIM LOTHS, ETC.

Drapery and Upholstery Goods

59c
2 for $1.00

50c

Store Hours: 9 to 5.

Fridays 'Til 9.

*69.95

Regularly $89.95

l'i YD. SQUARES
VALUE: TO $1.98

Seutet-Cnute's

*89.95

Regularly $124.95

72x99

CONSTELLATION

New Men’s
8.98 Men's Cotton Flannel

’Ian nr
Green

MODEL 63

TANK TYPE

*79.95

Regularly $97.50

(INCLUDING THE FAMOUS HOSE THAT STRETCHES
THE LENGTH OF A STAIRCASE)

“just look
at the
opposite page, Claire.. .**
. it proves what I’ve been telling you all
along — you just can’t beat First National values!

You save so much on so many items, you

can’t help saving dollars on your total food bill!’*

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY
'Til 9 P. M.

3*

These are not special prices
for the

weekend, but re

gular every-day low-saving
prices at your First National

THRIFTY CANNED JUICE BUYS

Store.

Berry Hill

APPLE JUICE
GRAPE JUICE

ORANGE JUICE
you’ll pay at your First National market.

Florida - Sweetened

been our advertising policy which means you get the best

I QT 14 oi
CAN

33c

2

65c

,S-s

V-8 COCKTAIL

CANS

BOXES

BOXES
o» 400

39c
Finast
From Rad Ripe Tomatoes

I QT 14 ox
CAN

29c

oi
PKGS

15'/, oi
CAN

CHUCK ROAST
35c
choice

Boneless lb

Choice • Heavy Steer Beef

Roasts

Bone
in

For Oven or Pot Roast
Heavy Western Steer Beef

Roasting - Plump, Meaty - A'/j

LB

5Vl lb. Average

Freshly Ground Lean Beef - lb.

Beltsville * 5 to 8 lb. Avg. - Fine for Small Families

OVEN READY

LB

Hi-C Orange

73c Smoked Butts « 59c
*9c

_

Chickens ov,n >udy lb 59c Hamburg 2
Turkeys

Gorton's Codfish Cakes - Save 5c
2
Codfish Cekes
Beardsley
2
Finest * Cream Style,
Maine Corn
3
Golden
Finast Fancy
Fruit Salad
Cloverdale
Margarine Quarters 2 lbs. 41C solid 2

Lean, Tasty

Top or Bottom Round LB

59c Frankf urts

_

bs77c

u 49c

Grape Jelly

Lean, Sugar Cured

Smoked - Lean, Meaty

»35c

Shoulders

Chicken - Live

Fresh Fillets

Lobsters "59 e Haddock‘-39c

FRESHER at FIRST NATIONAL

I Ll
CANS
LB 14 oi

I Ll
CTNS

I QT 14 oi
CANS

29c

4 oi
CELLO

25c

12 ot
PKGS

33c
<2*35

25 Ll

IAG

4 ot
CUP

29c

I Ll 4 oi

33c
39c
23c

CAN

12 ot
JARS
I ot
CANS
IS ot
PKG

14 ot
IOTS

.V

Brookside
2 LB 8 01
CAN

EGGS
Fresh Grade A - From Nearby Farms

MED
SIZE
DOZ

LARGE
SIZE

53e

DOZ

59«

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

EACH

Carrots ToPPed.ndw,,h.d
Tomatoes
Celery
Sweet Corn
Cabbage
r«.

**«!».

A^y8.y.cmpp..«i

Florida
Tender Full Ears
Crisp Full Heads

p.,i«

I LB

27c
25c
Evangeline
Evaporated Milk
”
cans
38c
Richmond Pears Bartlett Halves 2
49c
Fruit Cocktail Finest Fancy 2
49c
Apple Sauce
Finast Fancy
2 CANS 29c
Grapefruit Finast Fancy Whole Sections
15c
INSTANT
oz
$].29
49c
vopley COFFEE
I LB I o>
CANS

Bisquick

Betty Crocker

57c
27c
37c
17c
39c
27e
’■Si- 43c
9 oi
PKGS

I LB
CANS

REG
CANS

QT

JAR

I LB
PKG

98c
2 7“° 23c
« ° 19c
c„E“° 29c
4 - 29c
7c
c

I LB

Snow's
Scot Towels
Reynolds

sba“ *1.89

White Bread
Whole Wheat & White Bread
Apple Pie
Coffee Cake
Silver Cake
Betty Alden
Best Breed Buy!

4
JAR

Aluminum Foil

2
2

15 oi
CANS

2

REG
ROLLS

45c
35c
49c

REG
ROLLS

Join Carol
Made from Native Apples

Dax
AbQ"IC.©JL

Fruit Punch, Giape, Lemon 6-Lime,
Orange, Cheery

JL

Joan Carol
Rich Pound Cake

Chocolate, Vanilla, Strawberry

4 oz
CANS

I

C

3

17c

Johnson's Raid

New Improved Quality - Try it

and Taste tbe Difference

$j.59

------------------------- Finast-------------------------JAR

33c

QT
JAR

Ans

EACH

EACH

EACH

43c
31c
35c

53c

Broccoli Spears

1
I

I

Potato Puffs
Spinach

Chopped er Leef

49^
10 Ol

47c
39c
S4 53c
FK6

Asparagus Cuts & Tips

Same Low Salt-Sarvica Fricat in AH Sferat in Thit Vicinity —Wa Raterva the Right to Limit Quantities

THE TOTAL COUNTS

5

Asparagus Spears

The New All Purpose Killer for Household Insects (r Garden Pests

MAYONNAISE

IOC

LOAF

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

A New Mix for Making Delicious Milk Shakes at Home

FT

15c

I Ll 2 at ■

FROZEH FOODS

Makes a Full Quart of Refreshing Beverage

Kool Shake

I Ll 2 ot
LOAF

Joan Carol
Pineapple Filled

SOMETHING NEW

g

LB

BAKERY TREATS

CAN

Clam or Fish Chowders

FOR GREENER, BETTER LAWNS

Grass Seed

Choc.,
Jiffy Cake Mixes While,
Yellow, Spice
CHOCOLATE SYRUP
Hershey
Cleanser Vi Price Sale
Old Dutch
Dill Gherkins Miller’s - Kosher Style
Nabisco, Sunshine
Saltines

CANS

2 os
JAR

WATERMELON
16 lb. Average

12 01
CANS

2 cans
2
2
2

Japanese in Brine

I Ll I a
CANS

3 les 43c

Sweet, Tender Red Meat

2 LB
CELLO

I LB
CANS

APPLES
Winesap
Excellent Baker or Cooker
Hai Wine-like Flavor

White Tuna

29c
29c
89c

39c
98c
39c

I ot
PKGS

TYPICAL THRIFTY EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Economy Size
Chef Spaghetti
Fancy California
Pea Beans
Chopped Beef
Wilson's Bif
3
Tomatoes
Standard Pack
2
Sweet Peas Somerville - Mixed Sizes 2

47c
39c

CAN

2
3

Mirabel Pure

29c
25c
49c

10 4 °*
CANS

Hunt's
Tomato Sauce
Minute Rice
Fish Sticks Finast Frozen - All Haddock 3
Finast Ketchup
2

u 35c Finast Bacon “ 43c

Shoulders

or Grape Drink

10% oi
CANS

N. 8.C.
Waffle Creams
Muffin Mix
Flakorn
2
Kasco Dog Meal
Borden's Cream Cheese
Lucky Leaf
Raisin Pie Filling

Finast Skinless - U. S. No. I

Fresh • Lean, Meaty

Whole Kernel Golden

I Ll I oi

Sunswaal

TOMATO JUICE

12 oi
CANS

59c
39c
Green Giant Peas
Minced Clems
’Ac 23c
Snow's
Fecial Tissues
Angel Soft
2 of 400 OYC
While or Colored
Finast Facial Tissues
37c
2
I
Excelsior
*].00
3
Beef Steaks Buttered
- Fiozen
with Grevy
35c
Chef Meat Balls

45c

at the advertised price because we have just one fine
quality meat at the lowest possible price.

Niblets Corn

29c

2

Florida • Sugar Added

PRUNE JUICE

This has always

I PT 8 oi
BOT

Finast - Pu/e Concord

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
The price we advertise for meats is the one and only price

"as* 27c

2
2

2

10 at
FKG

9 ot
FKGS
12 aa
FKGS

39c
39c

GORTON’S

French Fried Scallops

49c
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James Turner St.
George Boys State

Representative

Brownie Scouts
To Camp Out At
Beaver Lodge

“and I forgot

South PTA Awards Prizes To Speakers
to tell you Claire...”

Brownie Scouts of Troop 14 will

have a “fly up” ceremony Friday
evening and an all night camp-out
at Beaver Lodge on Alford Lake

%

in Union with 2 Brownies advanc

James Turner

James Turner, St George High

School

junior, was

selected

as

representative to the Dirigo Boys
State at the University of Maine.

It was announced

by Principal

C. M. Hunnewell Tuesday.

James is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Turner of Clark
Island. He will leave for the Boys
State conference on June 17 for a
seven day session.
The St. George Boys State representive is sponsored by the Kinncy-Mclquist Post of the Ameri
can Legion.
Turner is taking the general
cours-e at SGHS and plans to en
ter the University of Maine upon
graduation to study for a degree
in journalism.

ing.
Members of the troop commit
tee, troop leaders and their hus
bands who will stay with the
Scouts overnight are: Mr. and
I Mrs. Jalo Ranta, Mr. and Mrs.
(Lawrence Lord.
Mrs. Theodore
Sylvester, Sr., Mrs. Freeman
Brewer, Jr., and Mrs. Walter
Gay.
A supper for the parents will
be held at the lodge.
Conducting the fly up ceremony
will be Troop 1 led by Mrs. Sybil
Orne.
Brownies included in the cere
mony arc: Rebecca Kwapisvewski,
Ida Lawry. Jane Lord. Eleanor
Nyc. June Ranta, Carolyn Staples,
Sally Sylvester, Geraldine Thomp
son, Roberta Torfason, Marsha
Wasgatt, Peggy Wilkes, Susan
Ames. Bonnie Anies, Linda Brew
er. Linda Studley, Linda Rich
ards, Julia Moffitt. Judy French,
Roslyn Gay, and Joanne Hama
lainen.

Rockport High

School News

Eleanor Pratt of the sophomore
class has just returned from
Erskine Academy where she went
to school for the past three weeks.
The baseball and softball season
has finally started. The* Rockport
boys team has played two games,
the first was w’ith Union which
they won 7-3. and then a win over
Pre-Schocl Tots
Bristol 7-6.
Guests of R. H. S.
The softball team played War
ren and lost the game. They did
Home Ec Girls
a very good job although not quite
A party for pre-school children good enough.
was held recently by the Rockland
freshman home economics classes parents represented at PTA meet
at the close of their child care ings.
Members of the fifth grade were
unit. The students invited children
they baby sit with or younger given little plants.

brothers and sislters and made
provisions for their transportation.
Much class planning went in*o
the party. Some students were in
charge of refreshments and so
licited milk and cookies from
other students. Students' also plan
ned games and arranged a story
corner and a baby contest.
Three students who brought no
babies judged the contest and
awarded blue ribbons for such
things as the prettiest name, eyes,
curliest hair, fairest complexion,
etc.
The entire party was carried
through by the students with little
supervision from the teachers.

Fifth Graders

4

. T

•'

Photo by Kelley
Winners of flic* I*. T. A. sponsored speaking contest held at the South School Monday evening arc*
shown as they received their prizes from Mrs. Lois Harjula, president ol tin* I*. T. A. The contest was
held as part of the regular May meeting of the* association and included speakers from grade's seven
and eight. In the* group, from left to right, arc* Mrs. Harjula, Caroline* Chatto, first prize winner; Velita
Thornton, third place winner and Craig Borgerson, second place award.

at your First National Store.

You’ll

FOURTH GRADERS

favorite brands - labels you

Friday afternoon. May 11. Mrs.

Mamie

Beal’s

Warren

fourth

grade room, played hosts and hos

tesses to about 25 of their mothers
and little sisters and brothers at
a Mother's Day observance.

Each

presented

child

their

mother with a potted plant in a

basket which they had made, and
a booklet of poems with a Mother’s
Day letter
Sharon Overlock recited a wel
come poem; Carlene Oxton recit
ed “My Choice;’’ Arthur Burgess,
Jr. presented “My Best Girl’’ and
Barry Jenkins give “A Flower for
Mother.’’
Mothers of other countries were

know,

GRAPEFRUIT

ENTER AND WIN

POPULAR
MECHANICS

*sssas

$100,000°° CONTEST
cash

and

auto«

matic washer prizes

in

available

special

Tide

Volume 7
NOW ON SALE

K3S

Giant

BETTY CROCKER

$1OOcash bonus to any Tide contest winner whose eri$ry,bJ^nk •
is signed Ol* stamped at this store

Spice, Devils Food, Chocolate Malt,

Marble, Peanut, White, Yellow

FREE - IN ADDITION
t. * -

IB

Blue Rose Rice

River Brand

Carolina
Brand

Cloverdale
Solid Pad Light Meat

I LB 4 oi
CAN

»

Starch

2I<

no'r

Dazzle Liquid

Libby

Florient

Lux Liquid

CORNED BEEF

Household Deodorizer

DETERGENT

can

S'/2 e«
Aerosol Cen

47c

7Q
/ /C

c7an

39c' pc^“

69c

Swan Soap

Lux Toilet Soap

Spry

Milder, Longer Lasting

Protected by Gold Foil

SHORTENING

2

cakIs

17c

Libby

»

Bakers

In Rockland

& 39c . & 77c

Lemon

^5 39c

bath

X

CAKES

gc

aJC

caun

36c .

99c

Libby

DETERGENT

BEEF STEW

39c

'

59c

2

Hydrox Cookies

Wesson Oil

SUNSHINE

For Slimming Salads

EXTRACTS

Vanilla

9

Trend Liquid

BEEF HASH

27c

FIRST NATIONAL STORE

53-tf

Thrift
Peck

Nylonge Sponges

Sliced Apples

YOUR LOCAL

NO OBLIGATION-NOTHING TO BUY!

I Qt 14 OI
CAN

Libby Tomato Juice

Tuna

This Brand New

NATIONAL

SALE

3 L'ttle Ki tens
"It's All Fish"

Long Grain Rice

FREE by

Lawn Mower

Cat Food

- FREE

KENMORE AUTOMATIC

The World's Best

Woodbury Soap

BR

7 Delicious Varieties

See It At Your

OF LAWN MOWERS ALSO)

>

CAKE MIXES *

CORNED

(WE SERVICE OTHER MAKES

Volume 1 Still on Sale for 49c

in-..':- UW
n zy tjok

VALUE $239.00

S»2 PARK STREET
KfMKl.AMI, MAINE

W

4

contest packages

CT'V’"ni3 /V
I I

—

>

Reg.

AND SEARS STORES

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.

I oz

CANS

TIDE’S

FIRST

by

FTP

and tlavorlul, packed in heavy sugar syrup.

MYSTERY MRS.

only

Sold and Serviced

SECTIONS
J* H1AVY

Seedless Grapefruit Sections, extra larqe

JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO ARE BUYING

Entry blanks

" ECLIPSE "

GRAPEFRUIT

SECTIONS

I lb

your

trust.”

and

respect

A new deluxe pack of fancy whole Duncan

Johnson

all

loo,

find

DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER

Honor Guests of
The Tyler fifth graders were
guests of the fourth grade during
a PTA meeting held Monday night
at the school when the members
of the fourth grade put on a, cir
cus parade for the guests who
will be going to another school
next year.
Fourth graders who had speak
ing parts in the entertainment
were: Freddie Hodgkins. Dolores
Hall. Raymond Sikoiski. Eleanor
Nyc, Victor DiRenzo and Jane
Lord.
Circus parts went to Steven
Hodgkins
J a ni e s
Lombardo,
David Sulin. Ernest Fowlcs and
Gloria Lord.
Member* of the fifth grade sang
a two part piece, “Oh, How Love
ly is the Evening*. The fifth
grade was picsented the attend
ance banner for having the most

is

find

FUNDS FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT

153

Tyler Parents

The Student Council netted a sat
isfactory fund from their Friday
night record hqp.
This money
PARTY HOSTS
goes into the Student Council
described, and several groups of treasury with which they purchase
sports equipment. Mr. and Mrs.
songs and poems recited in unison.
Edgar Lemke, Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Jane Richards represented James Kinney, Sr. and Mr. and
Liberty, with Darlene Gordon and Mrs. Hilliary Spear, were present
Tony Vigue holding the flags dur as chaperones.
ing the Flag Salute and pledge.
Judy Weston. Janice Kinney and
Principals Edgar Lemke and Janett Hall did the decorating and
Vernon Jordan of the high school the cleaning up. James Kinney.
and grade school, respectively, re Sr. tended the record player and
port the Sub-Freshman Day. held Ronald Overlock, took tickets at
at the high school, Friday, May the door.
11. and was satisfactory. From
this program the eighth grade pu
CLAYT BITLER
pils
received
information on
Wants To See You About
studies and courses which they
could take on entering high school
in September, and parents could
SEA HORSES
also be briefed. Probably the en
row DEPENDabilitv
tering freshman class will number
59-64

all

of

important

"Most

the finer quality you'll

about 25.

WARREN RECORD HOP EARNS

A* *

7'/j 01 OSr
. 12 01 30«ZJC • CELLO OVC

CELLO

.0.

35c .

69c

,9o',

CONTEST RULES

1.
2.

No employees of either store oi their immedi
ate families are eligible.
All coupons to be deposited at Sears.

4.

Contest starts May 14th through June 2nd.

5.

8&e 39c

e

59c

.

s

KRAFT

89c

CHEESE
2 LB
LOAF

FOOD

QO

OJC

Sure Death te All Household Insects

Swiss Cheese

Awards to be made 12 m. June 2 at the
Rockland First National Store.

Spaghetti Dinners

Bug-a-Boo

KRAFT

Chef - With Meat or

Natural Slices

Mushroom Sauce

MOTH CONTROL
Closet Hangers
49c

'/jLB
PKG

Make SEARS Your Headquarters to Have Your

Mystery Mrs. Coupons Signed for National Prizes!

Velveeta

INSECTICIDE

POTATO CHIPS

Coupons obtained at either store.

3.

Bug Bomb

Wise

Zllr
MIC

Semfe Low Sell-Service Prices

’I

FIRST

REG

PKG

39c

Crystals

49c . &{j'$l'’

Expello

33c

i All Stores in Thu Vicinity — We Reserve the Right o Limit Quantities

NATIONAL

1 STORES

Timufoy-Thurtday-Soturday
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NOTES FROM McLAIN SCHOOL

RHS Sophomores Ready For Speaking Contest

to fill with candy or flowers for
his or her mother. We enjoyed this
project very much.
John LaCrosse brought a beauti
ful big bouquet of Mayflowers
(trailing arbutus) to school recent
ly. They were very attractively
arranged in a pretty bowl.
Eileen Flanagan brought a love
ly bouquet of jonquils recently
and Jill Harris brought some yel
low violets.
Robert Cookson brought a col
lection of shells to show to his
class.
Pupils who have taken lunch
money since our last report are:
Christine Huntley. Stephen Ander
son., Florence Newcomb. Robert
Cookson and Eileen Flanagan.
John
Lacrosse,
Mary Viik,
Phillip Garfinkel, Carlene Walker,
and
Florence Newcomb have
brought pictures with stories for
our “News Coiner”.

Sub-Primary—Mrs. Leach

Robert Kurr and Michael Harris
observed their sixth birthdays
May 9 at school. Robert’s mother
sent soda, frosted cup cakes, and
lollipops for everybody.
Mark Rollins has returned from
his trip to Texas. While there he
sent us a booklet of pictures of
the State.
Patricia Ellis brought beautiful
violets that she picked on her re
turn trip from Maryland.
She
also visited in Washington. D. C.

Grade 1—Mrs. Ausplund

July Clark has recently return
ed from her second vacation in
Florida.
She went in company
with her parents and reports a
very enjoyable trip.
Wilbur Roman brought his pet
turtles to school to show to his
class.
Pupils who have had birthday
celebrations since our last news
letter are Sharon Bicknell and
Sterling Proctor.
Recent changes in our class are
as follows: Albert Curtis has
moved to South School and Karan
Brann who has been attending
South School joined our class.
Sterling Proctor, who formerly at
tended school at Columbus. Ohio,
is now a member of our class.
Friday wc made Mother’s Dayboxes for each pupil to take home

National Honor Society Gains 15 At RHS

Page Fifteen

;

Grade 2—Mrs. Merrill

Betty Duff has brought in sev
j eral kinds of wild flowers for the
class to study and enjoy.

The power of the spoken word will he in the minds of the above Rockland High School sophomores
who will compete May 21 in the Sophomore Prize Speaking Finals at the school auditorium. Thc stu
dents will present their program in competition for cash prizes in an evening of entertainment open to the
public without charge. A musical program is also planned with the evening’s activities starting at 7.30.
The contest is a major event of the sophomore year. Above, in front, left to right, are: Jo Vasso. class
president, who will introduce the speakers, and Helen Colby, who will present a dramatic reading. Sec
ond row, left to right, are: Anne Peterson, humorous; Edward Miller, humorous; and Janice Black,
SK humorous. Back row, from thc left, are Arthur Lawrence, dramatic; Edward Moffitt, oration; Agnes
Photo by McKeon Kent, dramatic; Peter Corey, oration. Sandra New man, Margo Guay, Janice McIntosh and Aida Venezia,
Voted to membership in the* National Honor Society from Roekland High School were these juniors all sophomores, will prompt, if necessary.
and seniors shown in the picture. Their selection was announced by Principal A. Hamilton Boothby
Wednesday morning. The students were chosen by the faculty for scholarship, character, service and ' 0, High baseball team.
Those participating in morning
Plans have bcen made for a
leadership and represent five per cent of the junior class and 10 per cent of the seniors. First row, from
Leonard LaCroix recently won exercises are: Esther Fernald, trip to the St. Regis Paper Com
the left, are: William Small, Dorinda (oughlin, Sylvia Sulides, Madonna Fogg and Charlie Cross, all
juniors. Second row. left to right: Harriett Levco, Joan Philbrook, Rosalie Halligan, Barbara Marsh Bu- an award for building a model Robert Lord. Carol Philbrook. pany in Bucksport. Funds for the
salaeki and Cynthia Palmer. Last row, from the left, John Alden, Ronnie Orcutt, George Phillips and boat for Newberry’s.
Dennis Skinner Donna Pitts. Pau- trip have been made available by
Carolyn Snow. Other senior members, who were also chosen in their junior year, who are not in tlie
Those planning to take part in lette Barton, Gloria O'Sullivan. each student contributing a small
picture are: Fred Wilbur, Constance Gray, Mary Grispi. Pleasanee Kaufman and Robert Merriam.
thc annual Soap Box Derby are; Tom Miller. Ataide Steeves, San- amount each week to the class
n.
>1.
Senior Frederick Palka was absent when the picture was taken.
Raymond Brann. Donald Pomroy, dra Baudanza, David Achorn. treasury.
ONE DOLLAR
field trip.
was the winner in the spelling be collected for exhibits. The team Robert Ober, Dennis Skinner, Raymond Brann, Robert Brewer.
Charles Monteith, Martha GrossTHIS AD WORTH $1. IN FLOWER, GRASS
David
Ba rram, Harold
David Woods. Linda Malburg. contest.
captains are: Anne Ladd. Jerry Robert Lord and Richard Miller. Robert Ober. Richard Cossar. Al- man>
This class voted in one of its belt Gardner. Brenda Hill. Leon- Snowman and Madoline Spca«OR VEGETABLE SEED WITH PURCHASE
Sally Knowlton. John Hopkins.
We wish to thank Mrs. Rex. LaCrosse. Opal Miller. Janet Jor
class meetings to give the room ard LaCroix and Brenda Smith.
tried their hand at teaching our
Larry Esancy. and Virginia Han Garrett for furnishing us with a dan and Ronnie Linscott.
OF $5. OF FOLLOWING SPECIALS
aquarium to Mr. Seymour as a
son have led the class in opening treat of brownie bars on May
Brenda Hill and Carol Philbrook class last week,
At
the
most
recent
class
meet

>1.
>1.
gift.
exercises.
Day. They arrived in a gaily deco ing the following committees were
were ushers at the operetta. RobThe boys participating in baseRobert Ober is one year older ert Brewer and Gloria O'Sullivan ball from our room are: Gary
rated box which was a delightful appointed by our class president.
Metal Lawn Rakes, 7Sc — 30' Plastic Hose. 30 yr. cuar.. S3.69
Grade 3—Mrs. Nelson
surprise.
Anne Ladd: Lunch money. Chuck this month.
had major parts in the presenta- Winchcnbaugh.
David Barram.
We have enjoyed reading thc
10 Qt. Galv. Graduated Pails, 69e — 12 Ot. Bur Bombs. 69c
Carol Philbrook won the W.C.T. tion.
Blaisdcll; coat closet. Diana LothDavid Phillips. William Brown,
Grade
4
—
Mrs.
Bangs
hooks
brought
by
Janet
Lowe,
9 Qt. Galvanized Watering Pails, $2.15
boards and erasers, Billy U. Speaking Contest at the First
Science experiments have been and Carl Rafferty.
Donna Haskell. Patricia Law
In correlation with our unit in rop;
II” Expandable Bindon Screens, 83c
in ! Baptist Church.
turned in by Paulette Barton. Tom
We have been playing softball
rence. Robert Emery and Scott social studies,
Marcia Wasgatt Lowe and Harold Simmons;
1 We are now having gym periods Miller and Albert Gardner.
Rubbish Burners. $3.50 — Trash Cans, S3.Oil
during our gym period on Tues
Jordan.
brought interesting information on spectors. Billy Karl and Bob
.
once
a
week.
Fowler;
attendance.
Charlena
Garbage Cans, S2.89 — 2' Step Ladders. $2.73
Robert Brewer and Robert Ober day and the boys have beaten the
Room helpers for this week are: Colonial life.
host, Horace Benner, I Team captains for this class are received letters for Junior High girls for the last two weeks.
James Brown. David Goodnow,
Phillip Knowlton brought his pet VVhitehill;
Moth Flakes, 39c — 3 Peeks Peat Moss. $1.05
and hostess. Virginia White. Fri Robert Ober and Robert Brewer. basketball.
John Hart and Richard Todd.
rabbit to school.
Grade 8—Mr. Fisk
50 Lbs. Sheep Manure, $3.00 — Lawn Seeders, $6.10
‘ We recently had a candy sa'le.
Lucinda Corey was chosen from day afternoon's program will The profits are being saved for
Eileen Korpinen brought two
Grade 7—Mr. Parker
We
are
planning a class trip to
Hoes, $1.39 — Lawn Carts, $8.50 — Wheelbarrows, $9.93
chickens to show to the class; our group by Miss Skillings to have as chairman. Jeanne Estes our class trip.
Newly elected class officers are: Acadia National Park. Members
and
her
committee
is
Ronnie
Lin

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 P. M.
Larry Coffin, polliwogs and a take part in the operetta.
Our class also voted to purchase President Mary Flanagan. Vice of thc planning committee in
Student teachers from the Fu scott. Dick Warner. Sandy Tilton, a gift for the person who attained President Martha Grossman. Sec clude: Eunice Winslow, David
snake; Richard Johnson, an ex
View Street
Telephone 478
and
Laurel
Smallwood.
hibit of dental supplies; Ralph ture Teachers’ Club at the high
100 per cent in spelling and for retary David Barram and Trea Harden, Michael Savitt, Carol
Grade 7—Mr. Ellis
Roman, a large lobster; Maryann school who come to our room each
perfect attendance.
surer William Jackson.
(Continued on Pago Sixteen)
Our room recently had
Blaisdcll, an interesting display of week are: Judy Davis, Mary
of
an
assembly
program
moss from several countries show Doaks, and Bill Emery.
high
school auditorium.
Janey Benner from the
ing all the changes from solids to
ft
the final liquid stage.
primary group brought a much Adams led the audience
Maxwell
Ames
and Martin larger turtle which was found in ljOrd s Prayer and Flag Salute.
McLain School basketball letters
Rubenstein were leaders in arith thc brook back of the Central
were awarded to Charles Wasgatt
metic last month. Lucy Torfason Maine office.
Annette Hofacker brought us thc and William Black.
Once again our room is the pos
story of Johnny Applesced in cor
sessor of the McLain PTA attend
relation with thc movie.
Ida Lawry showed us a pair of ance banner.
One of our recent projects in
OUTER PARK STREET
S. NO. 1
shorts which came from Germany
ROCKLAND
and a puppet sent from Georgia cluded the study of a unit on
Judith French. Barbara Luce, Fisheries. Ann Fowler and Joan
Annette Hofacker and Charles Gherardi served as co-chairman.
Lucille Allen and Pamela Gay
Hooper brought in pussywillows to
lived as ushers at the operetta.
make a large bouquet for our li
Joy Mazzeo represented our
brary table.
Ji
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF ■■
Rex Garrett, Daniel Barram. room in the operetta entitled ‘‘The
and George Gherardi happily sur Children of Buttercup Commons”.
prised us with a May Day party. She played the part of Charlotte,
•Walter Ladd brought us a large om* of the children.
Students from our room who
1 KESII IDIIK
,,
1 EKKSII NATIVE
piece of sugar cane which came
participa;t<(l in the band concert
SHOULDERS
OaC ID. | FOWL
from Florida.
Our exchange projects with the included: Jeanne Call. Ami Fowl
Joy Mazzeo. Sheila Vinal. and
Toney School at Decatur, Ga.. and
1 KESII
p—
..
| 1 KESII (IT SKINLESS
the Central School at Columbus. Sharon Wright.
Halibut Steaks
ID. | Haddock Fillets
The candy sale which our room
Kansas. are nearly completed. In
teresting letters from Annette sponsored on May 9, netted $3.08.
Charles Wasgatt’s softball team
Hofacker and Barbara Torfason
already been sent, along with two was the victor in a game played
May 8 over Alan Post’s team by
packages of material.
GRADE "A"
Marcia Wasgatt is still the the close score of 7-6.
The following students gave
spelling champion in our room.
Dressed As Desired—Whole
(NATIVE SMOKED
Birthday greetings were extend book reports to thc fifth grade
ed to Ida Lawry with the entire class last week: Joy Mazzeo. Har
HADDOCK
’Xm
lb.
class enjoying cake
and ice riet Richardson. Janet Plummer,
Mary Adams. Lucille Allen. Sheila
cream on thc happy occasion.
UlIOLL BEEF
Bs
1 ALL MEAT—SKINLESS
Oftsi
TENDERLOINS
79c lb. |FRANKS
,
Joseph Coffin brought us an in Vinal. Judy Segal. Pamela Gay.
and
Margaret
Boothby.
teresting specimen of a porcupine
fish.
Grade 7—Mr. Seymour
FRESH CUT NATIVE
With only a few weeks remain
Annette Hofacker brought in a
portion of a wasp’s nest.
ing in the school year, this class
George Gherardi brought some has been making plans for a trip
of his model airplanes, also at the close of school. No definite
magazines and pictures of many site has been decided.
Robert
Brewer and Robert
different types of planes and Rex
Ober. Richard Miller and Roy
Garrett his ore detector.
75c
EGGS
49c dOZ. | BAKE-RITE
Taylor are trying out for the JuniGrade 5—Mr.s. Laaku
Those who have
celebrated
| COFFEE
MAKES
BEAN
birthdays since the last report
HOOD'S
5 QTS.
are: Jane Segal, David Cooper,
Dale Spencer and Rebecca Orne.
Last week, a group of girls
from Mr. Ellis’ seventh grade
► Get a Fresh Start by con
solidating bills and reducing
visited our room and gave reports
monthly payments with a
I on books they had read which
‘ Bill Consolidation Loan”.
w-ould
enrich
our
study
of
Ameri

to
RHONE FOR 1-VISIT IOAN
can History.
Phone first . . . give a few
In a recent spelling contest Don
facts . . . and, quick as your
loan is approved, get cash in
ald
Nelson
became
spelling
1-trip. All employed men and
champion of the class.
women, married or single, art
Grade 6—Miss Pierce
welcome. Phone, write or
come in. We served nearly 2
Wc have begun a study of
million people last year: Proof
southwest Asia in social studies
we like to say “Kea/”
and are discovering facts about
Leons $25 te $2500
Syria, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia.
Jordan and Israel. Peter Fogg has
PORTLAND, MAINE
brought some interesting material
LB.
FINANCE (
ORANGESr;X“A39c
|CARROTS
Cello Pkg.
about the flags,of these countries.
( iniMflir PftSONAl FiNAN(| (O
Carolyn Bird and Janice Phillips
BAKERS OF MAINE'S TWO FAVORITE
are our FTA representatives.
356 MAIN STREET
CELLO
They have done an outstanding
Flnr • iFinnwrtlt M«.,n«l IMf.)
LOAVES OF BREAD
PKG.
Phon.: 1131 • Rotkl.nd
job in presenting their lessons to
Ol'KN RATTROAYg UNTIL N0ON
our chass.
HOLSUM and OLD HOME
Loans made to residents of all
Our class is planning a field trip
mirronnding towns

1

Our class went on a nature
walk last week. John Hopkins and
Barbara Vinal were leaders of the
group for that day. Upon return
ing to school, committees were
formed to work on a mural illus
trating our walk. Many interest
ing stories were written about thc

SUTTON’S SPRING SPECIALS

A
Z’J

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

H
FI -L
Round Roast

59c lb.

aa

39clb.

29c lb.

kpn<k
Frying Chic'llVI
■ W nF"™ 9
W 9c ea.
19c

Ialewives

2 for 25c

GROWING YOUNGSTERS

Require a tremendous amount of energy

Chicken leasts

5!)c lb.

Serve One of The Most Perfect Foods

29C

HOLSUM BREAD

75c lb.

KRAFT
1/4 lbs.

Parkay Oleo
Frozen F. F. Pot.'-“8f"$1.00
FrozenlPeas » 6 for 1.00

insure a continued normal growth.
BAKED BY THE

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.

doz.

Tomatoes

i

to the

bog where specimens -will

Loans also mads by mall

10c

2 for 35c

I
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McLain School

Rockland Latin Club Admits Freshmen

(Continued from Page Fifteen)
Cross, Rocberta Jordan, and Co
rinne Simmons.
Our class presented a debate in
Mr. Parker’s room on Monday.
The topic was “Does TV cause
; i Juvenile Delinquency?” Members
of the debating team included:
Carol Cross. Michael Savitt. Ar
thur Stilphen, David Gregory and
Corinne Simmons.

TMsday4fcuraday>-Safvrday

Cushing

RHS Future Teachers Tour Colleges

Consolidated
School
William Sherman for the third
time was named school citizen of
the week.
The eighth grade is formulating
plans for another hot iunch for
the entire school. It is expected
that the lunch will be offered on
May 21

Our class is studying the United
Room One
States in geography. Several in
teresting maps of products have
Carol Wood, a second grade
been completed. We are reading pupil, had the only 100 in her class
historical fiction of fact for our in last week's spelling review.
final book deport.
Dwayne Prior, Russell Mont
gomery. Todd Barter. John Fales,
Grade X—Mr. Martin
! 1 Room 10 is planning its class Linda and Russell Jordan. Vernon
trip May 18 to the University of Shay. Virginia Oteon. Alton Grover
Maine. A trip through the large and Carol Wood have all been out
greenhouses will be conducted by of school with the chickenpox.
Last keek, Room I featured
Prof. Eggert and Mr. L. P. Little
field both of the Horticulture De some very colorful Mother’s Day
partment, U. of M. This will be baskets for their weekly display.
followed by a conducted tour of
Room Two
the campus under supervision of
Fi ms were shown to the entire
Mr. Worrick, director of confer
school last Wednesday.
ence. Dinner will be served to the
Robert Stone and Richard Olson
class at the new men’s cafeteria.
A visit with Prof. M. Jordan at have returned to school after being
the planetarium at Wingate Hall confined to their homes with the
will close the day and the class chickenpox.
The home room club has pur
will start back for Rockland.
chased
another new book titled
Boys baseball has started for
the spring aud girls’ softball has “Animal Stories.”
The musical variety show pre
been arranged for today.
sented by the students last Fri
Part of the Rockland High School freshmen Latin students' entertainment program was the abo\e
group of musicians who are freshmen bund members. At the lett, playing the drum is Woodbur> Post. dent. led the students to the stage day’ was greatly enjoyed by’ the
The girls seated, from the left, are: Uoona Poulin, Louise West and Elizabeth Sulides. Boys, standing, to the tune of “When the Sainta large audience in attendance.
left to right, are: Timothy Corey, David Craig, Robert Plummer and Russell Spear.
Reporter for the week was
Come Marching In,” played by the
On Wednesday morning, Rock- tertuimd the school with a pro- itiun into the Latin Club
Jeanette Spear.
freshman band members.
land freshmen Latin students en- gram which was j>art of their initi- Arthur Lawrence, club presiArthur led the devotional exer

A&P STORE IN ROCKLAND OPEN FRI. NIGHT 'til 9

bwp/ticgj

RIOI'I

fo more zJW
SPEC • . .

r.tR 6 ' SIZE

49

STPAWBCRRY PiE

Shop where you get more low prices mure often!
A&P has plenty of specials ... but much more
important for your budget are the steady savings
you pet day after day at A&P1

JAN. P. R.tR I LB 1 OZ LOAF

WHITE BREAD

°^15

STREUSSEL

MUD, ME.tC.V COFrEE Lb SAG

79c

EIGHT O'O.OCK
RICH. FULL-BODIED

I fi SAG

89:

CCFFEE

VIGOROUS & WINEY

93

------------ JUS. REDUCED!------------

A&P PINEAPPLE
1 LB 14 OZ
35c
SLICED
CAN
JUST REDUCED!-----------

A&P PINEAPPLE
Chunks 2.'? ; 69

A&P PINEAPPLE

2 ,qt ,4OZ 49c

Iona Cut Wax Beans

4

Reliable Sweet Peas

4

1 LB 1 OZ

A&P Cream Style Corn 4

1 LB 1 OZ

FROZEN-

Agen Green Peas
Meat Pies

<

CANS

”FRESH
roezShn'

4 PKGS

8OZ

BEEF, CHICKEN or TURKEY

PIES

5c OFF

PKG

REG. PRICE

OF 48

oec
4QC
“W
C Cr

QUART
JAR
□ □

QC

1 IB 1 OZ

CAN

3

A&P's PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

dexoia

Cfi

CANS

Ann Pegs Mayonnaise
Libby's Fruit Cocktail

dexo

W

BANQUET, QUICK-FROZEN

Our Own Tea Bags

CO

CANS

10 OZ

C OC

LB
CAN

COC

QUART

BOT
FRESH, SO JTH^YESTERN-SWEET'LUSCIOUS FLAVOR
A8,P's ALL PURPOSE OIL

STRAWBERRIES

ICE CREAM 2*T’**'S 49'
or CANS 57:

SU1-.E

LIBBY'S—FROZEN

43

STRAWBERRIES

39

GREEN PEAS

LIBBY'S FROZEN PEAS .nd

CARROTS 210 “PKCS 39c
CREAMERY

FRESH BUTTER '4? 69
Fresh—Grade

$unrv, brook

5

Poft’iOeS Florida fine-fiavored

Tomatoes

IBS

Spinach

LARGE EGGS

A

59

1 LB 4 OZ AQC

WASHED and TRIMMED

Seedless Grapef't
Fresh Corn

63

2

for

3

for

JUICE-FILLED
64s

29c

29c

Rib Roast

lB 43

FRYING or ROASTING LB
WdOlE cr CUT-UP

LB

SUPER RIGHT SLICED

8OZ

SPECIAL (REG. 35c)

PKG

HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF
7-INCH SHOf.T CUT

Chuck Roast
Hamburg
_

LB

35c

2
77c
LBS------t, 4 vicinity

SWIFT'S MEATS

B&M BEANS

BABY FOODS

FOR BABIES
STRAINED or CHOPPED

CALIF. PEA or RED KIDNEY

jAe$4]c

1 LB 12 OT CAN

A LEVER BROS. PRODUCT

WHITE FACIAL TISSUE

BREEZE

2 FKGS OT 460 39’

URGE FKG

32

very year,

JJVULOOKIHG BOSTON COMMON

handyto

SHOPPING ■ THCATRES
SUBWAYS • HISTORIC
SITES • BUSINESS
DISTBICTS

27C

Reasonably Priced!
CHILDREN UNDER 14 ... NO CHARGt
PARKING AVAILABLE

more and more new
1 cars are equipped with Power
Steering. Many a man has bought

E

it “for the wife”—then wondered
how hc ever got along without it.

And if you have in mind a new ear
with Power Steering consider this

Since the beginning of last year,
Buick has sold far more new cars
equipped with Power Steering*
than any other car — over 20,000
more in 1955 alone.

for it are just as impressive.

THE NEW DETERGENT
LARGE RKG

32

GIANT RKG

Buick brings you In-Line Safety
Power Steering. In addition to the

7JC

BLUES WHILE IT WASHES
LARGE FKG

3]

GI*»T PKG

RINSO

LUX

yjC

LIQUID DETERGENT
12 07 CAN

39C

1 PT

6

07 CAN

|

LATHERS QUICKLY end

4 »«s cakes 35

FPEELY

VANILLA EXTRACT

j-

AN ALL PURPOSE SOAP

■

URGE RKG 31 C CIARTRKG75C

FOR TASTY SNACKS

jot sot

39 tnziQrJJ'

Poultry Raisers
Small or Large. Terms To Meet Your Approval.

CALL NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION

6-Passenger 4-Door Piv’era

one-finger ease of turning common
to all such systems in varying degree,

it has several distinct advantages.

'mileage both step up even before
you switch the pitch.

And waiting to show you how thc
highest power yet, the sweetest ride
yet and the boldest styling yet—all
help to make this bright new beauty
the Best Buick Yet.

wheel turning nearly twice as easy

Today is fine with us. How about

as other types of systems.

you?

Add another plus: this Buick feature
works through the new Buick front
end—where a unique new geometry
and steering linkage bring a sweet
new response and a wonderfully
easy handling and a surer “sense of
direction” even to new Buieks not
equipped with the power system.

So there you are—and here we are

*buiek’s In-Line Safety Power Steering
is standard on Roadmaster and Super,
optional at moderate extra cost on
other Series.
I Xcw Advanced Variable Pitch Dynaflow
is thc only Dynaflotc buick builds
today. It is standard on Rnadmaster,
Super und Century-optional at modest
extra cost on thc Special.
AIRCONDITIONINO

at a
COOL NEW LOW PRICE

waiting to prove it all to you.

It cools, fillers, dehumidifies.

Waiting, also, to let you try’ the new
thrills to he had in Buick’s advanced
new Variable Pitch Dynaflowf —
where getaway response and gas

CHECK YOUR CAR-CHECK ACCIDENTS-

Gel 4-Seoson Comfort in your
new Buick with genuine

FRIOIOAIRE CONDITIONING

SEE JACKIE GLEASON ON TV Ew-y Saturday Evening

Best Buick Yet
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ABE BUIU BUICK Will BUILO THEM

Educator Crax ’lbbo«33c
SUNLIGHT

2 »’»t«E5 25c

We Are Also Looking for

On the other hand, it gives you more

It gives you surer, steadier, safer
control at highway speeds—because
it retains that good natural “feel” of

A NBW ADVBNTUH IM
(AKER'S

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

power assist when you need it most
—at crawl speeds and at full stop.
Here, Buick’s Pow er Steering makes

the road.

LUX TOILET SOAP

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

Right this way!

HOTEL

IMTIMATI COCKTAIL LOUM6I
lileen Sutherland ot the
Hammond Organ

RINSO BLUE

PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE

'SSSS7//////W//MM

in BOSTON-

SILVER DUST BLUE

GIA«T RKC

WANTED

World's most popular
POWER STEERING?

That’ s the record —and the reasons
ANGEL SOFT

POULTRY

Buick RoaoMASTEH

MODERN • COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

OVEN BAKED

2 3’ti 07 CANS 47C

The Ways and Means Committee
will meet at the Masonic Hall Mon
day at 8 p. m. Bring refreshments
for lunch.
Evelyn Staples. Katherine Wade,
Fannie Robinson and Miss Kelley
of Belfast, Jeptha Buck and Mrs.
Buck of Belmont, and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Marriner of Camden
were recent callers on Mrs. Ada
Howard.

to his Alma Mater, Colby College.
Mrs. Herman Hart, a Bates
graduate, took 21 students to
Bates. They' were: Agnes Kent.
Beverly D-orr. Anna Coughlin.
Mary Cole, Judith Davis, Edward
Moffitt. Harriet Ladd. Ann Peter
son, Priscilla Newbert. Judith
Knowlton. Arthur Lawrence, Alice
Walker. Margo Guay, Eleanor
Jackson. Adele Grossman, Darrell
Spencer. Peter Corey, Janice
Phillips. Nancy O’Brien. Billy
Emery and Robert Montgomery.
Those who furnished tiansporta-

fact:

BEECH NUT STRAINED

0T

MRS. ETTA L. MARRINER
Correspondent

LIVE

Don’t consider yourself a world,
beater until you find out if you
can carry your own precinct.

29c
55c

BONE IN—3LOCK STYLE
LEAN, FRESHLY GROUND

53c

LB

HEAVY CORN FED STEER BEEF

ALL BELF lb 39c
Pficei shown ir. tfu. j<J g^-anteed throuflh Sat , Ma, 19 4 etf«c.,ve in th-s

4

took Laverne Orcutt. Helen Doher

ty, Judith Childs and Ann Savitt

Searsmont

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

Lincoln Johnson of the faculty

LOCATION

READY-TO-COOK 3’ 2 4 LBS

Soft Salami

and the University of Maine, only
two colleges were toured.

4 EARS 29

SWEET GOLCEN-KERNELED

CHICKENS

The Future Teachers of America tion for these trips were: Mrs.
The Old Timer remembers when
made their annual tour of the col- Hart, Mr. Johnson. Edward Mof- Uncle Sam could live within his
i leges on Tuesday. Since visits had fit. Arthur Lawrence and Peter income and without ours.—ChangCore v.
ing Times.
already been made to Gorham

<

FRESH NATIVE READY-TO-COOK - 2'/a TO 3 LBs'

MEL-O-BIT PROCESS AMERICAN

SLICED CHEESE ',“27c

PKG

FIRM and CRUNCHY

Large Fowl

CHEDDAR-LONG AGED

SHARP CHEESE

49
• <c

CELLO lQC
PKG ■ <

SELECTED RED-RIPE

Cucumbers

LIBBY'S-FROZEN

SILVERBROOK

f^eW

QUART 39

12ozcen27c

FROZEN

JUICE

79
c
'

CANS <

15’ZzOZ

CANS

CRESTMONT ALL FLAVORS

A&P

I LB

_

Sultana Tomatoes

------------- JUST REDUCE"!-------------

Juice

AQC
“ *

NOW
EACH

JANE
PARKER

IB BAG

BOKAR COFFEE

"

12 INCHES LONG-REGULARLY 65c

29

square

RED CIRCLE

GIANT SiZE

JELLY ROLL

JANt PARSER CINNAMON

cises and then he announced the
singing of “Deus American Benedical,” by the freshmen, 75 strong.
This was followed by the enter
tainment announced by' Paul Coak
ley. The program continued with
pantomime by Tod M<*Intoah and
tap dance by Nonna Levco. Caro
lyn Bird and Mary Soule.
The band presented ‘‘Over the
Waves.”
Musicians were Eliza
beth Suiides. Louise West. Donna
Paulin. Timothy Carey, Robert
Plummer, David Craig, Woodbury
Post and Russell Spear. Also, a
speech by Darold Paulin and a
.song and dance by' Marie Gardi
ner and Joan Grispi.
The Latin Class song was given
by Gail Ladd. Anna Coughlin, San
dra Stinson. Priscilla Newbert.
Peter Stratton. David Hamalainnen, Freddie Stoddard. Wayne
Nelson directed by Roland Groder.
A piano solo by Timothy
Woodman closed the program.
The regu ar initiation was held
Wednesday evening in the high
school gym. Following the initia
tion refreshments were served by
the sophomores and a record hop
was held.
Officers of the Latin Club are:
Arthur Lawrence, president; Ann
Peterson, vice president; Alice
Walker, secretary; Bernard LaCroix, treasurer.
The program committee is:
Paul Coakley, Charles Carr, Ed
ward
Miller.
Joseph
PaulinStephen
Bartlett;
decorations.
Adele Grossman, Sam Glover.
Joann Hudson, Janice
Black.
Margo Guay, Edward Moffett;
hospitality . Darrell Spencer. Peter
Carey. Janice McIntosh. Wayne
Lindsey. Sally’ Simmons. Judy
Knowiton; faculty advisor is Mrs.
Cough’in.

Koekland High School Future Teac hers of Amerieu Club members stand outside the school Tuesday
morning in preparation, for their annual tour ol the colleges. Inside the ear is Lincoln Johnson, a teacher
at the Junior High School und president ot' the Knox County Colby College alumni, who guided the stu
dents on their trip to Waterville. Also in the ear is Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin, club faculty advisor. From
the left, they are: Judy Childs, Helen Doherty, guide Johnson and udvisor Coughlin, Judy Pease, Ann
Savitt and Laverne Orcutt.
Photo by McKeon

Plastic Starch

”'”25'

TRIMONT ANO BOTUTON STRUTS
j. WAUM,

IP

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND MAINE

